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PREFACE

This study of the Chrau language is based on field work in a Chrau village (Bà gièng, Bình tủy) in 1959–60, and in the Vietnamese town of Xuân lộc, Long Khánh, intermittently from 1962 to 1966. In Xuân lộc I worked with a single informant but had occasional contacts with other Chrau in town or in trips to Chrau villages. Hùynh Văn Nghi (1959–60) and Thợ Sáng Lực (1962–66) patiently taught me their language. Luc also recorded and typed up text material for me.

I am indebted to Dr. Henry M. Hoenigswald of the University of Pennsylvania for his patient advice and help. For theoretical stimulation resulting in some of the points of view herein expressed I am indebted to Dr. Henry Hiz, of the University of Pennsylvania, and to Dr. Kenneth L Pike and Dr. Richard S. Pittman, of the Summer Institute of Linguistics. A Harrison Scholarship was provided by the University of Pennsylvania for the year 1960–61. The field work on which this study is based was carried out under the auspices of the Summer Institute of Linguistics, Inc., and the Wycliffe Bible Translators, Inc. And for health, encouragement, and safety, making this study possible, I am grateful to Almighty God.

The Linguistic Information Retrieval Project of the
Summer Institute of Linguistics and the University of Oklahoma Research Institute gave valuable assistance through the preparation of a concordance of Chrau text made on the IBM 1410 computer at the University of Oklahoma. This project was sponsored by Grant GS-270 of the National Science Foundation. The text material from which the concordance was made contained edited and unedited legends, conversations, monologues, etc., all unelicited. (The edited legends were edited by a native speaker of Chrau.)

Others such as my wife Dorothy, my mother, and my colleagues James Loriot and Robert Conrad read all or parts of the dissertation and offered helpful suggestions.
Chapter 1

THEORETICAL NOTES

1.1 Hierarchy
1.2 Bimodalism
1.3 Grammatical inventories

Partially following Pike (1954-60) we assume language to be composed of a hierarchical bimodal complex, with a limited set (inventory) of overt structures which are utilized in various ways in the formation of transformational paradigms. A distinction between emic and etic structures is posited in both phonology and grammar.

The modal hierarchical structure posited for Chrau may be diagrammed roughly as in Fig.1.

1.1 Hierarchy

Levels: Specific languages may have different levels in their hierarchies, though the diagram in Fig.1 is probably fairly representative for many languages. Other languages may combine, add, or omit particular levels. And within a language the same levels may not apply throughout (cf. Day 1966:15-16).

Basic units: Phonemes and lexemes are considered the basic, or lower threshold, units of the phonological and
Fig. 1. Postulated Language Structure

Phonological Mode
(sounds)

Lexico-Semantic Mode
(meanings)
lexical modes respectively. They are the smallest units which are pronounceable or usable alone. By this I mean that a phonological feature such as nasality cannot occur alone—features of voice, pitch, degree of closure, or point of articulation are necessarily simultaneous. Similarly a lexical feature such as person in the Greek verb does not occur alone but requires simultaneous number, tense, or mode features. And in Chrau kin terms, the sex features require simultaneous age features. So phonemes and lexemes are considered the basic units for their hierarchy.

Features: Phonological features such as pitch (e.g. in Chinese and Mixtec) or nasality (e.g. in Terena and Sundanese) may carry lexical meaning, so that they have sometimes been classified as full phonemes. An alternate suggestion would be to give both phonemes and features a place on the hierarchical threshold; these lexeme-carrying features can then be handled as a normal example of non-congruity between lexical and phonological modes. Both phonemes and features can serve in distinguishing lexemes. In an unstable system (cf.§3.7) description by phonemes and features may not do full justice to the synchronic data.

Freedom: A single phoneme or single lexeme is generally uttered by itself only in hypostasis. A phonological syllable or lexical phrase is a minimal construct and is more easily uttered. But it is not until one reaches the
levels of phonological word or lexical clause that there is normal utterability.

Slot-filling: In a hierarchy of the sort visualized (cf. Longacre 1966), units on a lower level normally fill slots in a higher level construction, as phonemes fill slots in a syllable, and phrases fill slots in a clause. But in the lexical mode it is not necessary that a slot always be filled by a unit of the next lower order, but may be filled by units of a higher, the same (§5.4), or any lower order, in theory indefinitely recursive. The phonological mode generally follows down the hierarchy in straightforward fashion, as there is neither the large inventory of units nor the need for recursive complexity that is encountered in the lexical mode.

Level-skipping: Let it be noted that in both phonological and lexical modes there may be features or basic units which do not enter into the levels immediately above them, but which enter directly into higher levels as markers, connectives, or meaning bearers on that higher level. In the phonological mode these would be items such as the lack of release marking word closure in Thai (Henderson 1949), or the contrastive stresses marking English stress groups, or the intonation on a Ch'rau intonation group (§4). In the lexical mode there would be items such as conjunctions on any of several lexical levels in English, or final particles on the clause or sentence levels in Vietnamese and Ch'rau
(§6.9). It might appear that phonological items in this sort of usage are always features, and lexical items in this usage are always lexemes.

**Polysystemism:** The "once a phoneme always a phoneme" dictum is overly rigid. We would subscribe, rather, to a position allowing for neutralization in situations where it would more easily handle the data, or allowing polysystemism where phoneme inventories vary considerably from slot to slot as happens frequently in Southeast Asia (cf. §3.4; 3.6; 3.8). Sequential polysystemism is essentially a slot-and-class approach similar to tagmemics in that each slot in the syllable (or word) is considered to be filled by its own unique class of fillers. Identical or near-identical classes are combined, and rather different classes are left distinct, and no necessity is felt for cross-identification between similar items in different classes. Thus the English verb **show** need not be identified with the noun **show**, and in Vietnamese initial **f** need not be identified with final **p**, and in Thai the debate over whether the final stops are voiced or voiceless becomes meaningless.

**Tagmeme:** I use the term "tagmeme" (Pike 1958) when referring simultaneously to a specific slot and its class of fillers. This term may be used at any level of either mode.
1.2 Bimodalism

As pointed out by Pike (1954-60), language is not just a single hierarchy building up from phonemes to morphemes to clauses, etc., but rather that language is composed of simultaneous parallel and interlocking hierarchies, each such hierarchy containing a full and independent set of levels from minimal threshold units up to units of discourse length. Each such hierarchy is called a mode.

We speak here in terms of only two modes, which we can call the phonological mode and the lexico-semantic mode. Pike's trimodalism treats distribution as a third mode, but we prefer to handle distribution as a mathematical concept like hierarchy and generality (delicacy), i.e., distribution is not language but is used by language. Phonology and lexicon are the raw materials of language on which these mathematical concepts operate. (Crawford's four modes are essentially reducible to these two. (Crawford 1963))

Phonology by itself, or lexicon (semantics) by itself, is not language. It is not language until there is a fusion or interlocking of the two modes at all levels in a "many:many" relationship (cf. Fig.1). This fused quasi-hierarchy is what we call grammar or language, and is a combination of two modes rather than being an independent third mode.
The phonological mode is by far the simpler of the two modes, being restricted to what the vocal apparatus can produce and the ear can efficiently discriminate. It has its extralinguistic setting in physiology and acoustics. On its lower threshold are phonological features (§3.9) describable in terms of articulation or of sound waves, and phonemes (§3.3-8) describable in terms of distribution and contrasts. In most languages the next level is the syllable (§3.2), a wave containing a single peak of resonance, usually called a vowel, and falling off to troughs on both sides, usually called consonants. There may be several structural slots (semivowels, etc.) on both slopes of the wave.

Above the syllable is usually the phonological word (§3.1), defined as a single emic chest pulse (Pike 1954–60: §9.2). It may contain several syllables, but one syllable will often be more prominent than the other syllables. The structure of major and minor (prominent and reduced, peak and trough) syllables is not always the same, so that different syllable patterns need to be set up in such cases (§3.2), and sometimes different phonemes. In languages such as Vietnamese (Thomas 1962b), but not Chinese or Thai, the syllable and the phonological word are identical.

Above the phonological word come such units as breath group, intonation group, utterance (§4.). There are frequently prosodic features that are tied to specific levels,
features such as intonation, stress, and devoicing, which may be simply markers of units or may also be paradigmatic and carry lexical functions (Henderson 1949).

The lexico-semantic mode has its extralinguistic setting in psychology and cultural anthropology, the sciences of what people think and do. On its lower threshold are lexical features (components), describable in terms of lexical matrices (Goodenough 1956), and lexemes, describable in terms of distribution and contrasts. Analysis in terms of slot distribution gives grammatical word classes (§6–8). Lexemes can also be analyzed in terms of lexical environment, producing semantic classes and subclasses (Conklin 1962, Frake 1961) in a folk taxonomy, or producing other types of groupings (D.M. Thomas 1966). The subclassification of Chrau lexemes and lexemic domains will not be discussed here (see Thomas and Luc 1966).

The next level above the lexeme in the lexical mode hierarchy is that of the lexical phrase (§7,8). Phrases identify plot elements: actions, locations, participants, and the like. (The term 'plot elements' was suggested by Pike.) Phrases can be described in terms of their internal slots and of their external functions.

Above the phrase is the clause (§5–6). This is identifiable as a single action (or state), or more accurately perhaps we should say that it is the conceptualization of
an action (or state). Here again we can say that we have
a prominent peak, usually the action (verb), less prominent
slopes (the other main participants), and troughs (the pe-
ripheral items). Smalley and Larson (1965) have suggested
using the psychological terms of figure and ground to de-
scribe it.

Above the clause (action) come such levels as the
sentence (asserted action, assertion) (§10.1-7), the para-
graph (episode) (§10.8-12), and the discourse (§10.13).
It should be noted that the higher levels are not just
simply larger and larger units, but are different quali-
ties of units.

One might say perhaps that the lexical mode presents
the deep structure, and the fused quasi-mode presents the
surface structure.

1.3 Limited inventories of forms

Languages apparently have a limited set or inventory
of patterns which they utilize in different ways. The same
clause types (§5) may appear in different paradigms with
different functions (§11). Thus English I don't like his
walking may be from the paradigm:

I don't like his walking.
I don't like the way he walks.
He walks in a way I don't like.
His walking is not the way I like it.
or from the paradigm:

I don't like his walking.
I don't like him to walk.
Walking is something I don't like him to do.

Some recent treatments would have said that there are two sentences *I don't like his walking* which are accidentally homophonous (e.g. Liêm 1966:xxiv). I would prefer, rather, to say that there is only one sentence, manifesting a single pattern, viz., Subject-Verb-Possessive-Gerund, which is one of a limited stock of surface structures used in English. This pattern is then utilized in at least two paradigms, and probably more, not necessarily with the same function in each. The inventory of such patterns is in the surface structure of the language. The basic structures are discovered through paradigms.

Thus we can say that things that look the same really are the same; homophonous forms are not just accidentally alike, they are occurrences of the same item in the inventory of surface structures in the language. This limited inventory of forms has no doubt contributed to the formation of the tree structure of the Chrau clause paradigms (§11), with elided transitive forms looking exactly the same as full intransitive forms.

Occasionally a pattern may even shift across phrase boundaries in the different paradigms, as in:
They are flying planes.
They have planes that they are flying.
It is planes that they are flying.

and:

They are flying planes.
The planes there are flying.
It is planes that are flying.

in which the participle may be part of a verb phrase or of a noun phrase.
Fig. 2. Ethnolinguistic Minorities of South V.N.
Fig. 3. Map of the Chrau Area
Chapter 2

THE WIDER CHRAU SETTING

2.1 Geographical setting
2.2 Genetic linguistic setting
2.3 Areal linguistic setting
2.4 Historical setting
2.5 Sociolinguistic setting
2.6 Dialectal setting

2.1 Geographical setting

The Chrau (pronounced [čʰřɔː]) live in South Vietnam in an area about 50 miles east of Saigon (Fig. 2). The K̄oho-speaking area is to the north of the Chrau, the ṭɔ̝glai are to the east, the Vietnamese to the south and west. The northwest corner is not known, as it is an area presently inaccessible (Zone D), so it is possible that the Stiêng rather than the K̄oho touch the Chrau at that point.

Geographically the Chrau area (Fig. 3) is bounded on the north by the Langa River east to Tánhлинh, then the Tánhлинh-Hàmtân road can be reckoned as the eastern boundary, though there are some Chrau east of the road and some ṭɔ̝glai west of the road. The southern Chrau boundary would be a few miles in from the seacoast from Hàmtân to Vũngtàu and Bà rịa, then north along a line west of Longthành and Trăngbôm to the Bồngnai River. The northwestern corner, as
mentioned above, is unsure, but it probably doesn't go very far beyond the Bồngnai River.

There is also reported to be a village or two of Chrau far to the west in Tayninh province (reported under the name of 'Tamun').

Thus the main Chrau area is composed of the southern half of Longkhánh province, the southwestern quarter of Bìnhtuy, the northern half of Phuocratuy, the eastern edge of Biënhoa, and perhaps part of southeastern Phuoclthánh. There are no Chrau towns; the towns and cities in and near the area are Vietnamese, but the Chrau look to them as their political, economic, and cultural centers. The town of Xuânloc, the provincial capital of Longkhánh, is about in the middle of the Chrau area, and the Chrau seem to consider it their main center. The cities of Bària and Biënhoa on the edge of the Chrau area are both considerably larger than Xuânloc but are not considered Chrau centers. Bària, Biënhoa, and Sàigòn all figure in one of the Chrau legends I have obtained. The towns of Túctrùng and Vôdât are also Chrau centers, but appear to have less prestige to the Chrau than Xuânloc.

Two main highways and a railroad run through the area -- Route 20, the Biënhoa-Túctrùng-Dalat highway; and Route 1, the Sàigòn-Biënhoa-Xuănloc-Phanthiêt-Hué highway; and the Sàigòn-Hué railroad which runs through Xuânloc and
has a spur to Võ Cát. The Chrau thus live astride the main communication lines between Sàigon and central Vietnam. Recently there has been a gravitation of the Chrau toward the highways, though previously they were content to live far from civilization.

The Chrau country is rolling, a transition area between the flat lands of the Mekong delta and the mountains of central Vietnam. The southwestern area is fertile rubber country with a number of large rubber plantations. The northern area is largely rubber and jungle. The southeastern area is less fertile soil, with the sparse population getting their cash income from rattan and palm leaf work.

The seasons are the same as in Sàigon, though it does not get as hot as in Sàigon. The red soil in the rubber country changes quickly from deep dust to deep mud, frequently making living and traveling difficult.

2.2 Genetic linguistic setting

The Chrau language is a member of the South Bahnaric subgroup (Blood 1966), along with K'ho, Stieng, and the Mmong dialects. It is possible that Chrau and K'ho may form a separate subgrouping within this, but it is not clear. The break between the K'ho and Chrau language areas seems fairly sharp. Comparison of basic vocabulary between Chrau, K'ho, Mmong, and Stieng yields consistently about 60% cognates.
South Bahnaric and North Bahnaric are the two main divisions of the Bahnaric group (formerly labeled Stiengan and Bahnaran (Thomas 1966a). Comparison of basic vocabulary between North Bahnaric and South Bahnaric languages yields about 40–45% cognates. These two groups are separated geographically by about 200 miles of Malayo-Polynesian (Chamic) speakers of Radê and Jarai (cf. Lee 1966).

The Bahnaric group, which comprises the majority of the Mon-Khmer languages in South Vietnam, as well as some languages in southern Laos and eastern Cambodia, is one of the main divisions of Mon-Khmer, along with Katuic, Khmeric, and Mon (Thomas 1966a). Schmidt (1905) was the first to solidly establish the fact of a Mon-Khmer family, though others had suggested it before without carefully proving it. He established the membership of Mon, Cambodian, Bahnar, and Stieng in the Mon-Khmer family. The relationship of Khasi, Palaung-Wa and Khmu-Lamet to these groups is not clear (Pinnow 1963).

The Mon-Khmer family, in turn, is a member of the Austroasiatic phylum. The Austroasiatic phylum was also brought into prominence by Schmidt (1907), but since then there has been considerable debate as to which families belong in the phylum. Pinnow (1959) has shown Munda to be a member of Austroasiatic along with Mon-Khmer, and Haudricourt (1953) has proposed (and I would agree with him) the membership of Việt-Mường in Austroasiatic (cf. also Wilson 1966).
The Malacca languages and Nicobarese also apparently belong within Austroasiatic, though their precise status is not clear (Pinnow 1963).

2.3 Areal linguistic setting

Chrau has come under the characteristic Southeast Asian influences (Henderson 1965, Thomas 1966b). One such influence is the tendency toward monosyllabicity by reducing or dropping all but the final syllable. Pinnow's work on Austroasiatic (esp. 1959) shows clearly that Austroasiatic languages used to have polysyllabic words, yet the Mon-Khmer languages all show the monosyllabic trend. Mñong Rđơm has gone the farthest, becoming almost completely monosyllabic. Chrau would still be considered disyllabic, though the first syllable (presyllable) vowel is simply a noncontrastive shewa which, were it not for a few environments in which its presence contrasts with its absence, could almost be called simply an automatic open transition between certain consonants.

A second area trend is toward tones. This may be a trend coming down from China. Haudricourt (1954) has shown how Vietnamese tones probably came from consonantal features, and for Mon-Khmer languages he has shown (1965) how vowel registers develop from consonantal features and may lead to tones. Chrau has neither tones nor registers, but neighboring Cham and Kơho both are developing 2-tone systems (Smalley
1954), with the possibility of a third tone in Koho. With many loanwords coming in from Vietnamese, and with tonal concomitants of some syntactic slots currently effective in Chrau (§ 4.2-3), it is quite possible that Chrau may soon move into the category of a tonal language.

A grammatical characteristic of Southeast Asia (and China) is the large-scale use of classifiers. In Chinese and in most of the Vietnam languages, including Chrau (§ 7.3), the classifier is placed between the numeral and the noun. In other Southeast Asian languages it is not uncommon for the order to be noun-numeral-classifier.

Another areal feature, associated with the monosyllabic trend, is the scarcity of affixes. This is seen most strikingly in the Malayo-Polynesian languages of Vietnam when compared with the affix-rich languages of the Philippines and Indonesia. Among the Mon-Khmer languages of Vietnam, Katu, Pacoh, and Bahnar (Costello 1966, S. Watson 1966, E. Banker 1964a) still have some fairly active affixes, but Chrau has only one really active affix, and Mmong Roldm, like Vietnamese and the Tai languages, has none. Affixes in Vietnam are all prefixes or infixes; I do not know of a single suffix in any Vietnam language.

Another grammatical characteristic of the area is the syntactic tendency to weaken certain verbs so that they come to have one or more uses as auxiliary verbs, adverbs,
or prepositions, in addition to their use as main verbs. Thus in Chrau, verbs like **conh** 'want', **an** 'give', **chèq** 'put' can take on preverbal or postverbal functions and meanings. (cf. J. Cooper 1966).

Also recurrent throughout this area is onomatopoetic reduplication (R. Watson 1966b; Emeneau 1951: 159-200; Thompson 1965: 151-178). In Chrau this appears most frequently in classical style (§ 9.2; 12.1).

2.4 *Historical setting*

The Chrau are probably the original inhabitants of the area in which they are now living, though some scholars think that there may have been negritos aboriginally inhabiting Southeast Asia before the Mon-Khmers moved in.

Before the Vietnamese moved into what is now South Vietnam, the area was divided between Chamic (Malayo-Polynesian) and Mon-Khmer speakers, with the Chamic peoples settled along the coast from Huế to Phanthiêt and inland on the high plateau from Banmethuot to Pleiku. North and south of the plateau live Mon-Khmer peoples. This gap between the Mon-Khmer groups could be explained as either a Chamic invasion of Mon-Khmer territory, breaking the continuity of the Mon-Khmer area, or else as a Mon-Khmer invasion into the outlying Chamic areas, leaving them only the plateau. Both theories have been advanced. I lean toward the first alternative geographically because an invader would gener-
ally tend to take for himself the level plateau rather than
the steep mountainsides, and linguistically because the
close relationship between Chamic and Malay would indicate
the Chamic settlement in Vietnam (probably by ship) to be
relatively recent (the first few centuries B.C.? ). And the
Chamic languages do not show the diversity that would be
expected from an old settlement.

Recorded history in the area starts in the early cen-
turies A.D. At that time Cambodia (Funan and Chenla) and
Champa were the major powers, both of them having borrowed
their civilization and religion from India (cf. Briggs 1951).
These two were deadly rivals for many centuries, with war-
fare being waged back and forth. From one or two references
it appears that there may have been a small buffer state on
the coast between Champa and the Mekong delta (Cambodia),
in the area near Bà rịa; if so, this may constitute the
first historical reference to the Chrau.

Whether or not the Chrau (or should we say the South
Bahnars?) were ever organized into a state, it is clear
that from earliest history the Chrau were in contact with
both the Khmers and the Chams, as the main cross-country
highway in those days, even as still today, led through the
Chrau area. Evidence from loanwords would seem to indicate
that the Chams had more influence on the Chrau than the
Khmers, though the Túcstrup dialect of Chrau seems to show
more Khmer influence. Some Chrau legends are clearly of
Cham origin and are found in other Cham-influenced tribal groups as far north as Đà Nẵng. On the other hand, remarks by my informant concerning recent 'Chrau kings' seem to point to an identification with the Khmers (Cambodians). The answer may possibly be that while Champa was powerful it tended to exert the major influence on the Chrau. Then after Champa succumbed to the Vietnamese (13-1500 A.D.), the Chrau identified themselves with the Cambodians, though Vietnamese cultural influence was making itself felt. And after the defeat of the Cambodians (17-1800), the Chrau came under the sole influence of, and began to identify themselves with, the Vietnamese.

There appears to have been a loose confederation among the Chau Ma (Koho) for several centuries, to which the Chrau may have also belonged. It was a temporary political and military confederation of tribespeople. The Chau Ma were often attacked and enslaved by Khmer soldiers. In 1328 many tribespeople, especially Chrau, Koho, and Stiêng, rose against their Cham overlords. But when the Vietnamese were pressing in on the Chams after 1471, the tribespeople rallied loyally to the support of the Chams. By the end of the 18th century the Chau Ma were practically encircled by the Vietnamese, and their confederation broke up and returned to anarchy. In 1755 the Vietnamese resettled 10,000 Chrau and Chau Ma in Gováp (near Sài gòn), but the Cambodians attacked them, so that the 5,000 who were
rescued were moved to Tayninh province instead (Bourotte 1955:31-41).

According to Bourotte (p. 57), in 1833 the Cham, Sre, and Chrau revolted against the Vietnamese, but were suppressed in eight days, after which the Sre and Chrau rescued many of the Cham treasures and took them up to the hills. This account, however, probably refers to the Chru rather than the Chrau.

In 1862 the Chrau and Stiêng joined a Vietnamese anti-French revolt. But the excessive demands of the rebels upon the tribespeople eventually aroused their hostility, so that the tribespeople handed over 200 of the rebel leaders to the French (Bourotte, p. 68-9).

French influence in the Chrau area lasted less than a century, so had almost no effect on the Chrau language, and had little effect on Chrau culture other than setting up the rubber plantation system.

2.5 Current sociolinguistic setting

It would seem that the ancient Chrau practice was to live in small hamlets or in isolated houses in the jungle. Now probably half of the Chrau live in or on the edge of Vietnamese villages, many of them rubber plantation villages, with the remainder living in villages of 100-500 population, mostly near the highways and railroad. The total Chrau
population is estimated at 15-20,000.

The Chrau in the southwest are largely plantation workers, the Chrau in the center and north are largely small farmers, and the Chrau who are still living in the southeast are subsistence farmers and palmleaf workers. All are deeply involved in the Vietnamese cash economy.

Vietnamese influence on the Chrau has heavily affected every area of their life, and as a result Vietnamese loanwords are pouring into the language. Most Chrau are bilingual to some degree, some highly so, others less so.

There is very little French, and even less American, linguistic or cultural influence on the Chrau. On the plantations the French influence is usually mediated to the Chrau through the Vietnamese overseers or fellow-workers, but there are some Chrau who can speak French quite fluently. In American-trained military units probably a few words of English have been picked up by the Chrau, but contact is too recent for any influence to have filtered into general Chrau usage. The majority of French words in Chrau appear to have been mediated through Vietnamese, as Chr. vagai, Vn. ba gai, Fr. bagarre 'scuffle, brawl', Chr. laye, Vn. là vé, Fr. la bière 'beer', though some have come direct from French, as Chr. canũng, Fr. cannon 'cannon, howitzer'.

Vietnamese loans come into Chrau with a minimum of
phonetic change. There appear to be two layers of Vietnamese loans in Chrau, one showing affinities with Middle Vietnamese (Gregerson 1963) so probably dating back to the 17th or 18th centuries, and one containing modern loans from Southern Vietnamese. The older layer of loans have lost their tones and are accepted as pure Chrau, and they systematically show đ and ģ for Middle Vietnamese (and orthographic) đ and gi, even though modern Vietnamese, both Northern and Southern, has lost the distinction. The newer layer of loans does not distinguish đ, gi, or y, rendering them all as y. Assimilation of Vietnamese loans into Chrau requires the dropping of tonal distinctions, so there is a clear tendency for less bilingual Chrau to drop the tones fairly quickly, while more bilingual Chrau tend to retain the Vietnamese tones.

The Chrau tend to be bilingual to the degree that they have contact with the Vietnamese. This means that in general the men are more bilingual than the women because they mix more with the Vietnamese at work and in the army. The degree of bilingualism also depends on the distance of the home village from the Vietnamese centers, especially from Xuẩn Lộc.

Vietnamese is always used by all Chrau at the market (except in private conversations between Chrau) because almost no Vietnamese know any Chrau, and because the Chrau language is considered by both Chrau and Vietnamese
to be an inferior language. In the home, however, Chrau is used almost exclusively. The general rule is to use Vietnamese in Vietnamese social situations, or when Vietnamese people are involved in any way in the discussion. Otherwise Chrau is used.

Vietnamese market talk is known by almost all Chrau; army talk would be known by most of the men; rubber plantation talk would be known by many men and women in the western area. Agriculture would be less known, hunting and fishing talk still less, and religious and ethical vocabulary probably the least.

The Chrau who are in frequent contact with the Vietnamese tend to have a low opinion of their own language, mainly I think because it was unwritten until recently. But with the introduction of Chrau writing there seems to be more pride in their language.

2.6 Dialectal setting

The Chrau area appears to be dialectally fairly homogeneous, possibly because of clan exogamy, except for the Túctrùng area. Túctrùng speech is laughed at, and sometimes called baby talk, by most Chrau; yet there is general mutual intelligibility in most contexts. (Christian records made in Túctrùng, however, seemed quite unintelligible in Bìnhtuy.) Other dialects have slight intonational or vocabulary differences, but not to any serious degree. (cf.§12.
Thus the speech in the Xuân Lộc area is fairly representative of the majority of the Chrau speech community and also has the prestige of the administrative center, so we have taken the speech of the Xuân Lộc area as the standard for the written language and as the norm for our description of Chrau.
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3.1 Phonological words

A phonological word in Chrau (cf. Thomas 1962b) may be defined as a phonological stretch containing only one main (stressed) syllable. It may also contain one, only one, unstressed syllable (presyllable). It is similar to what Pike calls a stress group or abdomineme (1954–60:§9.3).

Nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, etc., may be either monosyllabic or disyllabic words. But connectives, verbal auxiliaries, final particles, and exclamations take only monosyllabic forms generally.

3.2 Syllables

A syllable in Chrau may be defined as a phonological stretch containing only one vocalic peak. There are two
main types of syllables in Chrau, which we label presyllables and main syllables. Shorto (1963) calls them minor and major syllables.

A presyllable consists of a single initial consonant \( (C_p) \) followed by a single neutral vowel \( (V_p) \) (§3.4–5).

A main syllable consists of as many as three consonants in the main consonant position \( (C_m) \), followed by a simple or complex vowel \( (V_m) \), and optionally closed with a final consonant \( (C_f) \). The order of the consonants in \( C_m \) position is governed by the following rules (cf. Thomas 1962a):

1) A nasal \( (m,n,nh,ng) \) in \( C_m \) is always first, and is usually homorganic with the following consonant. ndāh 'not yet', camlāh 'deny', nsyēq 'cough'.

2) A sonorant \( (r,l,w,y) \) in \( C_m \) is always last. glu 'leech', hwi 'wide', mprāng 'run', camhlāng 'strong'. There is an irregular /r/ which should be considered a vowel filling the \( V_p \) position (see §3.5).

3) Voiced stops \( (v,d,j,g) \), preglottals \( (b,d) \), /s/, and /q/ come between nasals and sonorants. mva 'year', mvlōr 'throw up', vlāh 'split', candal 'middle'.

4) Voiceless stops \( (p,t,ch,k) \) come after nasals and before /h/ and sonorants. ntu 'well', nthōr 'fragrant', trōh 'hand over'.

5) /h/ comes after nasals and voiceless stops and before sonorants. mhlōh 'window', khlang 'eagle'. (§3.6)
The vowels in $V_m$ position may be short, long, or glided. The only glides are from a high vowel to a neutral mid vowel (iê, uô, uô) (§3.7).

Only a single consonant may occur in $C_f$ position (§3.8).

Final particles, as noted above (§3.1; 6.9), are generally monosyllabic. Their form is also restricted, in that there is never more than one consonant in $C_m$, the vowel quality tends toward a central position, and the final consonant tends to be weakly articulated.

3.3 Consonant phonemes

The total inventory of consonant phonemes is:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>lab.</th>
<th>dent.</th>
<th>pal.</th>
<th>vel.</th>
<th>glot.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>voiceless stops</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>ch</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preglottalized</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lenis vd. stops</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasals</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>nh</td>
<td>ng</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sonorants</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>l,r</td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aspirates</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

/p, t, ch, k/ are normal voiceless stops at the bilabial, dental, palatal, and velar positions. They are generally unreleased in $C_f$ position. For detailed contrasting of these and other phonemes see Thomas 1962a.

/b, d/ are preglottalized or implosive voiced stops at the
bilabial and dental positions. They are rare in current Chrau, occurring mostly in Vietnamese loans. Other South Bahmaric languages have a solid contrast between simple and preglottalized stops, so Chrau probably did originally too, but then lost the contrast until it was reintroduced from Vietnamese.

/g/ is a glottal stop (glottal catch).

/v,d,j,g/ are usually lenis voiced stops, but can vary to a fricative or affricate pronunciation.

/m,n,nh,ng/ are nasals at the bilabial, dental, palatal, and velar positions.

/w,y/ are bilabial and palatal semivowels.

/l/ is a dental lateral, occasionally flapped.

/r/ is a dental retroflex, which can vary between semivocalic, flapped, and trilled pronunciations. The trill is seldom used except for emphasis.

/s/ is a sibilant, varying from dental to palatal. It tends to be fronted adjacent to front vowels. In Cf position it usually loses its sibilant quality, becoming a flat fricative or simply palatalized aspiration.

/h/ is simple aspiration.

When a palatal (ch,j,nh,y,s) is in Cf position, there is usually a phonetic y-glide between the vowel and the consonant.

[Citation of consonants in §3-4 (phonology) follows the consonant symbols in the above chart. In §5-12 (syntax)
the citations follow current Chrau orthography, which differs from the above as follows: \( k, c, q(w)=/k/; -u, -o=/w/; -i, -y=/y/; -\text{ih}, -\text{yh}=/s/; \) medial hyphen \( =/g/\).

3.4 Presyllable consonants (\( C_p \))

The consonants that can occur in \( C_p \) are:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
  p & t & ch & k \\
  v & d & j & g \\
  m \\
\end{array}
\]

\((w)\) \( l-r \) \((y)\)  
\( s \) \((n)\)

Presyllables with \( /w,y, \) and \( h/ \) are not well attested, having only one or two examples of them, and most of those examples are dubious. Presyllables with \( /b,d,n,\text{nh},\text{ng}/ \) do not occur.

The distinction between voiced and voiceless stops and between \( /l/ \) and \( /r/ \) is unstable. There frequently appears to be free variation between them, as in words like \( \text{gatdr}^{-}\text{katdr} \) 'cockscomb', \( \text{dikang}^{-}\text{takang} \) 'beam', \( \text{pataw}^{-}\text{wataw} \) 'king', \( \text{lapüng}^{-}\text{rapüng} \) 'melon'. Yet there are minimal pairs such as \( \text{gala} \) 'foolish', \( \text{kala} \) 'bamboo'; \( \text{dipa} \) 'bamboo shoot', \( \text{tapa} \) 'turtle'; \( \text{vaniêng} \) 'jug', \( \text{paniêng} \) 'fatty'; \( \text{lawa} \) 'a fish', \( \text{rawa} \) 'spread around'. The \( l/r \) contrast seems to be the most unstable.

Shifting between points of articulation is also not infrequent, as \( \text{va帷-dive} \) 'sheep', but this seems to be
usually a matter of dialect differences rather than a variation between phonemes within a single dialect or idiolect.

A morpheme may sometimes drop its presyllable, this presumably as part of the monosyllabic trend in Southeast Asia. It has been observed on words like ranāy-nāv 'pestle', but no rules have been observed to determine when or on what words this dropping may take place. In direct address a presyllable will often be dropped, so that a nephew is often addressed as mon rather than kamon, and a rabbit (sipay) in the legends is often addressed as pay.

Occasionally also a presyllable may be dropped and a homorganic nasal added to Cm instead, or substituted for an existing Cm nasal. vongvāŋ-mvāŋ 'Mimosa invisa'.

Some Mon-Khmer languages, e.g. Jeh (Cohen 1966), have different restrictions if the presyllable is an affix, but this has not been found in Chrau. Similarly, reduplication does not change the rules, though there does seem to be some tendency in Chrau to dissipilate or drop reduplicative presyllables.

Consonant clusters have been found in Cp position only in elided pronouns like khamay (from khây may 'you'pl.') khanēh (from khây nēh 'they'). This is a case where the phonological wave structure in rapid speech has weakened the vowel and final consonant of khây but has not yet reduced the initial cluster, though this too may be expected in time.
3.5 Presyllable vowels (VP)

In general it can be said that only a mid-central (non-contrastive) vowel occurs in VP position. The quality of the vowel may vary greatly, but it is almost entirely predictable from the quality of the surrounding consonants. After palatal consonants the vowel is usually fairly high and front; /d/ also tends to raise and front the vowel, though not as much as the palatals. A following palatal also has a high front influence on the presyllable vowel, though not as strongly as a preceding palatal. A preceding /w/ does not seem to have much influence on VP, but a following /w/ tends to produce a high back quality.

If the main consonant position has a cluster starting with /n/, the presyllable vowel tends toward high central quality. If a main consonant cluster starts with /m/, the effect of an initial palatal will be nullified, producing a mid-central vowel.

There are a few exceptions like kungkiêng 'elbow', longtoy 'worm', where my informant insisted on a vowel quality different from what would have been expected and for which a mid-central pronunciation could not be substituted. The reason for this is not clear; possibly each one should be considered two phonological words?

Presyllable vowels are shorter than the short main vowels. And the presyllable vowel before a nasal-initial
C\textsubscript{m} cluster is even shorter than a presyllable vowel before a single C\textsubscript{m} consonant or a stop-initial C\textsubscript{m} cluster.

A presyllable vowel contrasts with its absence only before /l,r,w,y,h/. Compare Fig. 4 with the listing in §3.6.

It was suggested above (§3.2) that there is a rare irregular /r/ which might be considered a presyllable vowel rather than a consonant. One of the words containing it, prho 'red', is in everyday use. My second informant several times insisted that this word should be spelled praho rather than parho, and my first informant varied freely between parho and praho. In listening to their pronunciations of the word, I was hard put to detect any vowel at all in the presyllable apart from the /r/. An /r/ in this position is always flapped, hence both the onset and the coda of the sound have a somewhat vocalic quality. So phonemically it perhaps should be /pʰ̠ho/. Previously (1962a) I treated this as basically par-, freely varying to pra-; the possibility of considering it pr- had not occurred to me. My only examples of this phenomenon are prho 'red', prpdr 'blue'(?), prhong 'supine', prhwa 'pulled'(?), prway 'forget one's sadness', krwat 'necktie', vrwāch 'pheasant', vrwanh 'striped', vrwōq 'diligent', vryēng 'unlucky omen', jrwāng 'a rattan'.

One possible confirmation of the pr- interpretation comes in my having noted a form viyēng with a meaning close to that of vryēng, which could be seen as the substitution
| C_p | m | t | c | h | k | b | d | v | j | g | m | n | n | h | n | g | s | h | q | l | r | y | w |
| C_p | x | x | x | x | * | x | * | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | - | x | x | x | x | x | * | x | x | x | x | x |
| ch  | x | x | x | x | x | * | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | - | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x |
| k   | * | x | x | * | x | * | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | - | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x |
| b   | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| d   | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| v   | x | x | x | x | x | * | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | - | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x |
| d   | x | x | x | x | x | * | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | - | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x |
| j   | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| g   | x | x | x | x | x | * | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | - | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x |
| m   | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | x | x | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| n   | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| nh  | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| ng  | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| s   | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | - | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x |
| h   | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| d   | x | x | * | - | - | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | - | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x |
| l   | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | - | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x |
| r   | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | - | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x | x |
| y   | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| w   | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |

x = occurs, - = not yet found, * = marginal occurrence

Fig. 4. Presyllable Consonant Cooccurrence
of a normal neutral presyllable vowel for the irregular /r/ presyllable vowel. An additional argument against the par-
interpretation is that all words with an r—initial cluster in Cm must have a presyllable consonant before the r. None occur without a presyllable. This is contrary to the gen-
eral rule that the same clusters occur with or without pre-
syllables (#3.6).

3.6 Main consonants (Cm)

All consonant phonemes (#3.3) can occur alone in Cm position with or without a presyllable.

The general rules for Cm cluster formation were stated above in #3.2. The clusters actually observed to date are:

2-consonant clusters

pl pr py -- ph
-- tr -- tw th
--- chr chy chw chh
kl kr ky kw kh
bl (br)(by) --
-- -- (dw)
v1 vr vy vw
dl dr -- --
-- jr jy jw
gl gr gy gw
ml mr -- mw mh mb,mv,mp,(mt)
nl nr ny nw n’h nd,nd,nt,(nb)
-- -- -- nhh nhj,nhch,nhs
ngl ngr(ngy)(ngw) -- ngg,ngk,(ngs,ngt)
-- -- (sy) sw
hl (hr) hy hw
ql (qr) qy qw
3-consonant clusters
phl, phw, phy
chhw
khl, khw, khy
mph, mpr, mbl, mv1, mvr, mhl
nth, ntr, ndw, ndr, n'hl, n'hw, n'hy
nhchh, nhjr, nhhy
ngkh, ngkr, ngkw, nggl, nggr
4-consonant cluster
mph1

Note that no mph1 has been found, so that the lone 4-
consonant cluster mph1 should possibly be put into the mph1
structural slot.

The scarcity of t,d,d-initial clusters is interesting.
d1 occurs only in the word dlu, and dw is only in loans from
Vietnamese. And no 3-consonant clusters with any of them
occur.

The dental and palatal stops do not combine with l
except in the word dlu, neither do palatals nh or s; and
nl never stands word-initial, it always has a presyllable.
This would indicate a tendency against combining l with dentals and palatals, though not a firm law.

In general the clusters charted above occur either with or without a presyllable, with the exception that many 3-consonant clusters have been found only without a presyllable, and also that nasals with non-homorganic stops occur only with a presyllable.

All of the phoneme consonants occur alone in \( C_m \); 4/5 of the possible 2-consonant combinations occur in \( C_m \); and 1/3 of the possible 3-consonant combinations actually occur in \( C_m \). In the actual dictionary utilization of \( C_m \) fillers, a count of 1568 vocabulary items showed 1048 with 1 consonant in \( C_m \), 412 with 2 consonants in \( C_m \), and only 76 with 3 consonants in \( C_m \); in other words, given the list of occurring fillers of \( C_m \), there is uneven utilization of them, with a clear preference for single consonants and avoidance of triple clusters.

It should also be noted that hr occurs in no triple clusters and only in the word cahram with a double cluster. This seems to be more than an accidental gap; possibly historical reconstruction would reveal a specific factor operating to prevent the formation of this expected cluster.

3.7 Main vowels \( (V_m) \)

17 contrastive vowel phonemes can occur in \( V_m \) position,
ll of them in the long vowel set and 6 in the short vowel set. Long vowels can occur in either closed or open syllables, but short vowels occur only in closed syllables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Long</th>
<th>Short</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ia</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ua</td>
<td>û</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>ë</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ê</td>
<td>ë</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>è</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It might be suggested that the phoneme inventory could be reduced to 8 vowels by considering the long vowels as geminate clusters of short vowels (adding hypothetical ê and ë) and combinations of a high vowel plus ã. This solution does not appeal to me because 1) hypothetical vowels have to be added, 2) the short vowels are not phonetically like their long 'counterparts', 3) the long vowels have wider distribution and more freedom of occurrence than the short vowels, so would be more rightly declared basic if one of them must be declared basic (Pittman 1948). Further, if a long vowel was said to be two separate coordinate vowels, then our definition of a syllable (§3.2) would no longer hold.

It might alternatively be suggested to set up 11 vowel phonemes plus a feature of shortness. This would avoid most of the previous objections, but 1) the phonetic differences between 'counterparts' are still being swept
under the rug, 2) the shortness feature would be restricted to only a limited number of the vowels. And further, from the point of view expressed in §1.1, these could not be called true phonemes, as they would constitute less than the total segment of a short vowel; they would be phonematic units in the Firthian sense (Robins 1964).

Vowel phonemes in Chrau are best described individually. General statements, as were made for the consonants, are difficult to make for the vowels.

/ia/ - high front gliding off to mid front or mid central [iə-ie]. This occurs quite freely in native Chrau words. For examples of this and the other phonemes see Thomas 1962a and Thomas and Luc 1966.

/i/- high front [i]

/ə/- close mid front [i-ə]

/e/- low front [ε-æ]

/ua/- high central gliding off to mid central [iə]. This is extremely scarce in native Chrau words, though not uncommon in loans from Vietnamese.

/d/- mid-high central or slightly backed [ɛr].

/a/- low central [a].

/ua/- high back gliding off to mid back or mid central [uə-uə]. This is also rare in native Chrau words, though not as rare as /ua/.

/u/- high back [u].

/ʊ/- mid back close [ʊ-ʊ].
/o/ - low back close [ɔ].

The short vowels are generally more tense than the long vowels, that is, there seems to be a tightening of the articulatory mechanism. Nguyễn Bạt Tụy (1962) has suggested that all the Vietnam Mon-Khmer languages should be described in terms of a tense/lax contrast rather than a long/short contrast. In Chrau the short vowels also tend toward a more centralized pronunciation than the long vowels.

/i/ - mid-front mid-high, varying to high or central [ɨ~ɪ~ɨ]. It is most distinctly central before a final dental, and most distinctly high before a final glottal. It is possible that a 3-way contrast in high vowels may be developing (ɪ/ʊ/ʊ) under the influence of Vietnamese, but at present no environment has been found where there is clearly more than a 2-way contrast, though this contrast will sometimes be ɪ/ʊ, or ɪ/ʊ, or ʊ/ʊ, or points in between these.

/ɛ/ - low-front [ɛ~ɐ]. Before palatal finals /ɛ/ appears to neutralize with /ɐ/, though occasionally an informant will insist that there is a distinction, but from one time to the next the same informant will not make the same distinctions. So I conclude that there is genuine neutralization, but possibly with some environmentally-conditioned variations in pronunciation.

/ʌ/ - mid-central open [ɐ~ʌ~] with a tendency toward back-
ing and lowering. The contrast between /ã/ and /œ/ seems unstable, with my informant shifting his judgments back and forth on the same words, yet there are a handful of words where the contrast seems incontrovertible, so that phonemic status must be affirmed for them both, though it is marginal.

/ã/ - low central [ã].

/œ/ - mid-high back, varying to high or central [œ̆-œ̄-œ]. It is most distinctly high before a glottal.

/œ/ - low back close, with a tendency toward mid central [œ̆-œ̄].

Before /l,r/ there is neutralization reducing the 6 short vowels to 3: /i-û, â-œ, ê-ã/. Before zero no short vowels occur. Before /p,m,t,n/ the /i/û contrast is marginal at best. Possibly the whole short vowel system in Chrau is reducing in the direction of the Vietnamese system, which has only 2 short vowels /ã, â/. It is not wholly surprising that the complex vowel systems found in so many Mon-Khmer languages are unstable systems, unstable to the point where it becomes difficult to describe them in terms of phonemes.

3.8 Final consonants (Cₚ)

The consonants that can occur in Cₚ are:

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
p & t & ch & k & q \\
m & n & nh & ng \\
\end{array}
\]
w l, r y
s h

For phonetic details see §3.3.

In general all vowels can occur before all $C_f$ consonants, though there are quite a few regular exceptions to this. Back vowels do not occur before /w/ nor front vowels before /y/. Long vowels before /h/ are quite rare in the Xuânlộc dialect, possibly being entirely absent in the low vowels.

-q is very common in Chrau, most of the words with South Bahmaric *k having merged in Chrau with those in *q (H.Blood 1966). Kho and Rôglai have this same shift, as does also Cham, so this would appear to be an areal feature of southeastern Vietnam.

/s/ and /h/ are neutralized after high vowels, resulting in a light palatal fricative.

3.9 Contrastive features

In the consonant systems there is a systematic contrast between points of articulation: bilabial, dental, palatal, velar, glottal. This full contrast exists in $C_p$, $C_m$, and $C_f$ positions, though the nasal set of them is incomplete in $C_p$. The sets of consonants in these positions (see the chart in §3.3) are emic as seen by their systematic differences in relation to vowel neutralization (for details
see Thomas 1962a).

There is a feature of nasalization in the sounds m, n, nh, ng. These four act as a structural set in the rules for Cₘ clusters.

There is a feature of lenis plosion in the two sets p, t, ch, k, q, and v, d, l, g. In Cₘ there is a concurrent voiced /voiceless feature contrast, which is only weakly present in Cₚ and is absent in Cₙ.

The feature of fortis plosion, or preglottalization, is present only in b and d, and does not occur in Cₚ or Cₙ positions.

The feature of semi-vocoid articulation is present in w, l, r, y. The lateral/retroflex concurrent feature contrast on l and r is only weakly operative in Cₚ (and Cₙ in some dialects), but is fully contrastive in Cₘ position. These four sounds function as a structural set in the rules for clusters in Cₘ.

Possibly s and h could be said to be distinguished by a feature of aspiration or sibilance. That they are related sounds is shown by their neutralization in Cₙ after high front vowels. But they do not function as a single phonotactic set in the manner of the above sets.
3.10 Comparison with neighboring languages

The Chrau phonemic system is nearly identical with that of Koho (Sre), except that Koho has a combined tone-length feature and has one more low back vowel (Smalley 1954).

Mnong Rdóm (H. Blood 1963) has additional vowels at mid-high front and back positions. It also has no presyllable. The other Mnong languages do have presyllables.

Cham (D. Blood 1964) has fewer vowels than Chrau. It has a tone feature connected with the voicing feature of the main consonant ($C_m$). It allows two presyllables and may have 2 or 3 contrastive vowel qualities in $V_p$, as does closely-related Rdglai.

Vietnamese lacks $ɨ, ĕ, ũ, ŏ$, but adds a contrast between $o$ and $u$ (Ly 1948). It has no presyllable nor consonant clusters. The Vietnamese tone system may be working its way into Chrau.

Khmer (Henderson 1952, Martini 1942-45, Pinnow 1957, Jenner 1966, Jacob 1960) has 18 long vowels and 13 (14?) short vowels. (The exact number of vowel phonemes is still debated.) Some of the long vowels have a register contrast associated with their close/open articulation.

In Burma, Palaung and Riang-Lang permit two presyllables, but Praok permits only one (Shorto 1963). Riang-lang
has 2 tones. Palaung, like Chrau, has shifted *k to g.

Mon (Shorto 1962) like Khmer has a 2-register system, though it seems more consistently regular than the Khmer system. (Cf. Haudricourt's comments on the development of registers, 1965.)

Halāng and Jeh both have a consistent and thorough-going 2-register system in addition to a length contrast (Cooper and Cooper 1966, Gradin 1966). Sedang (Smith 1967) has a register system but no length contrast; register in Sedang is actualized as a contrast between laryngealized and clear vowels. In Halāng and Jeh it is between breathy and clear vowels.

Katu, Pacŏh, and Brŏu (Wallace 1967, R.Watson 1964, J.Miller 1966) all have more complex vowel systems than Chrau, with Brŏu having as many as 41 vowel phonemes. Katu permits 3 presyllables.

Khmu' vowels, consonants, and patterns are very similar to Chrau. It has additional vowel glides ie, u̯e, ue, au, and additional consonant clusters w', hm, hn, ĥn, h̃n, t̂n, t̃n (Smalley 1961:1-10).
Chapter 4

INTONATION

4.1 Basic pattern
4.2 Inherent word raising
4.3 Inherent word lowering
4.4 Sentence slot variants
4.5 Sentence mood variants

Above the phonological word (stress group), it is convenient to recognize an intonation group (phonological sentence) level. This has some similarities with Pike's pause group (1954-60:§9.4).

We discuss all Chrau intonational phenomena together in one chapter, as it all appears to be part of a total intonational system, even though it is often related to specific words or word classes.

A still larger unit is the utterance, which has been observed frequently to end in a nonphonemic h after a final vowel or nasal. The more emphatic is the final word, the more pronounced is the h. Thus it is a question in some cases whether or not a final particle should be written with a final h.

4.1 Basic intonation pattern

The basic intonation pattern in Chrau (see the fuller
description in D.M. Thomas 1965-66, from which much of the information in this chapter is taken) is a level mid tone over the sentence, with a rise or a rise-fall on the last syllable. Syllables with a short vowel and a voiceless final consonant take the sentence-final rise; all other syllable types take the sentence-final rise-fall.

Mai hôm gủ q u n Magick.
Chẻq ănh vìq u heq. 'You still live there.'
'Let me sleep here.'

This basic intonation pattern is found generally only on short sentences containing no inherently raised or lowered words and no mood or emphasis indications.

Chhrau intonation is not readily described in terms of emic levels (contra the 4 levels usually recognized for English (Pike 1945, Wells 1945)). Chhrau intonation is more readily described in terms of the above basic pattern, distorted by emic peaks (with gradual codas), emic drops (usually sharp), and an emic final rise. Generally there is only one peak in a sentence, other potential peaks being ironed out in the presence of a peak with higher priority. Content question words usually rank highest, with negatives and intensifiers taking next rank in that order. There are no restrictions on the number of drops in a sentence, as a drop is a sign of de-emphasis, and words or syllables with a drop can often be zeroed out completely. The ironing out of one of two competing peaks in a sentence accords with the pattern of other wave structures in language. Troughs, the
points of lowest influence, apparently exercise no influence on each other.

4.2 Inherent word raising

As was mentioned previously (§2.3), Chrau does not have contrastive lexical tone. There are, however, words like lûh 'go out' (mid pitch) and lûh 'why?' (high pitch) where the pitch is a result of the grammatical classes to which they belong – verbs generally have a mid pitch and content questions have a high pitch. The inherent pitch in words of this sort makes a bulge or a peak in the normal intonation contour. There are several grammatical classes with inherent raised pitch.

Content question words almost invariably have the highest pitch in a sentence. These are words like lûh 'why?', vi 'where?', gôq, vagôq 'how much?', môq 'how?', 'why?', camû 'who?', tôm 'why?', pâch n'hyâ 'what?'. A similar phenomenon has been noted for Central Mnong (Phillips 1963).

Vi mai saq 'Where are you going?'

The negatives èq 'not', sûn 'not', ún (û-) 'not', jô 'not', vâng 'don't' have inherent high pitch, though this can be overridden by a content question. Occasionally in colloquial speech a verb may be negated by high pitch alone, omitting the negative particle, though our informant at first denied doing this.

Anh èq vlam si-ûr mal 'I haven't met your wife.'
Anh sùn sây nêh. 'I haven't seen him.'
Anh n'güt. 'I don't know.'
Vàng hạch alăc vanhúi. 'Don't get drunk.'

The intensifiers quá 'very', lúng 'very', tròq 'sky' generally have high pitch. In a conventional redundant pair or quadruplet (as in lúng nggdí, qua tròq), the first intensifier carries the intonation peak.

Jì quá. 'Very painful.'
Jôq lúng nggdí. 'A very long time indeed.'
Húch alăc quá tròq qua ntem. 'Drink wine exceedingly.' (lit. very sky very earth)

Numbers appear to have inherent high pitch too, though of low rank so that it is often overridden by higher-ranking peaks.

Pham ndêh va. 'Eight carts of rice.'
Saq éq gêh du làm gông. 'Went not getting a single bit of meat.' du 'one'

Directional words tu 'to', a 'from, at', u 'in, at' often have raised pitch, though unstressed. (The previously discussed raised words generally have accompanying stress.) The vowel of directional words is frequently lengthened. Occasionally a directional is de-emphasized (4.3).

Simbông u nhi nào. 'The soap is in the kitchen.'
Anh gêh sqq tu nhi. 'I have gone home.'

The particle dé 'contrary to expectation' is always on a high pitch. I have no instances of dé co-occurring with a content question word, so I do not know which would take
precedence as the peak.

Nēnh gaih dé cō cop. 'She became indeed a turtle.'
Dé nēh òp duq. 'Actually he was making a boat.'

4.3 Inherent word lowering

The presyllable in disyllabic words is often lowered in pitch, or de-emphasized. This pitch drop is optional. Probably the proximity to the negative in the following example has kept the a of alāc from lowering.

Anh n’hūch alāc vânhul. 'I don't drink wine drunken.'

The particle di 'in order to, until' seems to have an inherent low pitch.

Anh gām daq di khłüh. 'I boil water until bubbling.'

Similarly the connectives gām 'and', và 'and', mà 'and', cà (ca-) 'like, as'. These particles are apparently never emphasized.

Anh gām nēh. 'I and he.'
Anh và nēh. 'I and he.'
Mai panh canq. 'You talk like that.'

The noun-phrase coordinator cã 'that which' has inherent de-emphasis. It can be emphasized (§4.4) but is apparently never neutral in pitch.

Nēnh n’hūp cã tiêng. 'He grabbed the tail.'
Gút vu cã ṭiąq. '(Don't) know who took it.'
Another variety of drop is perhaps best explained as
a lowering of pitch in order to sharpen the contrast with
an immediately following peak.

Qua jōq lúng nggōl. 'Too long very indeed.'

The demonstratives tīq 'that, there', nōq 'that, there',
tōq 'that, there (farther)' at the end of a noun phrase will
generally have de-emphasis, though they can sometimes have
neutral or emphatic pitch. Heq 'this, here' is more often
emphatic, especially when in contrast with nōq 'that'.

Saq nggō tīq. 'Go to the forest there.'

Tamun nōq nēh[saq. 'That man he went.'

Tamun nōq tamun heq nhāng saq. 'That man this man both
went.'

Final particles (§6.8) such as en 'already', ddn 'al-
ready', ãm 'indeed', vō 'polite imperative', vô 'indeed',
lō 'so', hāng 'question particle', dāng 'question particle',
dē 'indeed', have inherent low pitch though they do not have
the usual shortness of de-emphasized words (possibly because
of their sentence-final position).

Anh vanhul quá[en ddn. 'I'm very drunk already al-
ready.'

Saq[vō. 'Let's go.'

Saq[ãm. 'Yes, let's go.'

Mai saq[dāng? 'Are you going?'

4.4 Sentence slot variants

A usually neutral word in a sentence may be emphasized,
especially in answer to a question, and also in other situations. Note the following contrast:

Pāch un de. 'It's your thing.' (normal)
Pāch un de. 'It's your thing.' (not mine)

Emphasis in cases like this consists of stress accompanied by high pitch, and by lengthening of the word unless the word has both a short vowel and a voiceless final consonant (cf.§4.1).

Other slots in a sentence, not restricted to specific words, may also have intonational characteristics. Pronouns or names in direct address at the end of a sentence usually start low and have an upglide. A doubled pronoun adds a final downglide.

Vi mai saq nóq, mai? 'Where are you going, you?'
Saq gong, Prām. 'Go hunting, Prām.'
Saq gong tu nggō tīq, mai mai. 'Go hunting to the forest there, you.'

A pronoun subject shifted to the end of the sentence usually takes de-emphasis. This is most common with vdn 'we', and ānh 'I', but also occurs with nēh 'he', and with ai 'you f.' and mai 'you m.' in declarative sentences.

Saq nggō vdn. 'Let's go hunting.'
Nōq ānh. 'I don't want to.'

Similarly when a specifier subject is added at the beginning of a sentence (§6.5), the simple pronoun subject, usually nēh 'he', is de-emphasized.
4.5 Sentence mood variants

Yes/no questions are usually marked by a final particle such as ḫăng. But sometimes in colloquial speech the final particle may be omitted, and a final rising glide will mark it as a question.

Mai gut ḫ pháp?  'Do you know how to lumber?'
Mai gut ḫ pháp ḫăng?  'Do you know how to lumber?'

Similarly, when the listener thinks he may not have properly understood a word, he may repeat that word with a final rising glide, as if to say, "Did you say ...?" or "What did you mean by ...?"

Nhi?  'Did you really mean to say nhi?'

In direct address, especially in questions with ḫăng, there seems to be an element of friendliness or personal appeal in a final rise after the normal drop on ḫăng. This may be related to the rise on direct address pronouns (§4.4).

Mai gut ḫ pháp ḫăng?  'Do you know how to lumber?'

In commands the normal sentence intonation contour is usually followed by the attention-getting particle ḩ on either a falling or a rising glide (cf.§10.10). And the usual response to such a command is usually again ḩ with a falling glide.

Mai sıq, ḩ. ḩ.  'You go home, hear!'  'O.K.'
Chapter 5

CLAUSE STRUCTURES (NUCLEI)

5.1 Clause fragments
5.2 Intransitive clauses
5.3 Transitive clauses
5.4 Bitransitive clauses
5.5 Container clauses
5.6 Reciprocal clauses
5.7 Quotative clauses
5.8 Equative clauses
5.9 Parallel clauses
5.10 Comparisons

We define a clause in Chrau lexico-semantically as a unit at the level of structure in the lexical mode (cf. §1.2) which combines a set of plot elements (phrases §7-8) into a single action.

A Chrau clause may be described in any of three sets of terms: its phrase structure manifestation, its etic semantic structure, and its emic (grammatical) semantic structure. The phrase structure describes a clause in terms of noun phrases, verb phrases, adverb phrases, etc., so that a Chrau clause may be characterized as near-obligatorily containing a verb phrase (simple or complex), plus usually one or more noun phrases, and frequently plus adverbs, particles, etc.

The etic semantic structure of a clause is described in terms like actor, action, recipient, beneficiary, goal,
means, etc. This is a description of the actual event in the real world. Chrau clauses generally contain an act, attribution, or identification, usually with an actor, and sometimes with a goal or recipient or location.

The emic semantic structure of a clause is described in terms like subject, predicate, object, referent, modifier, modal, immediate constituent, etc. Chrau clauses generally contain a subject, i.e. the person or item from among the dramatis personae (plot elements) which is in focus at the moment (or on the center of the stage, to continue the metaphor from drama), and a predicate, i.e. the act or description which is being predicated about the subject. In considering the clause as a wave of action with peaks and troughs, the main verb in the predicate may usually be considered the peak of the action, though in some clause types, especially equative types, a noun may be the peak of the action wave.

The descriptions in this chapter are mostly in terms of phrase structure, but include other points of view where relevant.

The listing of clause types identifies only the nuclear slots, assuming peripheral slots to be optionally applicable to all types unless otherwise stated. This chapter states only the surface inventory of general structure types, i.e. the etic types. For discussion of transforma-
tional (emic) restrictions on the utilization of these structures see §11.

Since text frequency is a significant factor in the generation of natural text, I attempt to give indications of the relative frequency of the various grammatical elements, based on a computer concordance of 53,491 running words of text. (53,491 words represents about 4,000 sentences or 8,000 clauses, according to a sample count.) My frequency indications will be of 3 kinds: 1) a number in parentheses, indicating actual word count in the concordance; 2) c. plus a number, in parentheses, indicating a projection based on a narrative sample 112 clauses in length; 3) a number out of 112, indicating the count in my 112-clause sample.

5.1 Clause fragments

A Chrawu clause may sometimes take the form of a single noun or a single verb. These are always elliptical forms of a longer clause. A single noun (subject) occurred only once in 112 clauses, and a single verb (predicate) occurred 3 times in 112 clauses.

Saq.  Go.
Pâm.  Hit.
Tamô.  A stone.
Panh,  Saying,
5.2 Surface intransitive clauses

The most common form of Chrau clause (45/112) is that of a single noun and a single verb. Of these the great majority represent Subject - Predicate (N-V) (41/112). Any noun can occur in the Subject position and any verb in the Predicate position (cf. §§11.). Some clauses of this form are maximal intransitive clauses and others are elliptical types of longer clauses.

Anh saq. I went.
Tamō tarōh. A stone fell.
Nēh pām. He hit.

Less common is the order V-N, representing Predicate-Object (3/112) or Predicate-Subject (2/112). Predicate-Object clauses are always elliptical types of transitive or bitransitive clauses (§11.3; 11.7). Predicate-Subject clauses are usually maximal clauses containing the verbs such as lūh 'appear', hōm 'remaining', and a non-pronoun Subject (§11.3).

Pâm nēh. Hit him.
An nēh. Give to him.
Lūh sigâr. Appeared a drum.
Hōm ayh nēh. Remained only him.

A verb plus a final echo subject (§6.10) is considered to have only the verb in the clause nucleus, as the echo subject is considered peripheral, even when the nuclear subject has been deleted.
5.3 Surface Transitive clauses

Another major independent clause type consists of Subject-Predicate-Object (27/112). Any animate noun can occur in the Subject position, any transitive verb in the Predicate position, and any noun in the Object position. Some clauses of this form are maximal transitive clauses, and others are elliptical types of longer clauses (§11.).

Anh sa piêng. I eat rice.
Nễh pảm ānh. He hit me.

Rarely (1/112), in order to bring the Object into focus as the peak of the action (§6.5), there may be a clause of the form Object-Subject-Predicate (N-N-V). It often has lểq 'completely' as an accompanying Final Particle (§6.9).

5.4 Bitransitive clauses

Bitransitive clauses in Chrau are clauses that contain iûn or maq 'benefactive' or 3 nouns in the nucleus or 2 nouns following the Predicate (1/112). Bitransitive clauses are most commonly of the form Subject-Predicate-Object-Referent-iûn/maq. Any animate noun can occur in the Subject position. Most transitive verbs can occur in the Predicate, though in 2/3 of the cases it is an 'give'; any noun can occur in the Object position; and in the Referent position is usually a pronoun or a name.

Anh óp rảm nễh iûn. I make a field for him.
Anh an pih nễh iûn. I gave a knife to him.
Anh an păch sa nêh iûn.    I gave food to him.
Patau an jên nêh iûn.    The king gave money to him.

Another fairly common form ofbitransitive clause is Subject-Predicate-Referent-iûn-Object. This is frequently used when the Object is long or complex. It did not occur in the counted 112 sample.

Anh păh nêh iûn păch khec nkhec. I cut for him a long dangling thing.

Occasionally (0/112) the Object may be put in focus in the form Object-Subject-Predicate-Referent-iûn (§6.5).
Păch sa ănh an nêh iûn.    Food I gave him.

A Referent is normally not deletable in the presence of iûn. Bitransitive clause forms occur in the benefactive and bitransitive batteries (§11.3,7).

5.5 Container clauses

Container clauses contain two separable parts of a single action (in contrast with two distinct clauses on the one hand, and a complex univerbal clause on the other hand.). The most common form is Subject-Verb-Clause. It has as its first verb a member of the small set of verbs like an 'give', wînh 'request', sâng 'command'; these "container" verbs generally require the presence of an embedded "contained" clause within the main clause. The Subject slot may be filled by any animate noun. The Clause slot may be filled by any clause. Container clauses are restricted to the container battery (§11.5).
Anh an něnh sa.  I let him eat.
Anh sáng něnh sáq ồp.  I told him to get to work.
Anh phùng něnh pàm ānh.  I’m afraid he will hit me.
Anh cònh sáq.  I want to go.
Něnh thèng sáq.  He dared go.
Anh iao pàr mai sǐq.  I invite fly you return home.
                        (I'll fly you home.)
Anh chăng něnh nhài.  I hear him speak.
Anh chěq něnh làp.  I caused it to enter.

Container clauses are common (25/112). Very rarely the container verb may be complex, as in iao pàr 'invite fly'.

The contained clause can be simple or complex, and may even contain another container clause, as in Anh vĩnh něnh an mai sáq 'I asked him to allow you to go.'

If the contained clause is long, the container verb may come after the contained clause.

Khān mai nőq vu khum en ḏón, ānh gút.

Your handkerchief someone has stolen already, I know.

5.6 Reciprocal clauses

A reciprocal clause (0/112) is one that contains the reciprocal clitic tam. It generally has a multiple subject. The most common form of reciprocal clause is Subject₁-tam-Predicate. The Subject phrase usually contains a number or a plural pronoun. Seemingly any verb can occur in the Predicate (cf. reciprocal battery §11.4).
Var ndú nèh tam-cdnh. The two of them loved each other.
Vdn tam-yup. We help each other.
Vdn tam-ôp. We will work together.

Separate specification of the principals will usually take the forms Subject-tam-Predicate-bay-Subject₂ or Subject₁-gâm-Subject₂-tam-Predicate.

Yau tam-ðoan bay sipai. The tiger competed with the rabbit.
Nèn tam-dah bay ānh. He came hunting with me.
Yau gâm sipai tam-ðoan. The tiger and the rabbit competed.
Anh gâm mai tam-gâl. I and you will trade.

Some types with complex predicates include:
Subject₁-(-Pred-)-tam-(-Pred)-bay-Subject₂
Nèn nhái tam-ðoan bay nèh. He spoke competing with him.
Anh cal tam-phu. I'll chop to help (you).

Subject₁-(tam-Verb-Object)-bay-Subject₂
Nèn tam-dip māt bay siklô. She exchanged glances with her husband.

5.7 Quotative clause

A quotative clause (7/122) is one that contains one of a small group of quoting verbs (such as nhái 'say', lûp 'ask', chih 'scold' §8.3; 11.8) followed directly or closely by pahn 'say'. The most common quotative clause has the form Subject-Predicate-Subject-pahn. The second Subject is a pronoun having the same referent as the first Subject.
Yau nhai nēh panh... The tiger spoke, he said...
Nēh lüp nēh panh... He asked he said...
Patau pq mînh nhai nēh panh... The king opened his mouth speaking saying...

A quotative clause may have an Addressee. A transitive verb treats the addressee as a direct object; an intransitive verb inserts bay before the addressee, i.e. treating the addressee as a location (§6.8). Nhai is the only intransitive quotative verb in my data.

Anh nhai bay nēh ānh panh... I spoke with him saying...
Anh lüp nēh ānh panh... I asked him saying...
Anh digat nēh ānh panh... I deceived him saying...

Occasionally a quotative clause will also contain caheq 'like this' in the formula Subject-Predicate-caheq-Subject-panh.
Nēh nhai caheq nēh panh... He spoke like this saying...

Forms similar to the above types but without the second Subject occur frequently.
Yau nhai panh... The tiger spoke saying...
Anh lüp nēh panh... I asked him saying...
Nēh nhai caheq panh... He spoke like this saying...

5.8 Equative clauses

The pure Chrau equative clause (1/112) is a simple juxtaposition of two nouns, the item followed by its identification. There is a slight pause between the two noun phrases.
Con là-u. You, child, are a coconut.
Anh patau. I am a king.
Patau ānh. I am a king.

More commonly equative clauses have là 'is' (a loan from Vietnamese) between the two noun phrases (cf. §10.2).
Päch heq là rawâyh. This is an elephant.
Khay heq là khay puôn. This month is April.
Päch nõq là päch sâq. That thing is a dirty thing.

The connective tục là 'that is' (also a loan from Vietnamese) is occasionally used to state identity between two items. Noun-tục-là-Noun.
Päch mãq tục là rawâyh. Pách mãq (elephant) is the same as rawâyh (elephant).

Another type of equative clause has a clause in the second half: Noun-là-Clause.
Nõq là chaq sa. That is a demon eating (him).
Nhi víq nãq là palây ānh kiêng cu l.scrollHeight. A birth house is our country taboos it very much.

5.9 Parallel clauses

A clause type indicating regularly repeated action is môî-Time-môî-Clause. môî 'each' is a constant. In the Time slot only nãr 'day', mau 'night', and ndôî 'half-day' may occur. In the Clause slot any clause may occur.
Môî nãr môî lêng. Each day each play. (Each day they played.)
Môî nãr môî nêh cuôl. Each day she called.
Mỗi ngày mỗi vụ saq tãq khun ănh je. Each day someone went and stole my things.

Similar to this is a clause type indicating a continuously increasing action or state, with the form Subject-đu-năr-du-Predicate. đư 'one' and năr 'day' are constants. The Predicate item is usually short, most often an adjective. Any noun may occur as Subject.

Anh đư năr đư câmvính. Every day I'm getting more elderly. (I one day one old.)

Nễh đư năr đư cambet. With each day her absence became more evident. (She one day one missing.)

Anh đư năr đư cólnh lâp chūng. Each day I'm getting nearer the grave. (I one day one want enter hole.)

Nễh đư năr đư tâtt. With each day his visits became more frequent. (He one day one come.)

5.10 Comparison with neighboring languages

In Mñong Rdôm (E. Blood 1966) 8 clause types are listed, all having parallels in Chrau: transitive, Object Complement transitive (=bitransitive), fused (=container), nominal equative (=equative), quotative, intransitive, stative, and adjectival equative (these last three being similar to structures I have subsumed under intransitive).

In Cua (Burton 1966) the transitive clause type is equivalent to the Chrau transitive and intransitive clauses. Cua transitives also include a bitransitive type, but it lacks a bitransitive marker similar to Chrau ịm. There is
an equational (=equative), fused (=container), and quotation introduction (=quotative) clause.

Thô (Day 1966:41) distinguishes only two main clause types - an equative clause (similar to Chrau) and a predicative clause (equivalent to Chrau intransitive, transitive, and bitransitive clauses). Its bitransitive clauses have no specific marker.

Vietnamese contains, among others, intransitive, transitive, and bitransitive clause types. As Thompson commented (1965:282), "beyond the fact that they all contain a predicate, clauses are infinitely varied as to their internal composition."

Gorgoniiev (1966:110-114) classifies Khmer clauses as follows:

I. One-part (=fragments)
II. Two-part
   A. With a present or implied actor
      1. Transitive
      2. Intransitive
   B. With no present or implied actor
      1. Nominal sentence (equative) without a copula
      2. Nominal sentences (equative) with a copula
      3. Qualitative predicates (=verbal adjectives)

The structure of these clause types is very close to that of Chrau.
Chapter 6

PERIPHERAL CLAUSE SLOTS

6.1 Clause temporals
6.2 Initial adverbials
6.3 Initial modals
6.4 Presubject focus
6.5 Movable particles
6.6 Adverbs
6.7 Location
6.8 Final particles
6.9 Final echo
6.10 Comparisons

Around the clause nucleus, or occasionally inserted inside it, are a series of slots which are usually filled by simple particles, adding nuances or detail to the clause as a whole. These peripheral items can be added to almost any clause type. They occur in the following order:

InAdv Mod. Foc. part. Echo

Initial modals may occasionally follow the Subject, adverbs may occasionally precede the Object, and Temporals may precede the final particles. Movable particles are not confined to a particular slot.

Other particles function on the sentence or paragraph peripheries. So in a one-clause paragraph the peripheral slots from all levels would have the order:
6.1 Clause Temporals

Clause temporals may occur either before (9/112) or after (0/112) the clause nucleus. Before the nucleus they come between the initial particles and the initial modals. After the clause nucleus they come between the final particles and the terms of address. Cooccurrence with final particles is rare, but cooccurrence with initial particles is common. Temporals have been found with only the final particles wŏg (1) and wŏg pa (1). Tât 'arrive' plus a phrase or a clause can also function as a clause temporal.

A distinction is made here between clause temporals and sentence temporals (§10.2). The former are pertinent to the internal action of the clause, and can to some extent be optionally placed before or after the clause nucleus.

Clause temporals are words and phrases such as:

vrêq 'now'

năr heq 'today'

ta-au 'tomorrow'

a chûp mvrêq 'until now'

vi òi 'in the morning'

vi mau 'in the evening'

vrêq heq 'now'

avrêq 'now'
vrêg heq 'now'
avrêg 'now'
nâr nôq 'that day'
nâr naq 'day before yesterday'
nâr toq 'the other day'
nâr ndau 'yesterday'
măng dôh 'last night'
mva heq 'this year'
davôq 'first'
ta-au nâr klaq 'today or tomorrow'
... nâr heq en '... days ago'
đũng măng 'at night'
gãq mvrêg heq 'until now'
vi ôi a măng rûq 'in the morning before daybreak'
tât nâng n'hlui 'come the following night'
hôm du ndêt 'soon, nearly'
tât ânh chût 'when I die'

Temporals may represent either the time at which the action takes place or the duration time of the action.

Nâr heq ânh camlo. Today I was foolish.
Ta-au ânh vanôh. Tomorrow I will be wise.
Vrêg ânh saq. Now I'm going.
Pe nâr heq en ânh saq. Three days ago I went.
Vi ôi a măng rûq nêh saq. In the morning before daybreak he went.
A chûp mvrêg vi mai gûq? Until now where have you been living?
Silang ta-au nêh saq. The next morning he went.

6.2 Initial adverbials

There is a series of highly specialized adverbial particles preceding the subject which occur mostly in legends, though also occasionally in highly animated colloquial speech. They each cooccur with only one or two verbs. They appear to fit in the same slot as the clause temporals.

phút (with lūh) 'suddenly appear' (6)
phur (with hao, nchhât) 'suddenly up' (4)
phâng (with cāh) 'suddenly awake' (6)
pruh (with tao) 'attempting to rise' (3)
prût (with lūh) 'unexpectedly emerge' (3)
phing-ling (with ūrhsa, vông) 'loud crackling, cracking, crashing' (3)
phung-lung (with tarōh, thūc) 'falling kerplunk' (4)
pheng-leng 'suddenly loud noise'
gür-nggur (with huch, sa) 'devouringly' (2)
chruh 'noisily into'
chruh-ruh (with nchhât, jür) 'suddenly down' (1)
kruih 'slidingly out' (with tāq)
glut (with dog) 'continuously around, in'
vadūh (with vūn) 'unexpectedly pregnant' (1)

Phút nêh lūh. Suddenly he appeared.
Phur nêh hao. Suddenly he rose.
Phung-lung nêh tarōh. He fell kerplunk.
Gür-nggur ūnh sa nhi. The fire devoured the house.
6.3 Initial modals

A set of modal particles occurs between the temporal and the subject, or occasionally after the subject. They occur 1115 times in the 8000 clauses of my text. Possibly several of these modal particles could be considered sentence functors rather than clause functors.

Aheq (329) 'then, after that' is the most common of the initial modals. Only aheq combines with other initial modals: chêg aheq (1), aheq pach (1), aheq näm (2), aheq mög (1), aheq chêg (2). Other particles that often accompany it are nhâng (33) and ncai (12).

Aheq nêh saq.               Then he went.
Nêh aheq saq sîq tu nhi.    Then he returned home.
Nhâng aheq nêh saq.         Indeed then he went.
Ncai aheq nêh saq.           Then then he went.

Bo (3) 'but instead, in fact' expresses surprise that what has been said or expected has in fact not turned out to be so, and the speaker is unhappy to find it so.

Bo con mai hôm rih.         But in fact I see that your children are living. (you promised you would kill them)
Vrêq nêh bo lûh.            But now they have gotten out. (you said they were safely caught)

Chêg (122) 'so as a result, then, in that case' is seldom at the beginning of a scene, as there is usually the implication that the clause is related to or the result of
a preceding clause. It is clearly related semantically to the container verb chêq 'cause', and more distantly to the transitive verb chêq 'put' and the postverbal chêq 'being put away'.

Chêq ẳnh sa.  So then I ate. (I was hungry)
Chêq ẳnh tê con.  And I look after my children.  (I stay at home)
Chêq nề saq krum.  So then he went to lie in wait. (the tiger had a grudge against the rabbit)

Đăng gal (9) 'truly, indeed not' strongly affirms or denies a statement.
Đăng gal nề nhim.  Truly she wept.
Mai đăng gal con Dird pa.  You aren't truly Dird's child.
Đăng gal toq.  Indeed not.

Lūh (with an intonation peak) (35) is a question indicator meaning 'why?'.  Lūh (with neutral intonation) (5) is a causal indicator 'so, resulting in, as a result'. These modal particles are related semantically to the verb lūh 'go out'.

Lūh mai ôp can೟q?  Why are you doing that?
Lūh nề saq?  Why did he go?
Lūh nề saq.  So as a result of that he went.

Mõq 'what?, how?' (173) occurs most often in the form Mõq ôp 'What do we do now?, What can be done about it? It can't be helped' (103). It frequently cooccurs with vrêq 'now' (70), lâu (30), and đi 'to' (32). Lâu (§6.8) and đi
(§6.5) are mutually exclusive, with lâu cooccurring with mỏq only in the presence of òp 'do'. Especially in clauses with đi, mỏq is often used as a rhetorical question, expressing a strong denial.

Mỏq ảnh nhai?  What shall I say?
Mỏq ảnh òp?    What can I do?
Vrèq mỏq òp?   Now what?
Mỏq òp lâu.    Now what? It can't be helped.
Mỏq ảnh đi Tư? How would I know?
Mỏq ảnh saq đi nơi? How could I go? (I couldn't)
Mỏq con lấp đi gễh con patau ò? How could you ask for the princess? (don't be ridiculous!)

Mọn 'of course, why not, naturally' (3) always has a negative occurring with it. It usually has a tinge of 'Why are you so stupid?' in its connotation.

Mọn nềh òq dip! Of course he wouldn't catch anything. (his trap is in the wrong place)
Mọn nềh òq pảm! Why wouldn't they hit you? (if you had an ounce of brains you should have expected it)

Nảm 'what, how?' (23) is quite similar to mỏq. Like mỏq, nảm usually occurs with òp 'do' (18) or đi (1), but it is not so strongly tied to vrèq 'now' as mỏq.

Nảm nềh òp?  What could he do?
Vrèq nảm òp?  Now what?
Nảm nềh chit đi chẳng? How could he cut it effectively? (he couldn't)
Păch 'what?, how indeed?' (131) is also similar to mỏ and nắm. It frequently cooccurs with dĩ (43) and ông (41). Derived from it is the modal particle păch conh (12) 'why?, don't', a mild negative imperative which sometimes cooccurs with the final particle te (2). Also derived from it is the modal particle păch n'hya 'what?' (27), a content question indicator.

Păch něh saq di nôi? How could he go? (he couldn't)
Păch daq? What water? (I don't see any)
Păch ănh ôp vrêq? What do I do now?
Păch conh mai saq? Don't go.
Păch conh mai nhim te? Don't cry.
Păch n'hya mai ôp? What are you doing?
Păch n'hya chhe heq? What is this string?
Păch n'hya canqoq? What is that?

Tôm or atôm 'why' (13) is a question indicator.
Tôm mai saq? Why are you going?
Anh tôm êq dip ca? Why don't I catch fish?
Tôm něh canqoq? Why is he like that?

Vâng 'don't' (51) frequently cooccurs with the final particle vây (17). It is a strong imperative.

Vâng cấp něh vây. Don't bite him!
Vâng mai saq. Don't go!
Vâng an ănh ji. Don't make me sick.

Nhâng (=vâng in Binh tuy dialect) 'also, then, similarly,'
so indeed' (228) is related to the adjective nhâng 'true' and the adverb nhâng 'truly'. It often cooccurs with aheq (31), usually in the order nhâng aheq (28).

Nhâng nêh saq. So he went.
Nhâng aheq nêh saq. So then he went.
Anh nhâng chiu. I bear it too.

Vi (with an intonation peak) (68) is a strong (often indignant) denial. It often cooccurs with pa (35) or uy (4). Vi (with neutral intonation) (35) is a question indicator 'where?'. It often cooccurs with a term of address (16). Both are related semantically to the noun vi 'place, location'.

Vi ẵnh saq! I didn't go. (don't malign me by saying that I did)
Vi ẵnh saq uy! id.
Vi màq pa. It's not big, indeed.
Vi mai saq, Pe? Where are you going, Pe?
Vi ca, Pe? Where are the fish, Pe?
Vi nêh saq? Where is he going?

Vacdnh 'don't, not want' (2) is fairly similar in meaning to pāch côn، and is possibly a contraction of it. It is related semantically to côn, 'want'.

Vacdnh tânh màq. Don't make it big. (you wouldn't want it like that)

Vadâng 'how much?, how?' (2) can be a genuine question or a rhetorical question. It is related semantically to the
preposition dâng 'as far as'.

Vadâng mai sa? How much did you eat?
Vadâng néh saq? How could he go? (he was just a child)

Vagŏq 'how much?' (0) is a question indicator, related semantically to gŏq 'much'.
Vagŏq lît mai vro? How many liters did you buy?

Vaju 'of course, why not, naturally' (0) is similar to mdn.
Vaju néh saq. Of course, why wouldn't he go?

6.4 Presubject focus

To give special emphasis to one of the elements in the clause nucleus, that element may be removed from its normal place in the clause and put before the subject (1/112). Emphasis of the subject takes the form Noun plus néh 'he' (6/112). Non-topic subjects (§10.11) generally appear as emphasized subjects.

Chhd ănh cḥeq u nŏq. The wood I put there.
Khăn măi nŏq vu khŭm en dŏn. Your cloth someone stole already.
Vi cŏ ănh măi cḥeq cẖò năo? Where my grandfather you put him what place?
Con la-dî nŏq néh saq. The orphan boy he went.
Khlang néh păr. The eagle it flew.

This presubject slot may also be used for stating contrast with another item, introducing it by dŏi 'as for' (7),
with or without cà và 'like' or bay 'with'. It is often preceded by còn 'but' (4). All instances of this đồ are from the Binh tuy dialect. The compared item may be a simple noun or a full clause.

Đòi bay ánh, mai jò lo. Compared with me, you don't have anything to worry about.

Đòi cà và Chau khananh heq,... As for us Chau,... (we're very poor)

Đòi nề cò ngeo,... As for him who is poor,... (what can he do?)

Còn đồi von ᐅp thi cà và von ᐅp canŋ vôq,... And as for our working hard as we work like this,... (if we get anything we eat it, if we don't we don't)

6.5 Movable particles

Some particles in Chau are not restricted to a certain linear slot or to constituency with only one type of phrase. These particles do not form a unified class; each follows its own rules.

Ayh 'only' (110) usually occurs with nouns, but may occasionally also be found with verbs. Ayh precedes the noun or verb that it is constituent with, and often a final particle ngăn 'only' (33) or vôq 'indeed' (27) also cooccurs. Ayh can accompany a noun in any regular noun slot.

Nềh sa ayh piăng. He ate only rice.
Nềh sa ayh piăng ngăn. id.
Nềh sa ayh piăng ngăn vôq. id.
Saŋ ayh ăng ngăn. Only I went.
Ayh ănh saq ngăn. id.
Nêh ayh saq ngăn. He only went. (and did nothing more)

 Ça, cà mà, cà và 'like, as' (173) may precede nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, or full clauses. It is frequently found in the phrase ca mpanh or ca vu mpanh 'as it is said, as they say, you know, as the saying goes' (54). Ça (except in the phrase ca mpanh) is often preceded by khoi 'also' (22).

sipam cà ănh heq a shaman like me
khoi cà hôi nôq also as in the old days
Chăng cà mình con ănh. It sounds like the voice of my child.
khoi cà Nhuôn just like the Vietnamese
Gēh jen nháng cà sùn gēh. Have money truly as though not having.
 mạch cà mạch big as big (i.e., very big)
cà Nhuôn nêh panh as the Vietnamese say
cà mà Nhuôn nêh panh id.
cà và Nhuôn nêh panh id.

Hôm ayh du mvu, cà mpanh, con put.

Only one person is left, as they say, the youngest child.

Vì ănh cà vu mpanh ănh ndân sa uy!

Indeed I'm not a skinflint, as the saying goes!

Nôq đang-wang, cà vu mpanh, pham nâng pham năr.

Things were done properly, you know, eight nights and eight days.
Cô (584) is the most common, yet one of the most elusive particles in Chrau. It may precede nouns (428), or verbs (136), or occasionally the particle naprawdę 'truly' (13), a postverbal particle (2), or a full clause.(2). With nouns cô usually occurs with an already identified noun (i.e. one previously introduced into the discourse), so may have some referential function. It has some similarities with the English article the. The noun is often followed by nơi 'that' (128) or the particle ięż 'indeed' (51), or occasionally by heg 'this' or that. Cô may possibly also be exercising a secondary focus function; e.g. if the main clause focus is on a verb, the cô may put a noun in secondary focus.

Nên vlam cô ẵnh. He met me.
Nên vlam cô sipai. He met the rabbit.
Cô sipai nơi nề saq. The rabbit (he) went.
Cô sipai ięż toq nề saq. That rabbit (he) went.
Nên cô tungdaq nơi nề saq. He who was the priest (he) went.
Nên nhũp cô tiếng nề noq. He grabbed its tail.

With verbs cô functions somewhat like our English pronouns who or he who, often indicating an embedded clause, and is found not infrequently with vu, camvu, or vu lấy 'who, whoever'. The verb generally refers to a previous or known or assumed action, not stating a new action, so is seldom in the main clause of a sentence. Non-referentially with a verb cô usually indicates a future, indefinite, or
uncertain action. The subject of the clause must be stated when cô is used with a verb, except in the construction cô...cô... (4).

Camvu cô tè mê ănh? Who will look after my mother?
Eq gút vu cô tè. I don't know who is looking after her.
Nhàng mê cô tè ănh. Indeed mother has been looking after me.
Con sinau dâ, vu lây cô tè? Children and grandchildren, who looks after them?
Nểh cô tè ănh, nểh nốq saq en. He who looks after me, he has gone now.
Cô chût nhàng nôc mê, cô rih nhàng nôc mê.
   (If I) die indeed it is up to mother, (if I) live indeed it is up to mother.

With adverbs cô may have some emphatic function.
Nểh saq cô nhàng. He went indeed.
Anh saq cô sum gêh. I go not able.

Cô 'continuing, continually, without stopping' (46) most often is found in the modal particle slot before the subject (16), but can also come after the subject (7). It often cooccurs with the particles diêt 'continually' (11) or hoài 'continually' (2). It can also occur (without diêt) in the construction cô-Num-N-Num-N (3).

Vrêq cô ănh saq diêt. Now I went continually.
Cô nểh tè con nểh. He looked after his child continually.
Cô saq sĩq. Finally he returned home.
Vu cô saq hoài. People went continually.
Cô du mvu du rot nhi. Each person one house.
Cô mới ndói mới jăng pieng. Each morning each cook rice.
(She cooked rice each morning.)

Cô viéc 'continue on as normal' (9) is compounded from cô and viéc 'work'. Diết and hoài do not cooccur with it.

Cô viéc mai saq. You go (as expected).
Cô viéc dởq nồng thì mai sai. Go ahead and marry the monkey. (you have been wanting to do it)
Cô viéc von lo. We go ahead and do our part.

Di (290) is most often found before verbs or adjectives, but may also appear before final particles, adverbs, or kin terms. Its function is difficult to ascertain; sometimes it appears to have a directional or purposive meaning, other times it appears to have no meaning difference. It does not occur sentence initial. It is possible that the ordinal number indicator di (§7.2) should be considered the same morpheme.

Pánh di dip. Shoot to hit.
Húch aląc di gọq. Drink wine much.
Mai såq di mau. You come home late.
Anh di sai si-ur ānh. I married my wife.
Anh gọq di dęp di cô. I live with uncles and grandfathers.
Mọq ānh dọp di gẹ́h jên? What can I do to have money?
Pách von di sây nếh! How could we see them?
Chół pih di sött. Sharpen the knife sharp.
Drink until drunk.
He ate rice already.

Dé (63) is a particle of surprise. It can be placed before any phrase in a clause, indicating that that particular item was unexpected in the context. When placed before the subject, however, it seems to refer to the whole clause, not just to the subject. Not infrequently (11) cồ also occurs with the same noun.

Anh vlam dé cồ sipai. I met (surprise!) the rabbit.
Nễh đẽn dé la-u. She gave birth to a coconut!
Anh saq dé maq gyao. I went to the left.
Canji dé hao en. Weeds had come up already.
Dé gồng ca saq. Animals will go.
Dé la-u ēnh an. It was a coconut I gave him.
Nễh panh dé la-u. He said it was a coconut.

Iết 'indeed, then, this one, thereupon' (126) occurs most frequently after a noun preceded by cồ (50), or at the end of a clause (66), these two types of environment often coinciding. It combines with the shifting particle tọq (27), and with the final particles tọq (10), và (3), lāu (2), and pa (1).

Cồ dọq iết saq. The monkey went.
Nễh tọq cồ dọq iết. He obeyed the monkey.
Nễh saq ēnh. He went.
Dọq cǎp cồ Canjəng iết. The monkey bit Canjəng.
Nễh saq bay dọq iệt. He went with the monkeys.
Nể Nh raq dōq iět têq.  He cursed the monkeys.
Nể Nh nhūp cō dōq iět tōq.  He got the monkey.
Nể Nh n’hēp iět vô.  He was rich indeed.

Môle 'indeed, very much so' (14) precedes the item being emphasized. It is most often used with adjectives (8), but may also be used with a noun (4), or with a clause containing an adjective (2). With adjectives, yāh 'good' is frequently added to the construction (6).
Nể Nh pâm dru mō chwoc-rawoc. He smashed the trap very splintered.
Nể Nh vlam sipāi mō yāh māq. He met a rabbit very (good) big.
Môle sipāi nōq.  Indeed that rabbit! (that dratted rabbit)
Môle gōng ānh.  Oh my flesh! (it hurts)
Môle daq hor camhlāng.  Indeed water flowed strongly.
Môle nēh yāh ngon.  Indeed it was (good) tasty.

Nôi 'as far as, concerning, to the extent of' (42) draws attention to what follows it, usually not to just a single word. It is used in three main types of environment. In legend-telling style it can precede a compound parallel-constructed object, with the nôi being stated either once before the whole compound object or else repeated before each noun in the compound (17). This is generally in a listing of items, and nôi gives the feeling that a large number of items was involved, of which only a sampling is given.

The second main environment (11) is directly before
the subject, where nội draws attention to the following clause, indicating that the situation under discussion has gone to such an extent (usually in the direction of getting out of hand) that the following clause was the result.

The third main environment is before the clause, introducing a specially emphasized referent or topic (usually a noun doublet) (10). Nội also occurs occasionally to indicate ultimate resultant size, location, or action (1 each). Nội, especially in its first and third uses, is often accompanied by lẻq 'completely' (16).

1) Nễh gǎnh nội chính gǒng dố. He carried even the big and small gongs.
   Nễh mội nội vǎl gảng lốch lẻq. He invited people people completely.
   Nễh sa gǒng nội jun nội jike nội ramih nội rawâyh. He ate meat of deer, boar, gaur, elephant.

2) Nội něh rînh. So it growled. (getting angrier)
   Nội khây dòq chut lẻq. Until all the monkeys were dead.
   Nễh khoach apellido önünde lẻq can'hìeyh ti. He scratched me until he had no fingernails.

3) Nội nìh lâ... As for your house...(if you go away, I want it)
   Nội không nòq... As for the whole group... (there was no one who got as many fish as I did)
   Nội dâng nìh dâng lâ nễh mǎq. To the extent of a house a house it was big. (i.e., as big as a house)

Tẻq (33) reinforces iểt 'indeed, this one, then, there-
upon'. It is used almost invariably in clause-final position, only exceptionally (2) occurring earlier in the clause. Cô frequently cooccurs with it (12).

Chroc cô nêh iêt teq.     Lost were they indeed.
Dôq câp cô Canjâng iêt teq. Monkeys bit Canjâng indeed.
Cô dôq iêt teq kiêt nêh vô. The monkeys indeed were itchy they were.
Tâmúŋ iêt teq saq yeng.    A man indeed went hunting.

Thietet (8), thiêt là (7) 'truly' may come before the clause (4), after the clause (only thiêt) (4), or before an adjective (7). Qua thiêt (2) comes before the clause or before the second noun in an equative clause.

Thietet nêh saq.           Truly he went.
Thietet là nêh saq.        Truly he went.
Nêh saq thiêt.             He went truly.
Nêh màq thiêt màq.         He was big truly big.
Nôq là qua thiêt vap nêh.  That is truly his father.

6.6 Adverbs

Adverbs in Chrau are words which usually follow the object, but which can freely precede the object. (This contrasts with postverbals, which cannot be separated from the verb, and final particles, which cannot precede the object.) Adverbs are of three main types: those that modify the action of the verb, those that modify the relationship between the subject and the action, and those that indicate the direction of the action.
The verb-modifying adverbs have meanings similar to English adverbs and are never negated. Like other major class words, they are used sometimes in doublets. Some of the more prominent adverbs are the following:

ář 'very much' (19) (never in the presence of an object)
bây, bày ba, tambil vamba (16) 'haphazardly, carelessly'
chêng 'finished' (24)
chhuôí 'action continued indefinitely or until reaching its destination' (39)
diêt 'continually, extendedly' (115)
hân 'indeed' (27) (usually before the object)
lêq, lêq lam, lêq trong, lêq sách 'completely' (240)
lôčh 'all' (48)
mâq 'very much' (5) (only with jį 'sick')
môń 'very' (2)
ndêt, ndêt ndêt, ndêt ndêt 'a little' (20)
ngân ngân 'alone' (2)
ônhàng, có ônhàng 'truly' (24)
quá 'very much' (131)
thêng 'indeed, truly' (14)
uåy 'very much' (1) (parallel with mâq)
vâq uåy 'haphazardly, carelessly, here and there' (6)

Anh jį âr. I'm sick a lot.
Mai ôp bày canôq. You are doing improperly like that.
Huch bày du vôm alăc. Drink carelessly a mouthful of wine.
Nênh ôp bày ba. He is working haphazardly.
Nềh nhai tambây. He is speaking improperly.
Nềh síq chhuōi tu nhi. He returned all the way home.
Nềh opcode canōq. He worked continually like that.
Nềh síq hăn. He returned indeed.
Anh ji măq. I'm very sick.
Nềh sa gông lĕq trôn. He ate the meat completely.
Nềh sa lĕq trôn gông. id.
Nềh sa lĕq sâch. He ate it completely.
Nềh sa lôch lĕq. He ate everything.
Nềh opcode ndêt ndôt. He works a little.
Vu huch ndêt. People drink a little.
Nềh gúq ngăn-ngăn. He lived alone.
Nềh síq nhăng. He returned indeed.
Nềh saq có nhăng. He went indeed.
Nềh jina qua. He is very rich.
Nềh jina thăng. He is rich indeed.
Anh ji măq ji uây. I am very sick.
Anh opcode văq văy vöq. I made traps here and there.
Anh opcode văq opcode văy vöq. I worked at this and that.

Occasionally verb-modifying adverbs are formed with
du 'one' plus a noun or quantity.
Nềh chếq du dûng. He placed them in a heap.
Nềh vīq du dûng. It was lying in a heap.
Nềh chat du duq. He stacked up a boatful.
Nềh khoech du ndêt lapôn. He bored a little in the door.
Nềh pân du phong daq. He notified all (the snails in) the river.
Other adverbs help to specify the relation of the subject to the action, particularly with regard to his ability to complete it. These are usually though not invariably negated, they never appear as doublets, and not infrequently have di before them. They may be negated by a simple negative particle (e.g. um, sum, id, tdg), or by an initial modal pách or môq and the particle di before the adverb. These adverbs, but not the verb-modifying adverbs, can be used by themselves as a complete response utterance. The main adverbs of this sort are:

geh 'able, possible, permitted' (182) (This should be distinguished from the main verb geh 'be, have'.)

nôi 'able, capable' (21)

truh 'able, capable, especially of physical exertion' (42)

This is used only in the negative.

Anh nhûp geh nêh. I can get him.
Anh nhûp nêh geh. id.
Anh nhûp nêh êq geh. I can't get him.
Pách anh nhûp nêh di geh? id. (emphatic)
Môq anh nhûp nêh di geh. id. (emphatic)
Nêh sq êq nôi. He is physically unable to go.
Nêh sq nôi. He is able to go.
Pách nêh sq di nôi? How could he go indeed!
Nêh sq êq truh. He can't go. (because someone is holding him)
Nêh tôq êq truh tamô nôq. He can't lift that stone. (not strong enough)
Nêh tôq tamô nôq êq truh. id.
Pạch nể pq di tru? How could he lift it indeed!

The directional adverbs are a small subclass of verbs. They function in the adverbial slot only to indicate the general direction of the main action, not indicating a different specific action. This can be distinguished from container clauses (§5.5) in that directional verbs used adverbially are part of the action of the main verb; a directional verb in a container clause is a separate action.

Anh sáng nể hao. I told him to rise. (cont.)
Anh vật nể hao. I lifted it up. (adv.)

hao 'upwards' (9)
jur 'downwards' (9)
lemploi 'in' (4)
linh 'out, appearing' (50?)
slq 'returning' (40?) slq vlâq

Anh trôn nể jur. I threw it down.
Anh vật nể lemploi. I brought it in.
Anh pq nể linh. I drew it out.
Anh vật nể slq. I brought it back.

6.7 Location

The location is usually placed between the clause nucleus and the final particles, though it may sometimes follow the final particle. It is a noun phrase usually introduced by u 'at' (411), a 'from, at', tu 'to' (332), sùng
'inside' (131), từ 'from' (22), tật (c.100), bay 'with' (c.450). This preposition tật is closely related semantic-ally to the verb tật 'arrive'.

Anh saq tu tiếp. I'm going there.
Anh cheg nêh u nhi. I put it in the house.
Nêh hao tu vlo en. She had risen above already.
Nêh gũq sùng nhi. He sat in the house.
Nêh gũq u sùng nhi. id.
Nêh saq chhuôi tu tiếp. He went way over there.
Nêh saq bay ănh. He went with me.
Nêh saq tật nhi. He went to the house.

6.8 Final particles

Final particles are a set of words, mostly monosyl-labic, which follow the clause nucleus and add temporal or modal specifications to the clause. It is not infrequent to find two final particles cooccurring, but three is rare. Final particles were used in 16 of 112 narrative clauses (=c.1150).

The final particles âm, đon, hà, hàng, lau, ơn, ув, vây, ốì, vu de appear to occur only in direct speech or direct quotation (§10.10). This may suggest a distinction between clause-final and sentence-final particles. Tempo-rarily they are all being classified with the clause periph-ery, though further study may place many of them on other emic levels.
The final particle âm (25) denotes agreement or a mild assertion. It is often used in affirmative reply to a question, or as an invitation or exhortation, or as a firm but friendly assertion. It combines only as âm vô (7).

Dip ðò âm.     Yes, fishing is pretty good.
Jong âm.      Yes, it's long.
Mai lôt âm.   Now you run.
Coq mai pánh chût âm. Pheasants you should shoot dead.
Anh gûq âm.  I'm staying here.
Piêng mai sa âm vô. Rice you should eat.
Vôn saq nêh âm vô. We should go.

The final particle canôq 'like that, so, thus' (234) is compounded from the words cà 'like' and nôq 'that', but as a conventionalized compound it is losing its demonstrative force. It combines as canôq vôq (2), canôq vô (4), canôq váy (2), canôq nôq (5), canôq lâu (3).

Anh ôp canôq. I work like that.
Anh sây canôq. I saw that it was like that.
Nêh du canôq vôq. He ran away like that again.
Vôn ôp canôq vôq. We work like that.
Vông mai saq canôq váy. Don't go like that.
Vôn ôp canôq nôq. We work like that.

Final particle chôd 'indeed' (4) is usually used in conjunction with a previous negative (3). It is probably related semantically to the initial particle chôd 'intensifier, usually negative' and the preverbal particle chôd
'negative'. It combines only as wǒq chd (1).

Eq gĕh păch lây chd. There wasn't anything at all.
Nĕh dăng gĕh piĕng păch năo chd. He didn't have any rice at all.
Nĕh hōm gŏq wŏq chd. It will still be firm indeed.

The final particle dòn 'already' (33) occurs only in combination with en 'already', and adds finality to the en. It occurs only in main clauses and may well be a sentence functor rather than a clause functor. It is usually in conjunction with lêq 'all', lăng 'very', or qua 'very'.

Nĕh sǐq ēn dòn. He has returned already.
Nĕh sǐq lêq ēn dòn. They have all returned already.
Nĕh lêq chūt ēn dòn. He is completely dead already.
Anh vanhul qua ēn dòn. I'm very drunk already.

The final particle dăng has two distinct uses, as a question indicator (32) and as a negative reinforcer (22). As a question particle it can be equivalent to the final particle hăng, calling for a yes or no answer./ As a negative it correlates with a previous negative in the clause and reinforces it; it is stronger than pa or toq, but not as vehemently negative as uy. Dăng as a question particle occurs in no combinations with other final particles; as a negative it combines only in wǒq dăng (3). / or it can be used in indirect questions as 'if...or not', not requiring a direct answer.

Mai sǐq dăng? Are you returning?
Ai cònh ănh đang? Do you love me?
Mai sên nêh gênh đang. You see if he has it.
Anh đang gênh đang. I don't have it.
Nêh êq sa đang. He didn't eat.
Anh êq sêq wôq đang. I'll never return again.

The most common final particle is en 'already, now, finished' (280). The final particle combinations with en preceding are en heq (3), en hom-cô-hôm (5), en nêq (10), en tiq (3), en wôq (6), en dön (30). And with en following: wôq en (11), nêq en (1). Combinations with the en following have special emphasis (both phonological and semantic) on the en.

Nêh sêq en. He has returned already.
Nêh jêng piêng en. He has cooked the rice already.
Nêh chût en. He's dead now.
Chêq nêh nhim wôq en. So he cried indeed then.

Not infrequently after en, part of the clause nucleus will be repeated for emphasis (§6.9).

Ca hao en ca hao. Fish came up in multitudes.
(Fish rose then fish rose)

The final particle hà (4) is used in rhetorical questions, meaning approximately 'is that so?, so that's the way it is?' It is to be distinguished from both the final particle hàng and the postverbal particle hân, though in rapid speech the pronunciation differences are slight.

Hà may be used in innocent surprise, as in the first
two examples below, or belligerently as in the last two examples. It has not been found in combination with other final particles. In the last example it cooccurs with lůh 'why' to give a sentence that is at the same time both a content question and a rhetorical question.

Mai ji hà? So you are sick?
Mai sa piêng hà? I see you are eating?
Mai èq òp hà? So you refuse to work, eh?
Lůh mai gũû diêt hà? How come you are loafing on the job, eh?

The final particle hâng (14) is used to mark yes/no questions. It is similar to dãng. Phonetically it is not unlike Vietnamese không, which has the same meaning, so may possibly be a loan word, especially in view of the fact that it is almost entirely absent from legends but is common in everyday conversation. Care must be taken to distinguish it from the affirmative adverb hân (§6.6).

Mãq hâng? Is it big?
Mai sãy hâng? Do you see it?
Mai sãy jun hâng? Do you see the deer?

Hâng has not been found in combination with other final particles.

The final particle hôm 'yet?' (?) occurs in questions enquiring whether an action has occurred yet. It is commonly used in greetings, so its actual frequency in daily use is higher than the text figure of 7 would indicate. Other
than in the idioms hôm-cô-hôm and cô hôm là hôm, it has been observed in combination only with en, and that very rarely (not in my text).

Mai sa piềng hôm? Have you eaten rice yet? (A common greeting)
Nềf sǐq hôm? Has he returned yet?
Nềf sǐq en hôm? Has he returned already yet?

The idiom hôm cô hôm 'then nothing left' [literally: 'yet the yet'] (7) requires a preceding en, and there is generally a léq 'all' in the clause preceding it. Similar in meaning and structure is cô hôm là hôm 'nothing left'.

Vu léq sa në̀nh en hôm cô hôm. People completely eaten it already nothing left.
Nềf léq churt en hôm cô hôm. He is completely dead already beyond recall.
Churt në̀nh, cô hôm là hôm. Dead is he, beyond recall.

The final particle là or lâu (85) can be translated approximately as 'so, in the light of that, indeed, now, thus'. Apart from the common phrase mỏq ốp lâu? 'now what?, what can be done about it?' (30), lâu occurs otherwise only rarely in legends but frequently in colloquial talk. The phrase pách lâu 'indeed, of course' (11) is characteristic of the Binh tuy dialect, and apparently absent from the Xuân-lộc dialect. lâu is often found in conjunction with the preverb khoi 'also' (12) or with a negative (5). It has been found in the combinations on lâu (1), tòq lâu (1), âr lâu (1), võq lâu (3), nø̀q lâu (1).
Mổq wdn òp lâu?
Lǚh mai saq lâu?
Nếh yah pách lâu.
Anh saq lor pách lâu.
Anh khoi gût lâu.
Anh khoi gês lâu.
Anh saq sun gês lâu.
Tom èq dip on lâu?
Sây ʔanh òp tôq lâu.
Hôm thỉ nhim âr lâu.
Anh roc nếh wòq lâu.
Hôm nòq lâu.

What can we do?
Why did you go?
It was pretty good.
I'll go first of course.
I also know indeed.
Me too.
I can't go indeed.
Why didn't I catch anything?
I didn't do like that indeed.
If living then weeping indeed.
I called him also indeed.
Still living indeed.

The final particle nòq 'so, like that, then, there, eh' occurs quite frequently (c.175). It seldom appears at the end of a scene, being generally appended to an action when another action is consequent or about to follow, or when the action was itself expected from what preceded it. It occurs in combination as en nòq (15). It is probably semantically related to the demonstrative nòq 'that', though as a final particle it has little demonstrative force.

Anh tiéc nếh nòq.
Vi mai saq nòq?
Nếh saq hao nòq.
So nếh sec nòq.
Nếh wóng hlåq en nòq.

I regret him.
Where are you going there, eh?
She went up then.
The dog it yelped so.
It has fallen over already now.
The final particle nôq accentuates a preverbal negative (7). It gives an air of finality or determination, indicating that the speaker has made up his mind and doesn’t intend to change it. It combines only as wôq nôq (1). It is related to the verb nôq 'refuse, not want'.

Anh ụm saq nôq. I'm not going.
Dăng gôq nôq. Not much indeed.
Saq canôq ụm baq nôq. Going like that isn’t good.
Um ẹh pièng wôq nôq. There isn’t any more rice.

The final particle ngăn 'only' (42) usually correlates with a preceding ayh 'only' (32). The ngăn usually has reference to a noun in the Object position, but may be used occasionally with a verb, adjective, or other noun. When with a verb there may be me 'just, only now' rather than ayh preceding it. When with a noun having the number du 'one' the ayh will sometimes be dropped. When ngăn refers to the Subject it will usually directly follow the Subject, and the rest of the clause following will be preceded by the connective cô. ngăn vôq is the only combination of final particles with ngăn (12), besides ngăn en (1).

Sên ayh ọnh ngăn. Saw only soot only.
Sa ayh gông ngăn. Eat only meat only.
Nêh me khoai ngăn. He just began digging.
Gêh du war ngăn. Have one meal only.
Ayh tanôl ngăn cô làp. Only the midwife enters.
Lüh ayh n’ham ngăn vôq. Appeared only blood indeed.
The final particle **on** (1) indicates surprise or bewilderment. It occurs in the combination **on lâu** (1).

Tôm ếq dip ca on lâu?  Why didn't it catch fish at all?
Lữn nēh phìet chēq on?  Why is he missing?
Nēh cònh tachūt ănh on.  He wants to kill me!

The final particle **pa** (65) appears to reinforce the certainty or uncertainty of the clause. It is most often used to reinforce a negative, usually **vi**, though occasionally the other negatives (**êq, dăng, cê, sum, sây**) appear with it. In positive clauses it may reinforce a positive particle (**chắc 'surely', nhâng 'truly'**). In clauses which have neither positive or negative particles, **pa** makes the clause a statement of normal not-unexpected action. It combines only as **uy pa** (1).

ví māq pa.  It's not big.
ví ănh sa gōq pa.  I didn't eat a lot.
ví chūt pa.  She wasn't dead.
chắc con ănh pa.  Surely it's my child.
nhâng canōq nēh sīq pa.  Indeed like that he returned.
aheq nēh sa pa.  And so they ate.
anh saq bay nēh pa.  So I went with him.

Another fairly common final particle is **tōq 'indeed'**. It is used to strengthen the positive or negative aspect of a clause, and must have a cooccurring negative in the clause (usually **êq or dăng** (84)) or else be immediately preceded by
the positive iẹt (11).

Anh èq an tdq.          I won't give it indeed.
Eq gal ạnh an tdq.       It's not true that I gave it, indeed.
Nẹh sa dänger gọq tdq.  He ate not much indeed.
Eq gẹn tdq.             No indeed.
Nẹh chút iẹt tdq.        He's dead indeed.

The only combinations of final particles with tdq that have been found are wọq tdq (7) in negative clauses and iẹt tdq vô (1) in a positive clause.

The final particle uy (8) is correlated with a negative to express a strong denial. It occurs most frequently with the negatives ví and có, with one occurrence with pách nako 'whatever, at all'. The only combination it has been found in is uy pa.

Ví ạnh dông uy!         I didn't pick it up indeed!
Ví ạnh nhái mvår uy!    I'm not lying!
Nẹh có mi uy!           It's not going to rain!
Nẹh có sáy uy!          They didn't see at all!
Mai mvår qua; có gẹn uy pa! You're lying; it wasn't that way at all!

Reaffirmation, after a denial with uy, naturally takes the final particle âm. The response to the last sentence above was Gẹn âm. 'It certainly was that way.'

The final particle vày (18) is used to give additional emphasis to the negative imperative vàng. It has been found
in combination only with ār (1) and wōq (1).

Vàng saq vây.        Don't go.
Vàng cáp vap vây.    Don't bite father.
Vàng tách wōq vây.    Don't sell any more.
Vàng nhai ār vây.    Don't keep on talking.

The final particle wōq (196) expresses finality or limitedness, or an abruptly ended action. It occurs in the combinations-ngăn wōq (14), wōq en (23), wōq nōq vô (1), en wōq (7). Wōq en often is correlated with a clause-initial chēq 'cause, so that, indeed' (16), or is often followed by a repetition of part of the clause nucleus (10). Wōq or-ngăn wōq often (28) accompanies ayh 'only'.

Mai güq wōq.     You sit still.
Mai ôp wōq.       You work!
Sên ayh ónh wōq.  Saw only soot.
Chēq ca lāp wōq en ca lāp. So fish entered indeed fish entered.
Chēq nēh nhim wōq en. So he cried indeed.
Lūh ayh n'ham ngăn wōq. Appeared only blood only indeed.
Hôm var pe tô wōq. Still two or three bowls only.

The final particle vô 'emphatic, hortative' is also quite frequently used (129). It is a mild appeal to the hearer (or reader) to note what has just been said. It is most often a gentle exhortation to do something, but is not uncommonly just a mild attention getter in a declarative sentence. A short exhortation sometimes repeats the verb.
Occasionally the particle takes the form nênh vò (24) with no apparent difference in meaning from simple vò. It occurs also in the combinations âm vò (5), nênh âm vò (2), iêt toq vò (1).

Saq vò. Let's go.
Sîq sîq vò. Let's return.
Mai sa piêng vò. You should eat rice.
Saq saq nênh vò. Let's go.
Piêng mai sa âm vò. Rice you should eat. (not throw it away)
Vôn saq nênh âm vò. We should go indeed.
Cô dôq jąc iêt toq vò. The monkeys were quick, you know.
Nênh mừng lê vò. They were very happy, you know.

Vu de (13) is a final particle used mostly in colloquial speech, apparently a mild emphatic. It is apparently compounded from vu 'people' and de 'possessive particle', but it has acquired an idiomatic meaning of its own. It occurs in combination as pa vu de (1), vu de nôq (2). It is frequently in negative sentences.

Sùn gut vu de. I don't know, indeed, what it is all about.
Pôp nênh sîq lor vu de vò. Her older sisters returned first, they did.
Pâch pachâh vu de. How would they break, indeed?
Vi ânh gut pa vu de. I didn't know anything about it at all.
Vu sa vu de. They ate, you know.
The particle wŏq 'again, also, more' (276) generally occurs in the final particle position, though it may occasionally be found following a clause-initial temporal. It occurs in the combinations wŏq dăng (3), wŏq la (3), wŏq pa (5), wŏq toq (7), wŏq vô (2), wŏq cho (1).

Nŏh saq wŏq. He went again.
Nŏh ji wŏq. He is sick again. (or, He is sicker.)
Nŏh viêm wŏq. They are worse people.
Nŏh sa piêng wŏq. He ate more rice.
Anh èq saq wŏq dăng. I won't go again indeed.
Khay heq khay tacat wŏq la. This month is an even colder month.
Anh èq gũq bay mai wŏq pa. I won't live with you any more.
Anh dăng păn nĕh wŏq toq. I won't hit it again.
Nĕh saq wînh wŏq vô. He went and asked again.

6.9 Final echo

Part of the clause nucleus may be repeated (echoed) after the final particle for additional semantic emphasis. This echo may occur even when the nuclear referent has been deleted, especially with ānh 'I'. With some verbs, especially sīq 'return', an echo is very common. The echo phrase is usually on a low pitch and phonologically de-emphasized (cf. §4.3). It occurs with the final particles en (2), vôq en (9), chhuôî vôq (1), nĕh vô (1). In the absence of a final particle, only a pronoun can serve as an echo.

Anh sīq ānh. I'm going home I.
Sĩq ănh.  (I'm) going home I.
Anh ji muih ănh.  I sick heart I.
Bay jêng sipăm ănh. Accompanying becoming shaman I.
Ca hao en ca hao. Fish rose indeed fish rose.
Chêq n'ham sêch vôq en n'ham. Then bloody teeth indeed blood.
Anh quay daq sût en bay ănh. I scooped out honey indeed I.
Trôq mi vôq en mi. Sky rained indeed rained.
So dânh vôq en дănh. The dog chased indeed chased.
Chêq sa vôq en sa vôq. So he ate indeed ate.
Nêh sach daq vôq en sach. They scooped water indeed scooped.
Yau nêh sec vôq en yau nêh sec. The tiger screeched indeed the tiger screeched.
Anh êq nhai göq chuôí vôq ănh. I didn't speak much at all indeed I.
Sa nêh vô var lâm pôp ơh sa. They ate indeed the two brothers ate.

6.10 Comparisons

The type of clause periphery outlined in this chapter seems fairly common in Southeast Asia. The near-absence of verb affixation necessitates fairly extensive use of particles.

For Vietnamese, Thompson distinguishes as clause particles: isolating particles, coordinating particles, relative particles, focal particles, movable prepositive particles, movable postpositive particles, and versatile
particles (1965:360).

For Khmu', Smalley mentions final particles (1961:27). And a more detailed analysis of clause structure would probably have turned up some other types of particles.


For Thơ, Day finds final particles and introductory particles on the sentence level.(1966:48).

For M'ong Rôldôm, E.Blood mentions initial interrogative particles on the sentence level. An instrument slot is distinguished from the time and location slots (1966: 25ff).

For Brôu, J.Miller isolates final particles, introducers, an intensive, adverbs, and an indefinite adverb (1964).
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The general form of the Chrau noun phrase can be summarized as:

Num. – Clas. – Head – Mod.

in which the Numeral slot may be filled by numbers and other counters, the Classifier slot may be filled by regular or temporary classifiers, the Head slot may be filled by a simple or complex noun, and the Modifier slot may be filled by adjectives, possessives, and demonstratives.

7.1 Numerals

The Chrau numbers are: mùôi 'one', var 'two', pe 'three', puôn 'four', prăm 'five', prau 'six', pŏh 'seven', pham 'eight', sun 'nine', măt 'ten', var jăt 'twenty', rayăng 'hundred', ngan, rauv 'thousand'. In counting or in isolation mùôi is used for 'one'; in noun phrases or before higher multiples of ten ðu is used for 'one'.

măt mùôi

106
mat var	twelve
var jät múi	twenty-one
pe jät múi
du rayèng múi
101 or 110
du rayèng var
102 or 120
du rayèng mät
110
du rayèng mät múi
111
du rayèng var jät múi
121
du ravu
1,000
du ravu múi
1,001 or 1,100
du ravu du rayèng múi
1,101
du ravu du rayèng var jät múi 1,121

Vanãc 'half, halfway' has a somewhat adverbial usage, being able to be used of half-completed actions, progress halfway along a road, or half a specified unit. It rarely occurs with regular classifiers, but is not infrequent with temporary classifiers (quantifiers) or with unclassifiable nouns. With the meaning '...and a half' vanãc follows the classifier, and the noun must be deleted.

Gõg 'many', vasgõg 'how many?' function normally in the numeral slot of the noun phrase, taking classifiers of all sorts. But un gõg 'not many' cannot take either classifiers or nouns with it; it functions only as a verbal adjective. Takig 'little, few' also functions only as an adjective.

vanãc chai daq half a glass of water
du chai vanäng a glass and a half
gōq chai daq many glassfuls of water
vagōq chai daq? how many glassfuls of water?
Chai daq un gōq. There were not many glassfuls of water.

For approximate figures, chung or lôi chung 'about' can be borrowed from Vietnamese, or two consecutive numbers can be juxtaposed simply or with hay 'or' between them. Du 'one' is never directly juxtaposed to var 'two'.

chung puôn līch about four liters
pe puôn līch three or four liters
pe līch puôn līch id.
pe hay puôn līch id.
du līch var līch one or two liters

Ordinal numerals simply prepose di to the number: di muông 'first', di var 'second', di pe 'third'. These function in the adjective slot of the noun phrase.

con di muông oldest child

7.2 Classifiers

Chrau classifiers are those items which are used to indicate the size of the units involved when a number is cited. Some nouns are not classifiable, but all classifiable nouns must be accompanied by a classifier if a number is present. There are 3 main types of classifiers in Chrau: regular classifiers, which function solely as classifiers;
standard measures, which are cultural conventions; and temporary measures, which are objects used ad hoc for measuring.

1) Regular classifiers are a closed set of words, each of which can be used to classify only a closed set of nouns. They usually have no other function in the language apart from being classifiers. They usually reflect natural rather than conventionally imposed units. The universal classifier làm can be used with almost any classifiable noun, though with some nouns it is not considered good style. Làm (194) occurs in our text with animals (ca, cog, cane, glăng, gông, gapu, iër, jin, jül, jike, kraih, sipai, proq, recot, so, siquây, vîh, yau), vegetation (chhc, loq, lapaq, pai vunh, plai), people (anh, con, camon, Gapham, mbuôi, mè, öh, pôp, rûh, sinau, si-ur, un, ur), tools and utensils (pam, bao, chai, droi, gûh, nglau, prông), houses (nhi, vadai), holes (chhûng), ghosts (cambôch), fingernails (can'hyeyh), mountains (gûng), stores (tim), fire (uûnh).

The other regular classifiers are:
bo 'bundle', with run, ratiêng 'reeds' (1)
bon 'group', with people and pronouns (2)
bûr 'clump', with calè 'bamboo', gle 'small bamboo' (1)
cáp 'pair', with gapu 'buffalo' (6)
côc 'small object', with tambô 'stones' (1)
côp 'unit', with gông 'gong', nggân 'dish', chai 'bottle', thûng 'can' (2)
chan'hûm 'small package', with niêng 'cooked rice
cúc 'small portion', with gống 'meat', vohn 'salt' (2)
dam 'group, cluster, patch', with camhôch 'ghost', nsêt
'mushroom',mprăng 'potato', trees, houses, people (5)
bây 'group', with birds, animals (0)
dôi 'pair', with gapu 'buffalo', jày 'shoes' (1)
dòng 'heap', with chhd 'sticks' (1)
gốc 'unit', with pam 'fishtrap' (2)
jôm 'a pinch' (0)
miêng 'piece', with gông 'meat', alếc 'wine', pa-ăr 'paper',
candar 'board' (9)
mvu (sg.), ndu (pl.) 'person', with ănh 'I', con 'child',
cô 'old man', mbuôi 'older brother', mê 'mother', nênh
'he', ơh 'younger sibling', pêp 'older sibling', si-ur
'wife', tung daq 'singer', tamun 'person', ur 'woman',
khanēh 'they', un 'old woman', wan 'father' (137)
ncong 'stalk', with rēnh 'rattan', chhd 'log, post', pachaq
'palm stalk', chão 'sugarcane', and branches, bamboo,
pencils (0)
ngon 'a roll', with raq 'walling' (1)
n'ha 'leaf, hair', with la sōq 'hair', and leaves, flowers
(1)
nôm 'trunk', with chhd 'tree', lapaq 'guava' (2)
păng 'flat object', with chinh 'small gong', copy 'turtle',
khan 'cloth', ao 'clothes', mphla 'trousers', tronh
'loincloth', su 'blanket', vèl 'mat' (3)
pahaq 'load, bundle', with long 'firewood' (1)
palang 'grain, small amount', with piêng 'rice' (1)
panăt 'handful', with pięng 'cooked rice' (0)
pandōn 'sheet', with books, boards, money (0)
panog 'bundle, roll', with iug 'tobacco' (0)
panug 'package', with pięng puq 'rice in a package' (0)
rot 'house', with nhi 'house' (4)
rông 'large clump, area', with cala, gle 'bamboo', nhi
   'house', va 'thatch' (1)
ramät 'leaf', with raq 'palm' (0)
rawāy 'string', with sinog 'body hair', chhe 'cord' (1)
si 'small amount', with alać 'wine' (1)
simvät, simvōi 'handful', with va 'rice', phe 'pounded
   rice', ranga 'sesame', pah 'cotton' (2)
tać 'layer', with cöt 'rooms', and roofing (3)
tong 'long, thin', with ag 'crossbow', bua 'hammer', chhd
   'stick', candar 'fishpole', dao 'knife', krah 'ring',
   lapāl 'mortar', nai 'stake', ndēh 'vehicle', nōc 'stake',
   racot 'lizard', ranav 'pestle', vra 'bushknife', vadaı
   'shelter', ngōi viĕt 'pencil', pīh 'knife' (25)
tanung 'armful, shoulder load', with long 'firewood', glao
   'bamboo', ratięng 'reed' (2)
vaıo 'section', with ti 'hand, finger' (1)
vān 'a roll', with iug 'tobacco' (0)
vōg 'head', with da 'duck', pam 'fishtrap', asēn 'horse',
   jun 'deer', so 'dog' (5)
vūm 'mouthful', with alać 'wine', iug 'tobacco' (5)
vanōng 'animal', with bo 'cow', gapu 'buffalo', rawāyah
   'elephant', jun 'deer' (6)
yu 'set', with gongs chinh, gong (?)

du yu gong one set of gongs
du vanong gapu one (animal) buffalo
du vum alac one mouthful of wine
du voq da one (head) duck
du vao ti one section of hand (knuckle)
du tong aq one (item) crossbow
du mvu anh one person me
du mvu GaPe one person GaPe

2) Standard measures are also a closed set of words, but they can be used freely with all nouns whenever appropriate. These are arbitrary conventional units rather than natural units. The standard measures include lich 'liter', long 'canful (condensed milk can)', thu 'variety', sinlo 'variety'. Almost all of these are loanwords from Vietnamese. Other measures such as ki 'kilo' and thuoc 'meter' act as unclassifiable nouns rather than as classifiers.

du lich daq one liter of water
du long phe one canful of rice
du thu va one kind of rice plant
du sinlo va id.

3) Temporary measures are an open ad hoc class of nouns which are used temporarily as a measuring unit for another noun, so function temporarily in the classifier slot. These include nouns such as:

bua 'meal', to measure wine, rice, and fish
gong 'gong', to measure rice
khan 'handkerchief', to measure mushrooms, bees
kiếp 'pot', to measure water, rice
kruh 'bag', to measure rice
li 'glass', to measure water
maq 'side, one of a pair', to measure hands, eyes, thighs, meat, people
mâm 'tray', to measure rice
ndēh 'cart', to measure harvested rice
nggan 'dish', to measure rice
prông 'basket', to measure rice, meat
sinum 'fishtrap', to measure fish
thùng 'barrel', to measure water, rice
tô 'bowl', to measure rice
tun 'back of knife', to measure knives
vlu 'thigh', to measure meat
vaniêng 'jug', to measure water

du gong va a gongful of rice
du khan nsêt a handkerchiefful of mushrooms
du kiếp daq a potful of water
du ndēh va a cartful of rice
du sinum ca a trapful of fish
du tun vra a knife

Only one classifier can be present at a time. (Some other languages, such as Nùng, allow two classifiers.)

Regular classifiers must always be accompanied by a
numeral except in the expression lâm nào lâm nay 'any one, any thing' (a construction borrowed from Vietnamese).

7.3 Nouns

Nouns are those items that can occur in the head slot of a noun phrase. A noun can be identified by its position between the classifier and the modifiers, and by its ability to stand alone as the representative of the whole noun phrase in referential positions.

Nouns may be simple, composed of a single word, as chhô 'tree', ca 'fish', ănh 'I', GaPe 'a personal name'. Or a noun may be a two-word complex, usually a generic term followed by a specific name, as chhô rapaq 'guava tree', ca co 'catfish'. Rapaq 'guava' can stand by itself as a free noun head, but co, and most fish names, must always have the ca 'fish' with it.

Nouns may also be divided into classifiable nouns (mass nouns) and unclassifiable nouns (count nouns). Like most Oriental languages, the large majority of nouns are classifiable in Chrau, including pronouns and personal names. Unclassifiable nouns include such things as camvûm 'word', gäl 'portion', gatûq 'place', hang 'manner', mag 'side', war 'meal', su, cac, dông 'units of money', thôc, sindam 'units of length', khay, năr, mva, năng, ndôi, tiêng, phuc 'units of time', dâq, lón, phac, mạt, ratih, ratuh 'a time, instance'.
du lâm chhô a tree
du lâm ʔanh (one person) me
var lâm khananh two persons us
du camvûm a word
du mva a year

Personal names in Chrau are classifiable nouns. They are usually one-syllable words, to which may be added the name marker Ge- (before all except velar consonants) - Da- (before velars). Thus Pe, GaPe, Ngî, DaNgî. The name marker is dropped in direct address, as may also the pre-syllable in a 2-syllable name - (La)hau, (Si)pai.

Pronouns in Chrau can be defined semantically as nouns at the highest level of generality. Morphologically there is no difference between pronouns and nouns, and syntactically the differences are slight. The only function I have found unique to the pronouns is that apparently only pronouns can function as a simple echo subject without en in the SVS construction (§6.9).

The common pronouns are ʔanh 'I', mai '2ms.', ai '2fs.', nēh '3s', vdn 'lp.inc.' These may be used as plurals without modification, especially nēh, but plurality is often indicated by preposing kha- or khây. Thus khananh, khây ʔanh 'lp.exc.'.

The most common kinship terms used as pronouns are cô 'grandfather' to a respected man, un 'grandmother' to a
respected woman, dêq younger uncle' to a middle-aged man, vông 'younger aunt' to a middle-aged woman, põp 'older sibling' to equals or intimates, mon 'nephew' or nau 'grandchild' to clearly younger people, pî 'in-law' used informally between men. All simple kin terms can be used in direct address to the appropriate kin; complex kin terms like dêq re 'husband of younger aunt' are shortened to just the head word (here dêq) in direct address (cf. §10.9).

Pâch n'hya 'what?' functions as a noun, but cannot take any numbers, classifiers, or adjectives, and must be in clause-initial position (initial modal position).

Pâch n'hya mai ôp? What are you doing?
Pâch n'hya mai ji? What are you sick with?
Pâch n'hya pâch heq? What is this?
Pâch n'hya sùm ndrau? What bird is singing?

7.4 Adjectives and other modifiers

The modifier slot follows the head noun and can be divided into two subslots: adjective, and demonstrative.

The adjective slot is filled by a noun (possessor) or, less frequently, by an adjective (cf. §8.3, 11.2) occasionally by a reduced clause.

iër ĕnh my chicken
du lâm iër ĕnh a chicken of mine
iër māq a large chicken
iër păn chăp a hen sitting on eggs
piêng sa  rice for eating

The demonstrative slot is filled by such demonstratives as heq 'this', nŏq 'that', tdg 'that (farther)', tīg that (far)', lây 'any'.

iĕr heq  this chicken
iĕr ănh heq  this chicken of mine
iĕr nŏq  that chicken
iĕr lây  any chicken

The particle je (after ănh) - de (after other nouns) is used in the adjective slot to add a possessive or identificational nuance to the noun. It can be used to modify a noun in the head slot of a noun phrase or in the adjective (possessor) slot. Anh je as a possessor has not been found in a normal noun phrase - the head noun has generally either been omitted or transposed to another part of the clause. De is found in both normal and distorted noun phrases. Je- de is obligatory when the clause is a statement of possession, or when the head noun is missing.

Iĕr heq ănh je.  This chicken is mine.
Vu khun ănh je.  Someone stole mine.
Vu păh ănh je.  Someone hit me.
Anh khun iĕr, ănh je.  I steal chickens, I do.
iĕr nēh de  his chicken
iĕr patau de  the king's chicken
cò patau de heq  this king
Camvu de iĕr heq?  Whose is this chicken?
Nẳh de ếq gểh iểr. His had no chickens.

7.5 Compound nouns

Compound nouns may be formed by simple juxtaposition of nouns, by postposing đờ 'etc.' to a series of nouns, or linking them with gàm 'and', và 'and', or bạy 'with'.

mề vap mother and father
var ndu mề vap (two people) mother and father
mề gàm vap mother and father
mề và vap id.
mề gàm và vap id.
mề bạy vap id.
mề vap pốp ốn mother, father, older sibling, younger sibling
mề vap pốp ốn đờ mother, father, older sibling, younger sibling, etc.

Taxonomic generics are often formed by simple juxtaposition of nouns (Dorothy Thomas 1966). So jun 'deer' and jiike 'wild pig' combine to give jun jiike 'destructive animals'; sǔm 'small bird' and khlang 'bird of prey' combine into sǔm khlang 'birds generally'; tròq 'sky' and ntềh 'earth' combine into tròq ntềh 'the universe'.

Coordinate compound nouns may function as ad hoc doublets or as stereotyped doublets. As doublets, then, they can be separated by intervening parallel structures (§9.4).
Nouns can also be joined by apposition, with or without túc là 'that is'.

Chhô heq, chhô rapaq,... This tree, a guava tree,...
Chhô heq, túc là chhô rapaq,... id.

7.6 Comparison with other languages

In almost all Vietnam languages adjectives follow the noun.

In Khmer, classifiers are less frequently used, and noun phrase order is Head-Num-Clas. Measures and quantities function like classifiers. Classifiers cannot cooccur with demonstrative pronouns. Ordinal numerals are formed with ti-. Khmer numbers 1-5 are simple, 6-9 are compounded as five-one, five-two, etc.; there is also a standard unit of 4 and a standard unit of 20 (comparable to our 'dozen' and 'score'). (Gorgoniyev 1966:75ff) Pronouns are distinguished only semantically from nouns.

In Khmu' the general order is Head-Num-Clas. Pronouns are distinguished structurally from other nouns only by their cooccurrence restrictions with particular numerals. Classifiers appear to be very common. (Smalley 1961:22-24)

In Vietnamese the general order is Num-Clas-Head. Classifiers and demonstratives frequently occur together. Full pronouns are scarce, kin terms having taken over most of their functions.
In Brâu both the orders Num-Clas-Head and Head-Num-Clas occur, though the former is the more frequent. Four 'modifier' slots are distinguished in Brâu, namely: Modifier, Demonstrative, Possessor, and Location, -most frequently in that order. (C. Miller 1964)

Nùng (a Tai language) follows the order Num-Clas-Head. Nùng, however, has two subslots at the Classifier position - quantifiers and qualifiers, - so that in Nùng there may be two classifiers in the same phrase. Classifiers are divided into general classifiers (can be used with almost any noun), natural quantifiers which are optional with higher numbers, natural quantifiers which are obligatory with all numbers, measure units (Chrap standard measures), non-classifiable imposed units (subsumed under Chrap regular classifiers), temporary measure units, qualifiers (non-natural units), kin classifiers, and people classifiers. The non-classifiable nouns in Nùng comprise generally the same items as in Chrap. (Saul 1965)

Thổ (also a Tai language) has three types of noun phrases: 1) Deictic, 2) Possessive-Person, 3) Quantifiers-Classifier-Nucleus-Modifier-Demonstrative. Thổ, closely related to Nùng, permits only one classifier in a phrase. (Day 1966:45,75ff)
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The verb phrase in Chrau consists of a main verb together with the words immediately before it which are constituent with and subordinate to the main verb. Only a main verb is obligatory. The verb phrase thus takes the form:

Prev. - Aux. - Inten. - MainV.

The preverb, auxiliary, and intentional verb are generally only one word each. The main verb may be simple, compound, or complex. In ellipsis only an intentional verb or the main verb can stand alone for the verb phrase; preverbs and auxiliaries must always be accompanied by another manifested tagmeme in the verb phrase.

8.1 Preverbal particles

The preverbal particles in general indicate the state of existence of the action. They include the following:

cô 'negative' (16)

cônh 'almost, about to' (80) (cf. main verb cônh 'want')
êq 'negative' (329)
hôm 'still' (153)
jó, jòq 'negative' (19)
khoi 'also' (c.100)
legg 'completely, finished' (89) (often with en 'already')
me 'newly, recently' (33)
ndōh, nđâh 'not yet' (10)
phai 'must' (79)
sav 'negative' (3)
sım 'negative' (103) (often used in doublets)
tòq 'negative' (2)
um 'negative' (30)

legg côn the is the only combination of preverbal particles that has been observed.

Anh có sày nềh. I didn't see him.
Anh côn the chũt. I'm about to die.
Anh êq sày nềh. I didn't see him.
Anh hôm sày nềh. I still see him.
Anh hôm ji. I'm still sick.
Anh jòq sày nềh. I didn't see him.
Anhlegg sa en. I have finished eating already.
Anhlegg sày nềh en. I have seen him already.
Anh me sày nềh. I just now saw him.
Anh ndōh sày nềh. I haven't seen him yet.
Anh phai sày nềh. I must see him.
Anh sây vlam nèh.       I didn't meet him.
Anh sùn sây nèh.       I didn't see him.
Anh saq tòq dan.         I went not in time.
Anh un sây nèh.         I didn't see him.

8.2 Auxiliary verbs

Auxiliary verbs are a set of verbs which can be used before the main verb to indicate the type of motion, or lack of such, of the action. Auxiliary verbs are distinguished from preverbal particles in that the auxiliaries are negatable, and also that the auxiliaries can be deleted without seriously affecting the meaning or the function of the clause in its context. Auxiliary verbs are distinguished from main verbs by their truth-preserving deletability and by their inability to substitute for the whole verb phrase. Or, to state it in different terms, the co-occurrence permissions or restrictions for the verb phrase depend on the main verb and are not seriously affected by auxiliary verbs.

In addition, the Subject cannot be repeated between an auxiliary and a main verb, but can be repeated between two parts of a compound main verb.

*Anh gêh ānh lêng. (not permitted) I indeed I played.
Anh lêng ānh khlân.       I played I played.
(Lêng and khlân are main verbs, gêh is an auxiliary.)

The most common auxiliary verbs are:
sag 'initiating or actively doing an action' (725)
  (cf. sag 'go, walk')
gūg 'remaining in a state or an act' (36) (cf. gūg 'sit')
them (always negative) 'it is in the nature of things that
it would happen this way' (5) (cf. them 'be inclined
to')
ium (always negative) 'as a matter of fact' (9) (cf. ium
'give, have')
gēh 'a simple statement of fact' (36) (cf. gēh 'have')

Note that each of these auxiliary verbs has a homophous main verb to which it is semantically related and
from which it was probably derived.

Anh sag sīq.  I'm (going) returning.
Anh sag pāh chhōc.  I (went) chop trees.
Ai sag nhūp sī ănh.  You (go ahead and) pick my
lice.
Nēh sag mōi ănh.  He (went and) invited me.
Anh gūg lu.  I'm (sitting) having a
vacation.
Anh gūg līnh.  I'm (sitting) in the army.
  (that's what I'm doing now)
Anh sag līnh.  I'm (going) in the army. (I
joined and I'm still in)
Nēh gūg nhai.  He (persisted in) talking.
Nēh dāng them dip.  It (his trap) (naturally)
didn't catch anything. (be-
cause it was up in a tree)
Mai dāng them sēn.  You (naturally) wouldn't want
to look. (because all your
work has been undone)
Anh dăng iun nhai
Daq êq iun khlüh.
Anh êq gëh saq.

I didn't (indeed) speak.
The water wouldn't (indeed) boil over.
I didn't (indeed) go.

8.3 Intentional verbs

Intentional verbs precede the main verb. They are a small set of verbs which require the presence of a following main verb. They include verbs such as côn nh 'want to', thêng 'dare'.

These intentional verbs differ from preverbal particles (§8.1) in that they are negatable, and in that they can stand alone as elliptical forms of the verb phrase. (Contrast preverbal côn nh 'future', intentional côn nh 'want to'.) They differ also from auxiliary verbs (§8.2) in that they directly affect verb phrase cooccurrence factors, especially in relation to the Subject.

Anh côn nh saq.
Anh côn nh pâm néh.
Anh thêng pâm néh.
Anh êq thêng pâm néh.
Anh êq gëh côn nh saq.

I want to go.
I want to hit him.
I dare hit him.
I don't dare hit him.
I not indeed want to go.

8.4 Main verbs

The main verb slot may be filled by a simple verb (a single member of the verb class), a compounded verb (two or more coordinated verbs), or a complex verb (a verb with
The verb class is defined as comprising all elements which can stand alone in the main verb slot. There are several subclasses of them, based on their transformation potential (see §11). The major subclasses of verbs are:

1) verbal adjectives: prho 'red', māc 'big', jong 'long', ken 'small', jī 'sick', etc. (§11.2)

2) intransitives: saq 'go', víq 'sleep', etc. (§5.2; 11.1)

3) transitives: sa 'eat', săv 'see', pâm 'hit', wōng 'look for', etc. (§5.3; 11.6)

4) bitransitives: an 'give', dop 'put'. (§5.4; 11.7)

5) containers: an 'permit', winh 'request', sāng 'command', chēq 'permit', săv 'see', etc. (§5.5; 11.5)

6) quotatives: nhai 'say', lūp 'ask', etc. (§5.7; 11.8)

7) directional verbs: hao 'rise', sīq 'return', etc. (§11.3)

Some locational verbs, intransitive or transitive, generally require a Location (§6.7) in the clause periphery. These are words such as saq 'go', dog 'put in', hwōt 'throw away', lăm 'put in', chēq 'put'.

Anh saq tu tįq. I go (to) there.

Anh dog nēn sūng dor. I put him in a coffin.

Anh hwōt nēn tu tįq. I threw it to there.

In context the Location can sometimes be zeroed.

A compounded verb is composed of two related verbs, generally near-synonyms. This should be distinguished from
intentional verb constructions such as cónh nhai 'want to speak', thèng saq 'dare to go'. It should also be distinguished from direction-motivation sentences such as saq vlam 'go to meet', jur dônh 'descend to gather' (§10.6).

Some compounds are non-stereotyped (ad hoc) pairs such as dóp an 'deliver give', hwòt chèq 'throw put'. These ad hoc pairs can be but are not usually separated. (Note that auxiliary verbs are not separable from the main verb. (§8.2)) A few words like an 'give', chèq 'put', ság 'return' recur frequently as the second member of compound verbs.

Nèh dóp an ca.  He delivered-gave fish.
Nèh trōh an ca.  He handed-gave fish.
Nèh trōh nèh an ca.  (He handed over the fish.)
Nèh hwòt chèq ca.  He threw-put fish.
Nèh prap chèq ca.  (He threw away the fish.)
Nèh chèq an ānh iùn.  He put-gave to me.

Other compounds have become stereotyped doublets and function as a single verb with a single meaning (§9.4). Not infrequently the second member of the pair has no meaning of its own apart from the first. Some are formed by morphological processes, e.g. ngac-ngat 'poor', others by combining what were originally near-synonyms, e.g. ság caydm 'filthy'. These verbs (mostly verbal adjectives) may be
together or may be separated by a repetition of the subject or by a preverb or auxiliary.

Nêh sâq cavôm. It is filthy-filthy.
Nêh sâq nêh cavôm. id.
Nêh sâq ôp sa. He works for a living. (He go do eat)
Nêh sâq ôp sâq sa. id. (He go do go eat)
Nêh lâng khân. He is playing-playing.
Nêh hoc hân. He studies-studies.

Occasionally a close-knit verb and object may function as a complex verb, as ôp gông 'make meat' = 'butcher'. Nêh ôp gông ănh. 'He's going to kill me.'

Verbs, especially verbal adjectives, may be given additional emphasis by repeating the verb, with thiet or thiet là 'truly' between the two instances of the verb. (§6.6)

8.5 Comparisons with other languages

J. Cooper (1966) defines two slots in the verb phrase in Halăng - preverb and main verb. The preverb corresponds fairly closely to the Chrau preverbal particle. Halăng has stative, negative, and dependent preverbs. There does not appear to be a slot directly parallel to the Chrau auxiliary verbs. Main verb types in Halăng are reduplicative, close-knit, directional, coordinate, and objective; the first three have fairly good parallels in Chrau, the fourth I
would consider two close-knit clauses in a single sentence, and the fifth I considered to be separate verb phrases in a container clause. Adjectives appear to be simple verbs, as in Chrau.

For Khmer, Gorgoniyev (1966:78) distinguishes clearly between verbs and adjectives, though both can function in the main verb slot. There appears to be a system of preverbal auxiliaries somewhat similar to Chrau and Halâng. Maspero (1915:329ff) indicates the occurrence of doublet constructions and of verb-like auxiliaries, as well as sequences of main verbs.

In Thổ, Day (1966:64ff) describes six orders of preverbals (= Chrau preverbal auxiliaries). This is in sharp contrast with Chrau where there is only a single order of preverbals. The Thổ verbals (= Chrau main verb) may consist of one or two verbs, the first of which is limited to certain stative verbs, verbs of motion, and ɗay 'acceptable'. Day includes in the verb phrase items similar to what we have called adverbs in Chrau and have assigned to the clause level of structure.

Vietnamese preverbal structure is similar to Thổ. Vietnamese also has postverbs, somewhat parallel to the preverbs. Thompson (1965:217ff) distinguishes several types of verb sequences and constructions which are difficult to contrast with Chrau.
For Bróu, J. Miller (1965) distinguishes very sharply between verbs and adjectives, not even putting them in the same general class. Bróu has only 4 preverbs and 2 postverbs, and the negativizers appear to function on the clause rather than the phrase level.

Pacõh verb phrase structure has several parallels with Chrau. R. Watson (1966a) indicates a gradation that is difficult to define in terms of clear slots, whereby preverbs blur into auxiliaries, which in turn blur into main verbs. Pacõh also makes considerable use of doublets.

The Khmu' verb phrase structure (Smalley:18ff) appears to be somewhat similar to Chrau.
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9.1 Affixes

Chhau has been influenced by the monosyllabic area trend in eastern and southeastern Asia, so there is little affixation left of what must have originally been a fuller Mon-Khmer affix system. Vestiges of older affixes can still be observed, but only one or two affixes still have any freedom of occurrence (cf. Dorothy Thomas 1966x).

Ta- 'causative, resultative' (70) has a fairly wide range of occurrence and is recognized by native speakers as a meaningful morpheme, though there is some hesitation about making new combinations at random.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>chut</th>
<th>'die'</th>
<th>tachut</th>
<th>'kill'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>üm</td>
<td>'bathe'</td>
<td>ta-üm</td>
<td>'cause to bathe'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pu</td>
<td>'suck'</td>
<td>tapu</td>
<td>'suckle'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chuq</td>
<td>'wear'</td>
<td>tachuq</td>
<td>'to dress'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rih</td>
<td>'tear'</td>
<td>tarih</td>
<td>'ripped'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rung</td>
<td>'pour'</td>
<td>tarung</td>
<td>'spilled'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
rōhn 'fall'

tarōhn 'fall'

In a few cases where the root morpheme has a semi-causative or resultative meaning there may be free variation between the simple and affixed forms, as in prep - taprap 'put away', hec - tahec 'worn out'.

Prefixes n-, pa, and pan- occur occasionally, but their meaning is not clear, and they seem to be fossilized rather than active affixes. Pa- varies to va- before voiced consonants, and pan- varies to pang- before velars and labiovelars.

gān 'go across'

vagān 'crosswise'

jōg 'long'

rajōq 'how long?'

gāl 'piece'

nggāl, panggāl 'in pieces'

jēng 'become'

pangjēng 'create'

hāo 'ascend'

n'hāo 'up'

The infix -n- 'nominalizer' does not seem to be synchronically active, yet words containing it are frequently encountered.

pāt 'squeeze'

panāt 'handful'

tung 'carry'

tanung 'armload'

gōn 'hunt'

ganōn 'hunting blind'

khlēg 'to hook'

can'hlēg 'a hook'

pār 'to fly'

panār 'wing'

vōn 'known'

vanōn 'wise'

cān 'remember'

canān 'remainder'
The clitic tăm 'reciprocal' (§3) is phonologically more like a de-emphasized main syllable than like a presyllable, but syntactically it functions closely knit to the verb, like the affixes. It is freely combinable with most transitive verbs, usually producing a reciprocal clause type (§5.6).

nhai 'speak'  tăm-nhai 'talk to each other'
sai 'marry'  tăm-sai 'marry each other'
pâm 'hit'  tăm-pâm 'fight'
camläh 'deny'  tăm-camläh 'argue'
hen 'agree'  tăm-hen 'agree together'
sindach 'love'  tăm-sindach 'love each other'

9.2 Reduplication

Chrau reduplication may be described under three main categories: simple reduplication, altering reduplication, and additive reduplication. Most reduplicative forms are adverbs. The judicious use of reduplication is a mark of an expert story teller. Reduplicative pairs are inseparable, doublets are separable. (§9.4)

1) Simple reduplication consists of a pair of identical words; this reduplication is obligatory. Free words may sometimes be repeated for emphasis, but we do not treat this as reduplication. The examples of simple reduplication in Chrau are about equally divided between onomatopoetic and non-onomatopoetic cases.
blẹp blẹp (= blẹp mblẹp) 'monkeys scratching'
blọ blọ (= blọnh mblọnh) 'monkeys scratching'
phụh phụh 'deer stamping'
plọc plọc 'cobra striking'
praq praq 'monkeys chattering'
chiéc chiéc 'mouse squeaking'
cahyac cahyac 'dog yelping'
kwac kwac 'crow cawing'
kyac kyac 'squirrel screeching'
kyơc kyơc 'dog yelping'
dụp dụp 'going up steps'
hapus hap 'moving quickly'
hứl hứl 'sitting quietly'
hụt hụt 'cool wind'
keq keq 'small'
khứch khứch 'many fish'
khuc khuc 'growling'
khuy khuy 'sitting still, tense'
khydông khydông 'walking stiffly'
klọ klọ 'darkly, unclear'
lạq lạq 'sitting still, sick'
mẹnɡ mênɡ 'looking'
nẹq nẹq 'stalking'
pharrass pharrass 'suddenly see'

2) Altering reduplication consists of a pair where the second member resembles the first but has been altered in
some way. Occasionally the first member may be a free form. There appear to be very few predictable regularities in these alterations, though occasionally some parallelisms can be seen. The following examples are grouped, first those with altered initials, then those with altered medials, then those with altered finals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vietnamese</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>phung lung</td>
<td>'heavy falling'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phông lòng</td>
<td>'cleared off'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phing ling</td>
<td>'suddenly'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tông lòng</td>
<td>'falling headlong'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tong keq tong ke</td>
<td>'curved handle'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deq muq deq mu</td>
<td>'monkey leader'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>châng ngâng</td>
<td>'trotting of a horse'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>châp vlâp</td>
<td>'chopping a tree'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>choc mloc</td>
<td>'only'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chwoc rawoc</td>
<td>'smashed to bits'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chruh ruh</td>
<td>'slidingly'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>camhôi rôi</td>
<td>'amazed'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dichôc dipôc</td>
<td>'calling a dog'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>choc charec</td>
<td>'dog yelping'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sűq sirăq</td>
<td>'dog barking furiously'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mêp mêp</td>
<td>'look diligently'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mlũq mlǎq</td>
<td>'dirty'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3) Additive reduplication consists of a pair where the second member adds a homorganic nasal or a presyllable to the first member. The added presyllable is most often ʂ, ʐ, or ɬ. (It will be remembered that ʐ and ɬ are only in partial contrast in the presyllable (§3.4.).) In a few of these the first or the second member is a free form (marked with *).

blåp mblåp (blåp blåp) 'scratching'
błônḥ mblônḥ (blô blô) 'scratching'
bôp mbôp 'fortunately'
chhôc nchhôc 'naked'
dîh ndîh 'gongs sounding'
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dōt ndōt</td>
<td>'monkeys scratching'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>đụp ndụp</td>
<td>'noisy, celebrating'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gxr ngxr</td>
<td>'noisy'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khek nkhek</td>
<td>'curved'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*vôq mvôq</td>
<td>'going directly'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cǔp sicǔp</td>
<td>'frantically, vigorously'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kruq sikruq</td>
<td>'frantically, vigorously'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glăn siglăn</td>
<td>'the walking of a deer'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vlōq silōq</td>
<td>'flirting'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wing siwing</td>
<td>'lost'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wṅg siwṅg</td>
<td>'lost'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>đēng rađēng</td>
<td>'hurrying directly'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glıc rglıc</td>
<td>'tapping with walking stick'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>go rago</td>
<td>'sitting still (sick)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>goh ragh</td>
<td>'flowing movement'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hēng rahēng</td>
<td>'distant noise'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phung raphung</td>
<td>'sound of gongs'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pōng rapōng</td>
<td>'go directly'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ep ra-ep</td>
<td>'worm crawling'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sôt rasôt</td>
<td>'speaking sharply'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wēnh *rawēnh</td>
<td>'winding around'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gu lagu</td>
<td>'sitting still (sick)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hūnh lahūnh</td>
<td>'cobra waving its head'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hūt *lahūt</td>
<td>'cool breeze'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ngct langot</td>
<td>'plaintive singing'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9.3 Simple onomatopoeia

Many onomatopoetic words are reduplicated, as discussed in the preceding section. But some are just single words, and others may be repeated at will two or three times, not like a strictly reduplicative pair.

chhêng 'sound of arrow flying'
silêng 'sound of arrow flying'
peng 'object flying'
pûc 'thud, hit'
pôc 'sound of hitting, chopping'
chhwôp 'missed'
chhwaïh plâp 'sound of slipping'
pâu 'call of the deer'
coc 'call of the heron'

hôh hôh 'noise of deer'
haï haï 'noise of bear'
hih hih (hih) 'whimpering'
heïh heïh 'whimpering in fear'
9.4 Doublets

Chrau, like several other Southeast Asian languages, has a system of doublets which function as a single lexeme though grammatically independent of each other and able to be separated by other words. Doublets are most often nouns, though verb doublets are not rare, and occasionally adverb doublets are encountered. Doublets may be divided into those with only one free member (usually the first member) and those where both members are free.

Semibound doublets, i.e. those with only one free member, appear to acquire the bound member from several different sources. For some like adu adom 'in the old days', n'ham n'hu 'floating leaves', gayh gêng 'smashed', the source would appear to have been a phonological process. For others the source might be a synonym in a different dialect of Chrau, as in lêng khôn 'play', se dum 'debt', jrdû jinau 'medicine'; these doublets were probably originally free, with one member eventually passing out of currency and only the doublet retaining its use. For others the source might be a different language, as in daq ia 'water', with ia borrowed from Cham only in this doublet. In others a doublet was formed from presumably free morphemes; then one morpheme passed completely out of the language,
leaving only its shadow in the doublet, as in asẽh lamo 'horses' from which by comparison with other languages we can see that lamo probably meant 'cow', but it is now just an empty morph, the partner for asẽh 'horse'. Semi-bound doublets include words such as:

- dích nǎc 'slave'
- loh sat 'poor'
- aq n'hu 'bows, weapons'
- bǔn bap 'sin'
- phao candir 'guns'
- sâq cavóm 'filthy'
- hoc hành 'study, drill' (VN)
- gūn mān 'magic'
- prôn rang 'strength'
- vǎl ganô 'civilians'
- ji côr 'painful, sick'
- sôt jrāq 'aching'

Free doublets, i.e. those with both members free, include a wide range of words in all stages of standardization. The linking or two words as a doublet produces a meaning that is wider than just the combined range of meanings of the two words; it takes a resultant meaning of 'items such as x and y', not just simply 'x and y'. In theory any two words could be joined in this fashion, but in practice standardized pairs tend to develop and become fixed in the language as a permanent doublet which becomes
independent of the vagaries of development of its members. Thus *kiếp nggan* 'pot, dish; items such as pots and dishes' is seldom encountered as a doublet though both of its members are frequently encountered separately, so it seems to be little removed beyond *ad hoc* pairing. *Tròq ntēh* 'sky, earth; the universe' is well stabilized as a common doublet. *Nhi la* 'house, leaf; house' is standardized and is on the borderline of becoming semibound, as the meaning 'leaf' has all but disappeared from the meaning of the doublet; Chrau houses in Binhuy province are still made largely from palm leaves, and this is presumably the origin of the doublet, but elsewhere the doublet more often refers to wood or concrete houses. These three doublets show the range of standardization in doublets; the majority of the free doublets, however, are like *tròq ntēh*, i.e. standardized yet with both members still retaining their meaning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Đếq cô</th>
<th>'younger uncle, grandfather; older or respected men'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pốp ơh</td>
<td>'older sibling, younger sibling; relatives'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iểr da</td>
<td>'chicken, duck; fowls'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diêq gui</td>
<td>'rib, shadow; by one's side'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lang palây</td>
<td>'village village; village(s)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sư ao</td>
<td>'blanket, shirt; clothing'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ôp sa</td>
<td>'work, eat; make a living'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramīh rawây</td>
<td>'gaur, elephant; large animals'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re răm</td>
<td>'old field, new field; fields'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Năq ndra</td>
<td>'kitchen fire, roasting rack; kitchen'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
püh ôm     'rotten, rotten; rotten'
piëng por   'cooked rice, gruel; food'

Doublets may occur together, or they may be separated by a repeated word.

Anh ôp sâ.     I'm making a living.
Anh ôp ănh sâ.  id.
Nêh guq u lang palây ănh. He lives in my village.
Nêh guq u lang u palây ănh. id.
Anh sa piëng por. I'm eating food.
Anh sa piëng sa por. id.
Anh nhai læq lam. I tell everything.
Anh nhai læq nhai lam. id.

9.5 Comparisons with other languages

In Pacôh (R. Watson 1966a, 1966b) reduplication and onomatopoeia types are fairly similar to Chrau. Pacôh doublets have the additional facility of being used in interlocking pairs of doublets, a feature not yet observed in Chrau. Pacôh 'doublets' may occasionally have as many as three or four members (1966b:91-94), whereas in Chrau they are limited to pairs. Pacôh affixes (S. Watson 1965) are much more numerous than in Chrau; none of the affixes are the same as Chrau, but Pacôh does have the causative, reciprocal, and nominalizer categories, as in Chrau.

In Katu the affixes are quite parallel to Pacôh, having little similarity to Chrau. (Costello 1965)
Vietnamese has no affixes but it has complex onomatopoeia and reduplication patterns and doublets not unlike Chrau. (Thompson 1965:139ff, Emeneau 1951)

Bahnar has some reduplicative patterns extending over several words, in addition to more simple reduplication and affixation. (E. Banker 1964a,b)

Gorgoniyev describes for Khmer a complex system of affixes, semi-affixes, reduplication within and between words, and compound words. The compound words show some similarity with Chrau doublets, but there is no indication of the members being able to be separated by other words. (1966:46ff)

Jacob (1963) indicates for Mon an affix system considerably more complex than the Chrau affix system, with quite a few similarities with the Khmer system.

Khmu’ has an instrumental infix which appears to be related to the Chrau nominalizer. (Smalley 1961:19)
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A sentence in Chrau is defined lexico-semantically as an asserted (or questioned or denied) action in its situational (temporal, causal, conditional, etc.) setting. A sentence thus is generally characterized by having one main clause and may also have one or more subordinate clauses or temporals, and may be introduced by an initial particle.

There appears to be a structurally significant paragraph level in Chrau, though its structure is not fully clear yet. It is tentatively defined as a structured sequence of actions (episode), usually with a single topic and a single setting and single vantage point and usually a single set of actors. Quotations and pronouns of address appear to belong to the paragraph level of structure, so
that a direct quotation is generally an embedded paragraph. Exclamations may possibly belong to paragraph structure too.

A discourse level is also postulated for Chrau as the largest unit of the language in the lexico-semantic mode.

10.1 Initial particles

Initial particles occur very frequently in narrative text, and a little less frequently in conversation. They usually occur after, but sometimes before, a sentence temporal (or echo clause) and before any part of a conditional sentence.

Some of the more common initial particles are:

*canôq* (63) 'like that, so, therefore'
*canôq caheq* (5) 'how?'
*cho* (43) 'intensifier, usually negative'
*cho bô* (16) 'it's not true that'
*côn* (105) 'but, as for'
*kê* (202) 'then, after that'
*kê vay* (17) 'then, after that'
*mà* (400?) 'but, then, and, however'
*mônh* (36) 'then, so, lo and behold'
*ncai* (104) 'then, after that'
*nhúc-dinh* (3) 'surely, certainly'
*nhung mà* (19) 'but'
*mô, nôa mô* (7) 'therefore, so'
*phai chi* (5) 'it should be (but isn't)'
noa (15) 'then, because it was like that'
phap (42) 'than, in turn, for a change'
te ra (15) 'so that, as a result'
thành, thành ra (1()) 'so that, for the purpose of'

These initial particles have been found in the following combinations:
canọq cho (1), canọq mà (1), còn mà (4), cho còn (11), cho mà (8), kẹ mà (8), kẹ vay mà (1), mà te ra (1), ncai mà (1), ncai en kẹ vay (1), phai chi mà (1), te ra mà (1).

As may be seen by inspection of the above, there is considerable freedom in the relative order of these particles.

Canọq caheq patau nhai? How did the king speak?
Canọq ạnh ṣaq. So I went.
Chọ ạnh đáng ṣćq. tọq. Indeed I don't stay.
Chọ ọbo ạnh nhai mvàr. It's not true that I lied.
Còn ạnh hóm ken. But I was still small.
Chọ còn mà vu lụp ạnh. It's not that people asked me.
Kẹ nẹh sịq. Then he returned.
Kẹ vay nẹh sịq. Then he returned.
Mà nẹh sịq. But he returned.
Mọh nẹh sịq. So then he returned.
Ncai nẹh sịq. Then he returned.
Nhuc-dinh nẹh sịq. Surely he will return.
Nhụng mà nẹh sịq. But he returned.
Nọq nẹh sịq So he returned.
Nỗq mọc nểh sǐq. Therefore he returned.
Noq nểh sǐq. After that then he returned.
Phai chi ai të ěnh. You should be looking after me.
Phảp nểh sǐq. Then suddenly he returned.
Te ra nểh sǐq. So as a result he returned.

10.2 Initial echo and sentence temporals

A sentence may be introduced by a repetition of part of a preceding sentence. This indicates a temporal sequence of actions "having...then...". The repetition is frequently but not necessarily followed by en 'finished, then'. This sentence type may be formulated as:

±Echo Cl. + Main Cl.
Nểh sǐq. Sǐq panh ...
He returned. Having returned he said ... 
Nểh vặt sǐq. Vặt sǐq ncai nểh panh ...
He carried it home. Having carried it home, then he said ...
Nểh sa. Sa en nểh hucht alāc.
He ate. Having eaten he drank wine.
Nểh saq găn ratung. Nểh saq găn ratung en nỗq nểh saq vanāc ratung.
He went across the bridge. He going across the bridge then he went halfway on the bridge.

Nểh vünk. Vünk en nỗq năm nểh ĕp?
She was pregnant. Being pregnant what should she do?
Vâng vünk hucht gōq. Vünk hucht gōq en nỗq, en nỗq vünk
nêh tachit vdn.

We shouldn't drink a lot. We drink a lot then the VC's will kill us.

The echo clause may also be represented by chhông en 'finished already', in which the chhông stands for the action of the previous sentence. Or there may be simply en nọq or en to signify the completion of the previous action and its temporal relation to the following action.

Nêh sa. Chhông en nọq nêh saq.

He ate. Finished then he went.

Nêh sa. Sa chhông en nọq nêh saq.

He ate. Having eaten then he went.

Nêh sa. En nọq nêh saq.

He ate. Then he went.

Nêh sa. En nêh saq.

He ate. Then he went.

In the same slot as the echo clause, and having a similar relational temporal function, may be a time phrase followed by en 'already'. It is not clear whether this is also a reduced clause or is a sentence-level phrase.

Var pe nær en nêh nhai. After two or three days he spoke.

10.3 Conjunctive sentences

Clauses may be linked by a single conjunction between them or by two coordinated conjunctions.
Hay, hay là 'or, perhaps' is a loan from Vietnamese, so is rare in legends but common in daily speech. It is used to show the discreteness of items or actions, sometimes calling for an either/or choice, other times just setting them off from each other. This is in contrast with simple concatenation, which tends to lump together the items or actions so concatenated. Hay là constructions with less than a full clause may be considered elliptical forms of a full clause.

Anh hay là nêh saq. I or he will go.
Anh saq hay là nêh saq. I will go or he will go.
Nêh sa hay là nêh huch. He ate or he drank.
Vi đi hay là vi mau von saq. In the morning or the evening we'll go.
Vi đi von saq hay là vi mau von saq. id.
Vu saq vu vật alać, hay là vu gễh jên vật jên.
People go people bring wine, or people having money bring money.
Hay là ji cỏr năc năng klōq vanôq, nōq nho ơn con.
Whether sick or aching at midnight or early morning, we are dependent on our children.

A simple declarative clause may be followed by a clause introduced by vadâng, mōq, or pách (§6.4); the first clause states the reason, the second the logical negative result.

Nêh con se, vadâng nêh saq. He was a child, how could he go.
Nêh con se, mōq nêh saq di gễh? id.
Něh con sê, pách něh saq di gêh? id.

Là 'is', or là tât nhiên 'is that', can be used to connect two clauses in an explanatory sentence, the first clause giving the observed fact and the second clause giving the explanation.

Něh òp canôq là tât nhiên něh sinđach vcn.
He did like that was indeed (because) he loved us.
Anh nhai nōq là ānh nhai nhāng.
I speak like that is I speak truly.

10.4 Conditional sentences

Conditional sentences are formed with the dependent clause preceding the independent clause. The dependent clause may be introduced by zero, nǐu 'if' (49), hê 'when, whenever, if' (80), tamvac bî 'because' (1). The independent clause may be introduced by zero, thi 'then', chî là 'that is' (22), tuc là 'that is' (10), nōq 'so, then' (55). The morpheme introducers signal only slightly different shades of meaning. Nōq thi is the only compound introducer.

† (Intr.† Dep.Cl.) † Intr.† Ind.Cl.
Mai pâm ānh, ānh pâm mai.
If you hit me, I'll hit you.
Nǐu mai pâm ānh, ānh pâm mai.
If you hit me, I'll hit you.
Nǐu mai pâm ānh thi ānh pâm mai.
If you hit me then I'll hit you.
Nòu mai pâm ănh túc là ănh pam mài.
   If you hit me, that means that I'll hit you.
Nòu mai pâm ănh, nòq ănh pâm mài.
   If you hit me, so I'll hit you.
Mài pâm ănh thì ănh pâm mài.
   (If) you hit me then I'll hit you.
Hè mai pâm ănh thì ănh pâm mài.
   Any time you hit me then I'll hit you.
Vòn ôp canoq, túc là vu ếq jöch vòn.
   (If) we act like that, that is they will not bully us.
Vu cañya vòn, túc là vu get vòn.
   (When) they lecture us, really they hate us.
Hè khay chhal, túc là phai chung-bi chhal.
   When windy season, then must beware of wind.
Hè nhai canoq thì ếq gês.
   When talking like that, then not be.
   (You shouldn't talk like that.)
Vu gêq chôl loîn, nòq thì nên lêh jrêm.
   He who patiently files iron, so then appears needle.
   (With patient work the result will be achieved.)
Mà hê mai saq thì an ănh gût.
   And when you go, let me know.

10.5 Embedding sentences

A subordinate clause, relating the subject of the main clause to some previously mentioned action or charac-
teristic, may be attached to the main clause by embedding. The embedded clause precedes the main clause and has có (§6.6) between its subject and verb. Both clauses usually have nêh 'he' as their subject. Nóż 'that' often follows the embedded clause.

Nêh có ëq huch nóż, nêh vro ca.

He who doesn't drink, he buys fish.

Vù prung. Nêh có prung, nêh ëq nhai yi.

People cast spells. Those who cast spells, they don't tell anything.

Nêh có sindach ănh, nêh an piêng sa.

Those who pity me, they give (me) rice to eat.

10.6 Direction-Motivation sentences

A directional clause and a purpose clause may be combined as a single sentence. The two clauses have the same subject, so the subject is obligatorily deleted in the second clause. The first clause often contains a directional verb, with or without an object, and the second clause generally contains an action which is the purpose or motivation for the directional movement. The two clauses constitute a close-knit action, and it is difficult to declare either one the main clause. The actions of both clauses are considered to be asserted. The clauses can be separated by mà 'and, but'.

Nêh hao chhô piêq pai vunh.

He climbed the tree to pick gourds.
Nênh saq hao dahn si-ur nêh.
He climbed up chasing his wife.
Nênh hao mà wînh.
He went up begging.
Nênh lôt hao chhô.
He ran and climbed a tree.
Nênh sîq nhi sa piêng.
He returned home to eat.
Nênh an ăngh iun ăngh sai.
He will give (her) to me for me to marry.
Môq con lüp con patau de con sai?
How could you ask for the princess for you to marry?

10.7 Concatenation of sentences
Coordinate sentences, especially those describing a sequence of actions, may be run together without any conjunctions, and may or may not be marked by an intonation break. An intonation break, i.e. giving each sentence a full intonation contour, makes the actions more discrete. Combining the two sentences under one intonation contour ties the actions together more closely. Sentence concatenation is an assertion of two or more independent actions.

Anh päh, ăngh hwôt chêq tu tîq.
I killed it, I threw it over there.
Anh sîq nhi, ăngh sa piêng.
I returned home, (then) I ate.
Pồp nềŋ nọq tham lùng, nềŋ nhụŋ độ lẻŋ, pách nọq pách heŋ độ nềŋ nhụŋ lẻŋ.

His older brother was very greedy, he took everything, this and that he took all.

Em nọq nềŋ gũq nềŋ nhim.

Then he sat down and cried.

10.8 Paragraph topic

A paragraph appears generally to have one main person or item who is the topic of the paragraph. This person is mentioned in almost every clause and more often than not is the subject of the clause. The noun or name of the topic may be mentioned at the beginning of the paragraph but is seldom used again after that; instead the general pronoun nềŋ '3rd person' is used, or else it is zeroed completely. Thus a zero or nềŋ in the subject slot of a clause almost invariably refers to the paragraph topic. When a participant other than the paragraph topic is used in the subject position it must be clearly named.

This is also true sometimes, to a lesser degree, of a total narrative if the narrative centers around a single person. In such cases if it is previously known who is to be the topic of the narrative, he might never be named throughout the whole narrative. It is not uncommon for a narrative to start out with a referential nềŋ without naming the referent.
A new paragraph topic is often introduced in the object or location slot of the opening clause, then in subsequent clauses it shifts to usually occurring in the subject slot.


Remaining only one person he, he stayed looking after his grandmother. And when his brother took buffalo and cart, yoked them to go, then he went along. He didn't dare get on the cart with his brother. And if he went up on the cart, then his brother would hit and beat him, he didn't dare get up. And when his brother rested, then he rested. His brother went, then he went. His brother rested, he rested.

Nênh in non-subject position usually refers to the paragraph topic, though not invariably. It should be recalled (§6.4) that an emphasized subject (and almost all non-topic subjects act like emphasized subjects) takes the form Noun plus nênh, so a nênh in that construction may be non-topic.

10.9 Direct address

Pronouns in direct address function on the utterance level; that is, they are relevant to the utterance as a whole (whether an utterance in quotation or an independent
whole utterance) rather than to particular clauses or sentences of the utterance. Pronouns of address are pronouns not forming part of a clause nucleus; they usually come at the beginning or end of the utterance, though they may also be added between sentences in the utterance. The personal pronouns ai 'you f.' and mai 'you m.', any of the kinship pronouns (§7.4), and personal names may fill the direct address function in an utterance.

Vi mai saq, mai? Where are you going, you?

Vi mai saq, Pe? Where are you going, Pe?

Vi mai saq, pôp? Where are you going, older brother?

Pôp, vi mai saq? id.

Vi mai saq, mai pôp? id.

Pe, vi mai saq, Pe? Lûh mai òp canôq, Pe?

Pe, where are you going, Pe? Why are you doing like that, Pe?

10.10 Quotations

Direct quotations, especially in animated dialogue, may be stated directly without any introduction. More frequently, direct quotations are preceded by nêh panh 'he said' or nêh nhai panh 'he spoke saying'. (cf. §5.7 quotative clause, 11.8 quotative battery)

Yau panh... The tiger said...

Yau nêh panh... id.

Yau nêh nhai panh... The tiger spoke saying...

Yau nêh lûp panh... The tiger asked saying...
The tiger spoke like this, saying...

The tiger spoke again, saying...

A quotation may have *nhai caheq* 'speak like this' in the introduction, and may have *nhai canôq* 'speak like that' in the conclusion or in a later reference to the quotation.

The rabbit spoke like this saying, "I won't give it." He spoke like that. Then the tiger asked, "Why do you speak like that?"

Indirect quotations are generally introduced by *nêh panh* 'he said', rarely by *nêh nhai panh* 'he spoke saying'.

*Nêh panh* may be used in citing either statements or thoughts.

Anh panh nêh èq saq. I said he didn't go.

Anh panh ânh èq saq. I said I wouldn't go.

Nêh panh nêh èq saq. He said he wouldn't go.

Indirect quotations are generally brief summaries, while direct quotations may contain whole paragraphs. Direct quotations often contain pronouns of address (§10.9), exclamations (§10.11), and direct speech-final particles (§6.9); indirect quotations never contain pronouns of address or exclamations, and seldom contain direct speech-final particles.
10.11 Exclamations

Exclamations may perhaps be considered to function on the paragraph level of structure, though it is not fully clear yet. They may occur at the beginning or the end of a paragraph. At the beginning they may precede or follow the pronoun address slot; at the end they follow the pronoun address. Some of the more common exclamations are:

cha 'surprise, wonder'
conh te 'Don't do it, I don't want to'
ha-ha 'laughter'
di 'calling someone'
d initial: 'calling someone'
d final: 'asking for agreement, assent, or obedience'
dinh 'here now, indeed (often tinged with a note of resignation or dislike)'
tròq ntēh de 'by heaven, good heavens'
uā 'whoops'
ui 'indeed'
vòh 'Isn't that so?, OK?' (only final)
nhai panh nhai 'indeed' (only initial, without exclamatory intonation)

10.12 Paragraph types

Narrative paragraphs are most frequently introduced by sentences containing aheq 'then', phāp 'then', an echo clause, or a temporal phrase. Phāp usually indicates a
shift of the topic (§10.8) for the new paragraph, and aheq frequently does too.

One structural paragraph type is the temporal contrast paragraph. In this the first sentence states a former condition, then the following sentence(s) state the present condition. The former condition may be marked by phrases such as hôi nổ 'previously', en 'already', när toq 'the other day'. The present condition is usually marked by vrèq 'now'. The vrèq may be repeated in successive sentences. It may be formulated as:

† Former Condition Sent. † Present Condition Sent.

Cô ẵnh khľâng cúc när toq mai păh. Vrèq ănh vế tịq, ănh tăm. Vrèq nēh gâyh cala prih. Vrèq nēh wŏng su a0 ănh iun.

My grandfather eagle the other day you killed. Now I brought it home, I buried it. Now it has become a tall bamboo. Now it has found good clothes for me.

Präm ndu saq lînh en don. Vrèq hôm ayh du mvu ănh u nhi.

All five have gone in the army already. Now only I am left at home.

Another paragraph type is the question and answer paragraph. A sentence containing a question particle or question intonation is followed by one or more sentences using affirmative particles (if any). (This is tentatively considered a single paragraph because the main components in it appear to be sentences.) It has the formula:
10.13 Discourse types

The only Chrau discourse type that has been studied is the narrative (cf. Loos 1960?). (Other discourse types might include the hortatory monologue, the free discussion, the didactic monologue, the complaining monologue, etc.) Narrative discourse has the structure:

± Stage-setting Par. ± Story ± Closure Par.

The stage-setting paragraph is often just one sentence, setting the background of the main character(s), and it often has little real bearing on the story other than meeting the need for a formal opening. Some examples of stage-setting paragraphs:

Two brothers and their grandmother. Their parents were already dead. (Story of the eagle and the orphan.)

In the old days, hear, there was a husband and wife, and they were very poor. They didn't have any money at all. (Story of the magic handkerchief.)

He had six children, but his wife had already died. Then he married a second wife. (Story of the wild pigs.)

Their mother and father were both dead, only the two orphan children were left. A boy and his younger sister. (Story of the mango.)

In the old days a man married a wife and they had a child. And there were two brothers-in-law and the parents-in-law. (Story of the foolish man. These details
are completely superfluous, as the child, brothers-in-law, and parents-in-law are never mentioned again; the sentence serves solely the function of filling the introduction slot.

The first sentence in a narrative almost invariably introduces the main character of the story (not like some novels in English where the main character doesn't appear until five pages after the story has started). In the five examples above, the main characters are the younger brother, the husband, the children, the orphan boy, and the husband, respectively.

The closure paragraph of a narrative is usually just a single sentence following the climax. It usually states either the death of the villain or the long life and happiness of the hero.

So he went home and lived quietly with his wife. (Story of the foolish man.)

So he went home and said to his wife and children, 'I'm half dead, and from now on we don't dare go down to the river to drink any more. Now we will have to depend on the dew and the rain.' (Story of the rabbit and the snail.)

Then the buffalo and the cart went trundling home. (Story of the wild pigs.)

So they were able to look after their needs and were very rich ever after. (Story of the magic handkerchief.)

Another type of narrative closure is that of an extended recapitulation of the factors involved in the closing scene, sometimes drawing a moral from it. This was observed in several Chrau legends. This type of closure is mutually
incompatible with the above-described type of closure.

10.14 Comparisons with other languages

For Khmer, Gorgoniyev distinguishes asyndetic and syndetic coordinate sentences, and asyndetic and syndetic subordinate complex sentences. Asyndetic subordinate sentences usually have condition or time clauses. Syndetic subordination may have condition, cause, purpose, time, attributive, or object clauses. He also describes cohesive sentences (containing a pivot word) and part-clause sentences (containing embedded clauses). (1966:119–124)


For Vietnamese, Thompson distinguishes major sentences (containing a head clause), minor independent sentences (exclamations), and predicative fragments (elliptical responses). Within the major sentences no classification of sentence types is made, because the sentences are as varied as the clauses that compose them. (1965:283–287)

For M'nhg Rdlm, E. Blood (1966) distinguishes declarative, interrogative, vocative, and imperative sentence types,
further cross-classified as dependent or independent. Dependent sentences are divided into responsive and sequential types.
Chapter 11

CLAUSE BATTERIES

11.1 Intransitive battery
11.2 Verbal adjective battery
11.3 Simple transitive and benefactive battery
11.4 Reciprocal battery
11.5 Container battery
11.6 Transitive possessed battery
11.7 Bitransitive battery
11.8 Quotative battery
11.9 Illustrative paradigm
11.10 Comparisons

The batteries of Chrau verbal clauses fit into a fairly neat tree whereby an n-tuple that is acceptable in a terminal battery (i.e. can take all the formulas in that terminal battery) is also acceptable in all the batteries that lie in its path down the tree. Individual words or n-tuples may occasionally have certain forms that they can or cannot take, but in general the above principle holds true. Short forms lower on the tree function as ellipses of forms from higher batteries. We may say that the sum of the batteries into which a clause root can enter constitutes the paradigm of that clause root.

The predicate of a clause is the most important factor in determining the paradigm status of that clause, so with each battery are listed a number of verbs for which that battery is their terminal battery, i.e., that is as far up
the tree as they can go.

The slot numbers in the batteries are generally numbered from their position in a clause form without constants, but without implying any priority of those forms without constants. All the clause forms in a paradigm are considered to be derived from an abstract clause root containing only the plot elements of that clause. In descending the battery tree the values of the numbers remain constant. The fillers of the slots may be simple or complex.

The relationships between the batteries is shown in the following tree, with the battery labels and decade numeration. (Fig. 5) For a full set of examples, with English translations, see §11.9.

11.1 Intransitive battery

The Intransitive Battery consists of:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slot Numbers</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. /1,2/</td>
<td>Nề listener</td>
<td>Simple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. /2/</td>
<td>Lôt</td>
<td>Zeroed 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. /1,đu nặng du,2/</td>
<td>Nề du nặng du lôt.</td>
<td>Continual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. /1, podrá,2/</td>
<td>Nề có lôt...</td>
<td>Noun phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. /1,prv,2/</td>
<td>Nề ấy lôt.</td>
<td>Preverbal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. /Vc,1,2/</td>
<td>Anh sang nề lôt.</td>
<td>Causative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. /1,2,1/</td>
<td>Nề lôt nềh.</td>
<td>Echo subj.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. /2,1/</td>
<td>Lôt nềh.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. /pạch,2,là,1/</td>
<td>Pạch lôt là nềh.</td>
<td>Identification</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 5. Clause Battery Tree
11. /mői năr mői, l, 2/ Mői năr mői nêh lôt. Daily
12. /V, l, di, 2/ Pâm nêh di chut. Result
13. /V, di, 2/ Pâm di chut. Result

V = any transitive verb or subject plus verb
Vc = any causative verb
prv = preverbal particle (§8.1)
aux = auxiliary verb (§8.2)

Nos. 10 and 11 will accept n-tuples coming down the transitive branch of the battery tree but not n-tuples coming down the verbal adjective branch.

Nos. 12 and 13 will accept only a limited number of intransitive verbs like chut 'die' and will not accept n-tuples from the transitive branch.

Nos. 7 and 8 accept only pronouns in slot 1.

No. 3 will not accept inanimate nouns in slot 1.

Intransitive verbs are defined as words which can fill slot 2 in this battery only. They include chut 'die', chroc 'lost', cambet 'missing', du 'flee', lêng 'play', lôt 'run', lu 'rest', mpräng 'run', mvêr 'false', ndrau 'cackle, sing', nhim 'weep', hoc 'drill', păr 'fly' vông hlâq 'fall', saq 'go', víq 'sleep'.

Nôq 'not want' is unusual, occurring only in forms 7 and 8.
11.2 Verbal adjective battery

The verbal adjective battery consists of:

20. /1,2.../ Raweyh mǎq... Noun phrase
21. /1,2,lǔng/ Nēh mǎq lǔng. Very
22. /1,2,trōq,2,ntēn/ Nēh mǎq trōq mǎq ntēn. Extremely
23. /1,2,2/ Nēh mǎq mǎq. Somewhat
24. /1,mo_yāh,2/ Nēh mo yāh mǎq. Very
25. /1,mo_yāh,2.../ Raweyh mo yāh mǎq... Noun phrase
27. /3,2,1/ Nēh mǎq candul. Foc. possessor
28. /1,3,2/ Candul nēh mǎq. Foc. organ
29. /1,3,co,2.../ Candul nēh co mǎq... Noun phrase
30. /3,geh,1,2/ Nēh geh candul mǎq. Possessed
31. /3,2,1,lǔng/ Nēh mǎq candul lǔng. Very
32. /pāch n'hya,3,2/ Pāch n'hya nēh mǎq? Question
33. /3,lēq_a,2,1/ Nēh lēq a mǎq candul. Finished
34. /1,3,lēq_a,2/ Candul nēh lēq a mǎq. Finished.
35. /3,2,1,3/ Nēh mǎq candul nēh. Echo poss.
36. /2,1,3/ Mǎq candul nēh. "(zeroed 3)
37. /nōi,1,2,3/ Nōi candul nēh mǎq. Location.
38. /3,2,nōi,1/ Nēh mǎq nōi candul. "

Nos. 20 and 25 accept only nouns (not pronouns) in slot 1.

Nos. 27–38 accept only body parts in slot 3; or if slot 1 is filled by an inanimate object, then the filler of slot 3 must be an integral part of that inanimate object.

Verbal adjectives are defined as words which can fill
slot 2 of this battery. They include mảq 'big', prho 'red',
voq 'white', sindôch 'black', ken 'small', jong 'long', dêh
'short', camvînh 'old', gôg 'many', loh sat 'poor', ji côr
'sick', camlo 'stupid', la-iq 'cold', chhác 'fierce', vênh
'full', also duh, kho, kiêt, lavau, ngeô, n'han, ôm, canjôq,
buon, can'hir daq, jôq, vân, vanhul, wui, prinh, rom, sâq,
camhlãng, vahal, sô, gala, vây, tuc. Chàch 'snap' can
take only forms 27-38, not 20-25.

11.3 Simple transitive and benefactive battery

The simple transitive and benefactive battery con-
sists of:

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41.</td>
<td>/1,2,3/</td>
<td>Nêh anh prông.</td>
<td>Simple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.</td>
<td>/2,3/</td>
<td>Anh prông.</td>
<td>Zeroed 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.</td>
<td>/3,ôô,1,2/</td>
<td>Prông có néh anh...</td>
<td>Noun phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44.</td>
<td>/gêh,3,1,2/</td>
<td>Gêh prông néh anh.</td>
<td>Existence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.</td>
<td>/Vc,1,2,3/</td>
<td>An néh anh prông.</td>
<td>Causative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46.</td>
<td>/1,aux,2,3/</td>
<td>Nêh saq anh prông.</td>
<td>Auxiliary v.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47.</td>
<td>/3,1,2/</td>
<td>Prông néh anh.</td>
<td>Emph. obj.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48.</td>
<td>/1,du năr du,2,3/</td>
<td>Nêh du năr du anh prông.</td>
<td>Progressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49.</td>
<td>/3,2/</td>
<td>Prông anh...</td>
<td>Noun phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.</td>
<td>/3,2,1,ôe/</td>
<td>Prông anh néh de...</td>
<td>Possessed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51.</td>
<td>/1,2,3,4,ûm/</td>
<td>Nêh anh prông mai iûm.</td>
<td>Simple benefactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52.</td>
<td>/3,1,2,4,ûm/</td>
<td>Prông néh anh mai iûm.</td>
<td>Emph. obj.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53.</td>
<td>/1,2,4,ûm/</td>
<td>Nêh anh mai iûm.</td>
<td>Zeroed 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54.</td>
<td>/2,4,ûm/</td>
<td>Anh mai iûm.</td>
<td>Zeroed 1,3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
55. /2,3,4, iun/  Anh prông mai iun.  Zeroed 1
56. /2,4, iun, 3/ Anh mai iun prông mąq lũng.  Postposed 3

$V_c = \text{any causative verb,} \dagger \text{ subject}

Aux = auxiliary verb (§8.1)

Nos. 49 and 50 are usually restricted to n-tuples whose 2 and 3 slots are filled by items that occur together in a high proportion of their occurrences, such as sa phàng 'eat rice', anh prông 'carry on the back a back basket', huch iuq 'smoke tobacco'.

No. 56 is a conditioned variant of No. 55, occurring only when the filler of slot 3 is a long or complex noun.

Directional verbs are defined as words which can fill slot 2 in this battery, and for which this is the terminal battery, and for which any sentence in the battery containing a 3 can insert a preposition (§6.7) before the 3. Directional verbs include lăp 'enter', lüh 'go out', jùr 'descend', hao 'rise', gūg 'remain', sīq 'return'.

The verb lüh 'go out' can also enter into the forms:

58. /2,1/  Lüh jên.  Inverted
59. /nêh, 2,1/ Nêh lüh jên.  Dummy subject

Slot 1 in these forms will not accept a pronoun.
11.4 Reciprocal battery

The reciprocal battery consists of:

60. \( /l, g\'am, 3, tam-2/ \) Anh gâm nêh tam-pâm. Simple
60a. \( /3, g\'am, 1, tam-2/ \) Nêh gâm ănh tam-pâm. "
61. \( /1, tam-2, bay, 3/ \) Anh tam-pâm bay nêh. bay
61a. \( /3, tam-2, bay, 1/ \) Nêh tam-pâm bay ănh. "
62. \( /1, bay, 3, tam-2/ \) Anh bay nêh tam-pâm. bay
62a. \( /3, bay, 1, tam-2/ \) Nêh bay ănh tam-pâm. "
63. \( /tam-2, 1, bay, 3/ \) Tam-pâm ănh bay nêh. Emph. verb
63a. \( /tam-2, 3, bay, 1/ \) Tam-pâm nêh bay ănh. "
64. \( /tam-2, bay, 3/ \) Tam-pâm bay nêh. Zeroed 1
64a. \( /tam-2, bay, 1/ \) Tam-pâm bay ănh. Zeroed 3
65. \( /1, tam-2/ \) Von tam-pâm. plural subj.
66. \( /tam-2, 1/ \) Tam-pâm von. "

Nos. 65 and 66 usually accept only plural items in slot 1, though occasionally a single item is found in slot 1 when the verb implies the participation of others.

Canjoi nêh tam-sai. Canjoi he married.

This battery accepts as fillers of slots 1 and 3 only items which have no cooccurrence restrictions against serving as either subject or object of the item filling slot 2. This is not a terminal battery for any n-tuple. (Cf. §5.6.)
11.5 Container battery

The container battery consists of:

70. /1,2,3,4,5/  Anh sáng nền păm chhd. Simple
71. /1,2,3,4/  Anh sáng nền păm. Zeroed 5
72. /2,3,4,5/  Săng nền păm chhd. Zeroed 1
73. /5,1,2,3,4/  Chhd ạnh sáng nền păm. Emph. obj.
74. /5, mà,1,2,3,4/  Chhd mà ành sáng nền păm... Noun phrase
75. /2,3,4/  Săng nền păm. Zeroed 1,5
76. /3,4,5,1,2/  Nếh păm chhd,  Snh gut. Indirect statement

No.76 is restricted to a few verbs like gut 'know', chăng 'hear', sâv 'see', conh 'want', and panh 'say', which can introduce an indirect statement.

Container verbs are defined as words which can fill slot 2 in this (terminal) battery. They include sáng 'send', gut 'know', phùng 'fear', ợp 'make, cause', an 'permit', chăng 'hear',  www 'request', sâv 'see', conh 'want',  lâo 'invite', pân 'advise', câp 'wait for', chẻq 'permit', panh 'say',  mài 'invite', nhđ 'because of'.

11.6 Transitive possessed battery

The transitive possessed battery consists of:

80. /1,2,3,4/  Anh jô nhi nêh. Simple
81. /4,2,3,1/  Nêh jô nhi ành. 
82. /1,tam-2,3/  Vdn tam-jô nhi. Reciprocal
83. /1, giám, 4, tam-2, 3/ Anh găm nhẹ tam-jo nhi. Reciprocal
84. /4, giám, 1, tam-2, 3/ Nề găm ănh tam-jo nhi.

No. 82 requires a plural subject in slot 1.

Transitive verbs are defined as words which can fill slot 2 in this battery, words for which this is the terminal battery. They include jò 'watch', anh 'carry', buôn 'sad', cál 'chop', cành 'remember', cãp 'bite', chit 'cut', camläh 'deny', dèh 'give birth', dip 'hit', dơnh 'pick up', dàn 'dam', dánh 'remove', gà 'betroth', gaih 'become', gánh 'carry with a pole', gål 'exchange', hãi 'harm', huch 'drink', ih 'dry out', jan 'live with', jăng 'cook', jăng 'become', khoai 'dig', khtm 'steal', môn 'hire', moq 'visit', mubah 'cut down', mòng 'glad', nham 'borrow', nhụp 'take', niên 'escort', ọp 'do', păh 'strike', pănh 'shoot', păng 'close', pâm 'hit', pha 'destroy', sa 'eat'.

11.7 Bitransitive battery

The bitransitive battery consists of:

90. /3, 1, 2, 4/ Pih ănh an nêh. Emph. obj.
91. /1, 2, 4, 3/ Anh an nêh pih. Simple
92. /3, 1, jum/ ...pih ănh jum. Sequential
93. /1, 2, 4/ Anh an nêh. Zeroed 3, jum

No. 91 generally occurs only at the beginning of an enumeration of items.

No. 92 is restricted to non-initial position in an enumeration.
Bitransitive verbs are defined as words which can fill slot 2 in this (terminal) battery. This class has only two members - an 'give', dop 'hand over'. The normal form for a bitransitive sentence is No.51.

11.8 Quotative battery

The Quotative Battery consists of:

100. /1,2, nēh, panh, Sent/ Patau nhai nēh panh...
101. /1,2, panh, Sent/ Patau nhai panh...
102. /1, panh, Sent/ Patau panh...
103. /1,2, Sent/ Patau nhai...
104. /1,2, caheq, nēh, panh, Sent/ Patau nhai caheq nēh panh...
105. /2, Sent/ Panh... Zeroed 1
106. /nēh panh, Sent/ Nēh panh...

Sent. = any sentence

The forms in this battery are practically interchangeable, the only major restriction being that No.105 generally requires a stated subject in the preceding sentence.

Quotative verbs are defined as words which can fill slot 2 in this (terminal) battery. They include nhai 'speak', lūp 'ask', ãh 'answer', cuōl 'call', chih 'scold'.

All batteries on the transitive side of the tree can be multiplied by preposing Mōi nār mōi... to all formulas.
11.9 Illustrative paradigm

The following set takes a sample n-tuple from the Bi-transitive battery and follows it down the tree. Batteries not in the path of that n-tuple are illustrated afterwards.

We may say this is the full paradigm on the root
[an-action, von-actor, pih-object, něh-recipient]; followed
by partial paradigms on the roots [ti-subject, jong-attribute, něh-possessor], [lūh-action, jën-subject], [ěnh-
primary actor, gut-primary action, něh-secondary actor, pěnh-
secondary action, chhd-goal], and [patau-actor, nhai-action, 
panh-coordinate action].

90. Pīh von an něh. A knife we gave him.
91. Von an něh pīh. We gave him a knife.
92. Pīh von iun. A knife we gave.
93. Von an něh. We gave him.

80. Von an pīh něh. We gave away his knife.
81. Něh an pīh von. He gave away our knife.
82. Von tam-an pīh. We exchanged knives.
83. Von năm něh tam-an pīh. We and he exchanged knives.
84. Něh năm von tam-an pīh. He and we exchanged knives.

60. Von năm něh tam-an. We and he exchanged.
60a. Něh năm von tam-an. He and we exchanged.
61. Von tam-an bay něh. We exchanged with him.
62. Vón bay nêh tam-an. We and he exchanged.
63. Tam-an von bay nêh. Exchanged we and he.
63a. Tam-an nêh bay von. Exchanged he and we.
64. Tam-an bay nêh. Exchanged with him.
64a. Taman bay von. Exchanged with us.
65. Vón tam-an. We exchanged.

41. Vón an pîh. We gave a knife.
42. An pîh. Gave a knife.
43. Pîh cô von an... The knife we gave...
44. Geh pîh von an. There is a knife we gave.
45. An von an pîh. Allow us to give a knife.
46. Vón saq an pîh. We're going to give a knife.
47. Pîh von an. A knife we gave.
48. Vón du nár du an pîh. We give more knives all the time.

*49,*50. pîh an is not a suitable pair

51. Vón an pîh nêh ium. We gave him a knife.
52. Pîh von an nêh ium. A knife we gave him.
53. Vón an nêh ium. We gave it to him.
54. An nêh ium. Give it to him.
55. An pîh nêh ium. Give the knife to him.
56. Vón an nêh pîh vra dô. We gave him knives, etc.

1. Vón an. We gave.
3. Vòn du nähr du an. We give more all the time.
4. Vòn cờ an... We who gave...
5. Vòn êq an. We don't give.
6. Vu sáng vòn an. They told us to give.
8. An vòn. Let's give.
9. Pách an là vòn. The one who gives is us.
10. Vòn saq an. We're going to give.
11. Môi nähr môi vòn an. Every day we give.

*12, *13 do not accept n-tuples from the transitive branch of the tree.

Other batteries:
20. Ti jong... A long arm...
21. Ti jong lùng. The arm is very long.
22. Ti jong tròq jong ntēn. The arm is extremely long.
23. Ti jong jong. The arm is somewhat long.
24. Ti mó yǎh jong. The arm is very long.
25. Ti mó yǎh jong... A very long arm...
27. Nēh jong ti. He is long armed.
28. Ti nēh jong. His arms are long.
29. Ti nēh cờ jong... His long arms...
30. Ti jong. The arms are long.
31. Ti cờ jong... The long arms...
32. Nēh gęb ti jong. He has long arms.
33. Nēh jong ti lùng. He is very long armed.
34. Pách n'hya nēh jong? What is he long?
35. Nêh lể a jong ti.  He is no longer long armed.
36. Ti nêh lể a jong.  His arms are no longer long.
37. Nêh jong ti nêh.  He is long armed.
38. Jong ti nêh.  Long armed is he.
39. Nôi ti nêh jong.  In his arms he is long.
40. Nêh jong noi ti.  He is long in his arms.

58. Lühr jên.  Appeared money.

70. Anh gut nêh päh chhô.  I know he chops wood.
71. Anh gut nêh päh.  I know he chops.
72. Gut nêh päh chhô.  Know he chops wood.
73. Chhô ểnh gut nêh päh.  Wood I know he chops.
74. Chhô mà ểnh gut nêh päh... The wood which I know he chops...
75. Gut nêh päh.  Know he chops.
76. Nêh päh chhô, ểnh gut.  He chops wood, I know.

100. Patau nhái nêh panh...  The king spoke, he said...
101. Patau nhái panh...  The king spoke saying...
102. Patau panh...  The king said...
103. Patau nhái...  The king said...
104. Patau nhái caheq nêh panh...  The king spoke like this, he said...
105. Panh...  Said...
106. Nêh panh...  He said...
Mỗi ngày mối nghèo panh...
Mỗi ngày mối anh được nghèo päh cḥhọ. Every day I know he chops wood.
Mỗi ngày mối anh an nghèo pính. Every day I give him a knife.
Mỗi ngày mối anh đờ nhỉ nghèo. Every day I watch his house.
Mỗi ngày mối anh găm nghèo tam-pảm. Every day we fight.
Mỗi ngày mối lühr jën. Every day money appeared.
Mỗi ngày mối nghèo anh prɔng. Every day he carries a basket.
Mỗi ngày mói nghèo lọt. Every day he runs.

11.10 Comparisons

The only nearby language for which clause batteries have been published is Bahnar (J. Banker 1964). The Bahnar batteries are presented individually, but it looks as though at least a partial tree structure could be constructed. Affixation potential presents the main difference between Bahnar batteries; affixation is almost non-existent in Chrau, so the Chrau batteries rely mainly on differences in constants.

The six major Bahnar batteries are the Potential Passive, Intransitive Causative, Transitive Causative, Intransitive Noncausative, Transitive Noncausative, and Minimal Noncausative. There is little correlation between Chrau and Bahnar major batteries other than the general transitive/intransitive distinction.

The three minor Bahnar batteries are the Jei ('win'),
Equative, and Locative batteries. Chrau has parallels to the Equative battery but not to the others.
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12.1 Major styles

Three main styles have been observed in Chrau: classical style, formal style, and colloquial style.

The classical style is used in reciting folklore, in chanting, or in other highly cultural Chrau settings. It is marked by the near-absence of Vietnamese loans, though containing a good many Cham loans, and by the skillful use of reduplicative and onomatopoetic adverbs (§9.2,3) and final particles (§6.8). The adverbs add vivid imagery to the action, and the final particles help to convey moods.

The use of noun and verb doublets adds a sense of dignity and deliberateness (§9.4). Continued use of doublets is often accompanied by or leading into a singsong chanting style of recitation. Some of the memorized formulas in the stories and chants contain words which have now passed out of active use in the language and are considered esoteric words whose meaning is not known to ordinary mortals.
There are degrees of classical style ranging from the highly formalized memorized chants, to less formal legends, to folktale approaching colloquial style.

The formal, or careful, style is used when precision is desired. It drastically reduces the use of final particles because the mood of the speaker becomes irrelevant. It makes less use of ellipsis, more frequent use of noun subjects, and heavy use of clause connectors (§10.1-4), in order to eliminate ambiguities. Formal style also tends to use less direct quotation, and what direct quotation there is is always carefully introduced (§10.10). Writing in Chrai tends toward a formal style because writing is neither traditional culture nor intimate conversation.

Colloquial style is used in ordinary conversational situations. It is marked by short sentences, frequent ellipsis, and heavy use of final particles. It makes little use of reduplication or doublets, but onomatopoietic animal cries are not infrequent. It makes free use of direct quotation, often without quotation introducers (§10.10). It makes free use of intonation (§4.5) to signal meaning, and it borrows freely and heavily from Vietnamese vocabulary, sometimes retaining the Vietnamese tones and sometimes dropping them.

Many of the sentence and clause connectors are bor-
rowed from Vietnamese (§10.1-4), so it is not surprising that they are rare in classical style, though frequent in formal style.

12.2 Medial rhyming

In classical style occasionally quadruplets or sextuplets occur in which the middle pair of words is rhymed. I am indebted to Cooper's observation of it in Halâng (Cooper 1967) for alerting me to its occurrence in Chrau. The majority of these seem to be stylized, and possibly proverbial.

chinh vu gu pu war 'gong set buffalo corral' - a set of gongs and a corral-ful of buffaloes, i.e. the symbols of prosperity.

an sung rung por 'give feast pour porridge' - hold a funeral celebration.

chih sun luh, uh sun tayh 'speak not out, blow not loud' - when he speaks nothing comes out, when he blows a flute there is no sound, i.e. incompetent, unsuccessful.

öh mon con sinau 'yngr. sibling nephew child grandchild' - younger relatives and village mates. This phrase is often used in more colloquial speech.

pañh proq loq hoа 'shoot squirrels ?? monkeys' - go hunting. The meaning of the third word was unknown to my informant,
though he knew and used the formula.

chạch chhé sẳn, randăh chhé prông 'snapped strap large-basket, ?? strap medium-basket' – the straps on his back basket snapped.

Somewhat more complex is the following word play from a legend. The monkeys asked the man what his fishing rod was made out of. The answer should have been tiềng dộc 'monkey tails', but in order to disguise this unpleasant bit of information he said tỏq candaq tag canđiëng, which he obtained by

1) switching the vowel and final consonants of the first and last words (tỏq diĕng)
2) adding medial rhyme words (nonsense) (dăq tag)
3) adding a can- presyllable to the first and third words (candaq, canđiëng)

12.3 Dialectal phonology

Xuânlösung Chrau phonology is fairly standard for most of the Chrau area, the most serious deviations being found around Túcตรung.

The contrast between /chh/ and /s/ is lost in Vỏdát, Túcตรung, and several other places, but is present in Bình-tuy and Giaray. It is also possible that some dialects may split /s/ into two phonemes /s,x/, though this is not yet sure.
Initial r is frequently g in Túctrung, and initial g is frequently k. Túctrung also adds a preglottalized 'i to its phoneme inventory. ('i is absent from the phoneme inventory of many Mon-Khmer languages that have 'h and 'd.) Túctrung frequently adds an h to prenasalized stops, as in hndu 'person', hndeh 'vehicle', hmva 'year'. (Lương 1959, 1960)

The voiced stops vary from full stops to affricated stops, to voiced fricatives. In many areas this is simply a matter of idiolects or of free variation, but in the Thơ-vúc area they are consistently affricates. Elsewhere a lenis stop pronunciation is most common.

The presyllables show some variation from area to area. Xuânlộc shows a tendency toward dissimilation of consonants, while Bìnhtuy permits similar consonants in presyllable and main positions. Bìnhtuy pave 'goat', cacăt 'cold'; Xuânlộc dave, tacăt (cf. Cham pabaïy, Khmer bábe).

Túctrung also shows a tendency toward ca- and la-presyllables. XL sinoq, TT canoq 'body hair', XL lapông, TT capăng 'door', XL dapa, TT lapa 'turtle', XL damo, TT lamo 'deny', XL vünk, TT lavünk 'pregnant'.

The vowels of Túctrung have some phonetic differences from central Chrau. /o/ (XL [ɔ]) is raised to [o], and /ö/ (XL [ɔ]) is raised to [œ]. And XL ay generally corresponds to TT ǎy. /ų/ in the TT dialect tends to be more fronted
than XL.

The final consonants are fairly stable throughout the Chrau area except, again, in Túcstrung. Final /l/ and /r/ have both merged with /y/. XL var TT vai 'two', XL gâl TT gay 'exchange', XL tör TT tói 'ear'.

In Rùnglá and Giarai âyh is merged with ēh. XL rawâyh 'elephant', ndēh 'vehicle', RL rawēh, ndēh.

Túcstrung, Vôcät, and some speakers in Rùnglá regularly have nʔ for Xuânlóc nПодробное. XL canđal VL canʔal 'middle', XL sindach TT sinʔach 'love', XL sindōch TT sinʔōch 'black'.

Binh tuy phonemics has neutralization between final /l/ and /r/ and between some of the vowels in certain environments (for details see Thomas 1962a).

Other dialects have different intonation patterns, but there has been no chance to analyze them.

12.4 Dialectal lexicon

The bulk of Chrau vocabulary is understood over most of the Chrau area, though each area has a few words of its own. The word for 'play' is vött in Rùnglá, lèng in Xuânlóc, and khlân in Túcstrung. Túcstrung, however, has the largest number of peculiar words, so that other native speakers of Chrau consider Túcstrung to have a unique dialect. The word that seems to be considered the most distinctive mark of
a Túc Trùng speaker is their use of bến 'to go' rather than saq; also prominently mentioned is their use of ấn for ảnh 'I'.

Other vocabulary differences appear to be the result of borrowings. All areas have had about equal Vietnamese influence, but the Bình Túy area has had more Cham and Rôglai (Malayo-Polynesian) influence, while Túc Trùng may possibly have more Cambodian influence. Words from other languages such as Chinese or Indo-Aryan have almost all been mediated through Vietnamese or Cham.
APPENDIX

Summary of Minor Classes

CLAUSE

Movable particles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clause temporals</th>
<th>tu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vrêq</td>
<td>tu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nêr heq</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi mau</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>davôq</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>etc.</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Initial adverbials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial modals</th>
<th>ngân ngân</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aheq</td>
<td>nêng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bô</td>
<td>qua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chêq</td>
<td>ngâu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dêng gal</td>
<td>ngâu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lêh</td>
<td>nêng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>môq</td>
<td>ngâu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>môn</td>
<td>ngâu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nâm</td>
<td>ngâu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pâch</td>
<td>truñ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tôm, atôm</td>
<td>hao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vâng</td>
<td>jùr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nhêng, yêng</td>
<td>lêp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi</td>
<td>lêh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vacônh</td>
<td>sîq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vadông</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vâgôq</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vajû</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prepositions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presubject focus</th>
<th>a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dêi</td>
<td>bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Final particles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Final particles</th>
<th>am</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>canôq</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chô</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ddn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dêng</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eñ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hóm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lâ, lâu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nêq</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ngâng</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>toq</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vây</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vêq</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vô</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wôq</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adverbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adverbs</th>
<th>a)âr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bûy, bûy ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chôông</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chhuôi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diêt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hân</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lêq</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lôc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mäq</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>môh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ndêt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ngân ngân</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nêng</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qua</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thäng</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uây</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vêc vêy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b)du...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c)gênh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d)hao</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOUN PHRASE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numerals</th>
<th>muôi, du</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>var, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vanâc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gôq, vâgôq</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>di muôi, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Classifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifiers</th>
<th>a)lâm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bûr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>càp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mvû</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nêng</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pang, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
b) lịch
   long
   thu
   sinh
c) búa
   gong
   li
   mag
   thùng, etc.

Demonstratives
heq §7.4
nỏq
tđq
tīq
lāy

VERB PHRASE

Preverbal Particles
cō §8.1
conda
īq
hôm
jō, jōq
khol
lēq
me
ndōh, ndāh
phai
sāy
sūn
tōq
ūm

Auxiliary verbs
saq §8.2
gūq
them
ūm
 génh

Intentional verbs
cōnh §8.3
thēng

SENTENCE

Initial particles
canōq §10.1
canōq caheq
chd, chọ bō
cōn
kē, kē yā
ma
mōn
ncāi
nhrū-daēn
nhrū-mā
mū, nōq mō
phai chi
nōq
phāp
te, ra
thānh, thānh ra

Exclamations
cha §10.11
cōn̂h te
ha-ha
chāng
cī
cī
chī
trōq nūn dē
ua
uī
yōh
nhrā pānh nhrā

Paragraph introducers
aheq §10.12
phāp

Conjunctions §10.3
hay, hāy là
lā, là tāt nhīn
mōq
pāch
vādāng

Conditionals §10.4
chī là
hē
niū
nōq
tāmūc bī
thī
tūc là

Embedding Marker
cō §10.5

PARAGRAPH

Paragraph topic
nēn §10.8

Quotation markers
nēn pānh §10.10
nēn nhrā pānh
nhrā caheq
nhrā caheq